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The Proton Compton Effect:
Recent Measurements of the Electric and Magnetic

Polarizabilities of the Proton

F. J. Federspiel
Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

A review of the experimental situation regarding the electric and magnetic
polarteabilities of the proton is presented. The polarizabilities extracted from
an analysis of two recent experiments are: a = (10.8 ± 1.0 ± 1.0) x 10~4 fm3

and P = (3.4 ̂  1-0 T 1-0) X 10~4 fm3.

1. Introduction

The electric and magnetic polarizabilities, labelled a and /? respectively, mea-
sure the ease with which an electric or magnetic dipole moment can be induced in
a composite system through the application of static external electric or magnetic
fields.1 These structure constants are therefore fundamentally as important as the
charge or magnetic radius of the system, although in the case of the nucleon they
are considerably less well known. With the high present-day interest in QCD-based
theoretical descriptions of the nucleon, it is clear that the additional information rep-
resented by an accurate determination of its polarizabilities would be of substantial
importance.

Simple constituent quark models2 relate a to the size and energy scales of
the proton, and experimental measurements for these quantities typically lead to
values in the range a ~ 10 X 10~4 fm3. The simplest bag model calculations lead
to similar values.3 However, these results are possibly misleading, since these models
suffer from the inherent difficulty that their size and energy scales are incompatible.
Furthermore, only contributions due to excited states of the nucleon are included;
potentially important contributions due to states of the pion-nucleon system are
omitted. These deficiencies are partially remedied in a chiral bag model, where the
valence quark core is surrounded by a pion cloud. Using this model, Weiner and Weise4

reproduce both the size scale, which is largely determined by the pion cloud, and the
energy scale, which is determined by the quark core. They find a ss (7—9) x 10~4 fm3;
interestingly, only a small part of the result is due to excited states of the quark core,
while the dominant contribution comes from the pion cloud.



The magnetic polarizability ft is believed to be smaller than a due to a strong
cancellation between the positive contribution of the low-lying A(1232) resonance
and the negative contribution of virtual quark-antiquark pairs.1'2 The degree to which
the cancellation occurs is highly model-dependent, and at this point in time even
the sign of ft is uncertain. Typically the calculations span the range (—3 < ft <
3) x 10~4 fm3. An accurate determination of ft would be of great value in constraining
the model calculations.

Measurements of the proton polarizabilities have exclusively come from Comp-
ton scattering experiments. These measurements rely on a theorem to establish a
unique relation between a low-energy expansion of the Compton scattering cross
section and the static polarizabilities. For photon energies small compared to the
pion mass, this low-energy expansion (LEX) reads1:

}
(i)

where E and E' are the energies of the incident and scattered photon, respectively;
r0 is the classical radius of the proton; and dcrpt/dti is the exact cross section for a
structureless proton with an anomalous magnetic moment.5 E and E' are related by
the usual Compton formula. The quantities a and ft are the static polarizabilities,
corrected for recoil and retardation,1 and are the only unknown parameters in Eq. (1).
They are the quantities one seeks to extract from the measured scattering cross
sections. Eq. (1) shows that the forward cross section is sensitive mostly to a + ft,
whereas the backward cross section is sensitive mostly to a — ft.

The sum a+ft is also constrained by a model-independent dispersion sum rule6:

where cr^{E) is the total photoabsorption cross section on the proton. The integral
is evaluated using both the available experimental data and a reasonable theoretical
assumption for continuing the integral to infinite energy.7 Thus, a combination of
the above dispersion sum rule and a measurement of the scattering cross section
at a backward angle can determine both a and ft. Alternately, measurements at
forward and backward angles can determine both a and ft as well as test experimental
systematics through comparisons with the sum rule.

The choice of photon energy requires some discussion. On the one hand one
wants the photon energy to be large, since the effect of the polarizability on the cross
section is quadratic in energy. On the other hand, if the photon energy becomes too
large, the LEX breaks down, thereby introducing theoretical uncertainty into the
extraction of the polarizabilities from the measured cross sections. Various attempts
have been made to estimate corrections to the LEX. The most successful of these



is due to L'vov,8 whose calculations are based on dispersion relations in which a
variety of experimental data and theoretical ansatzen are used to evaluate numerically
the dispersion integrals. The parameter a — (5 appears as an unknown subtraction
constant, which can be adjusted to fit an experimental cross section. The range of
validity of the LEX is an important consideration in the analysis of the experimental
data.

2. Review of Compton Scattering Experiments

2.1. Experiments Prior to 1980

A common feature of these experiments has been the use of continuous-energy
bremsstrahlung photon beams and photon detectors having poor energy resolution.
These factors have made it difficult to determine the incident photon flux accurately.
Consequently, all but one of these experiments quote systematic uncertainties that
are too large to provide meaningful constraints on the polarizabilities.9 The excep-
tion is the Moscow experiment of Baranov, et al.,10 in which the systematic errors
were reduced by measuring the yield of photons scattered from the proton to those
scattered from the atomic electrons, for which the scattering cross section is well
known. Data were taken in the 80-110 MeV range at scattering angles of 90° and
150° . Using the L'vov cross section to extract the polarizabilities from this data
yields a = 11.2 ± 1.3 and /? = -5.7 ± 1.8, both in units of 10~4/™3- Despite the
small error bars and the claim of small systematic uncertainty, this result is very
problematic since it is inconsistent with the dispersion sum rule (Eq. 2). It is this
problem that provided the principal motivation for the new experiments, which are
now discussed.

2.2. The Illinois Tagged Photon Experiment

The Illinois experiment11 had two distinct technical advantages over the pre-
vious experiments, allowing systematic errors to be held to a very low level. This
experiment made use of a monochromatic tagged photon beam and large NaI(Tl)
photon detectors with high intrinsic resolution (AE/E •— 3%). As shown below,
the result is a considerable improvement on experimental knowledge of the proton
polarizabilities.

Electrons from the 100% duty factor accelerator MUSL-2 were incident on a
34 mg/cm2 Al radiator foil. The post-bremsstrahlung electrons were momentum-
analyzed in a magnetic spectrometer and detected in a staircase array of 32 plastic
scintillator counters, thereby tagging the associated photons and determining their
energy. The photons were collimated and directed onto a 889 mg/cm2 target of liquid
hydrogen contained in a thin-walled Mylar vessel. Scattering data were taken with
the vessel both full and empty, in order to be able to subtract the events due to
scattering in the Mylar. Photons scattered from the target were detected in one of
the two large Nal detectors, which were positioned at scattering angles of 60° and
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Figure 1: Pulse height spectrum from the scattering of 70 MeV tagged photons from
hydrogen at 135° . Contributions from the empty target and from chance coincidences
have been subtracted.

135°, respectively. A valid event consisted of a time-correlated coincidence between
an electron in a tagging counter and the associated photon in one of the Nal de-
tectors. The incident photon flux was determined directly by counting the tagging
electrons; calibration measurements were done in which each of the NaP detectors
was separately put directly into the photon beam in order to determine the number
of tagged photons per tagging electron. Data were taken between 32 and 72 MeV
incident photon energy, in four steps, each covering a total tagged photon range of
8 MeV. In the off-line analysis, the data were combined into two 4 MeV-wide bins.
A typical pulse-height spectrum in one of the Nal detectors is shown in Fig. 1;
chance coincidences, as well as the contribution of the empty Mylar vessel, have been
subtracted out.

The scattering cross section is related to the measured quantities by the follow-
ing expression:

± J
The numerator and denominator of the bracketed expression are the number of de-
tected tagged photons per tagging electron in the scattering and calibration measure-
ments, respectively; these were determined by summing over the appropriate regions
of the pulse-height spectra. The systematic errors are as follows: incident photon
flux, ±1%; number of target nuclei per unit area («), ±1%; photon detector solid
angle (Q,), ±1.4%. Combining all the systematic errors in quadrature, the systematic
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Figure 2: Compton-scattering cross sections on hydrogen obtained in the Illinois
experiment. The error bars include statistical errors only. The curves are the cross
sections of L'vov fitted to our data.

uncertainty in the absolute scale of the cross sections is estimated to be ±2.0%. The
resulting cross sections are shown in Fig. 2 along with their statistical errors.

The polarizabilities were extracted from these cross sections in two steps. First,
the two parameters (a-f-/?) and (a—fi) were adjusted to fit L'vov's theory to the data.
This results in (« + /?) = 11.9 ± 3.9 ± 1.7 and (a - /?) = 8.0 ± 4.4 ± 2.2. Comparison
of this result to the sum rule constraint from Eq. 2 shows that the Illinois data is not
in disagreement with the sum rule. The second step was to assign the sum rule value
to (a + /? ) and allow only (a — ft) to vary in the fitting procedure. This results in

(a - j3) = 7.6 ± 4.3 ± 2.5. (4)

In the results above, the first error shown is statistical; the second represents the
effect of changing the absolute normalization of the data by the systematic error in
that data.

As a demonstration of the model independence of these results, Figure 3 shows
the 135° Illinois data with both L'vov's calculation and the LEX evaluated at (a + @) =
14.2, (a—J3) = 7.6. Further details of the experimental setup, data reduction, various
corrections, and systematic errors can be found in the '.hesis of Federspiel.11

2.3. The Mainz 180° Experiment

The Mainz experiment12 used a continuous-energy bremsstrahlung beam to
measure the 180° Compton scattering cross section by detecting the forward recoil-
ing protons in a magnetic spectrometer. Using the theoretical calculation of L'vov,
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Figure 3: The 135° Illinois cross sections. The overlap of the two theoretical curves
in the region of the data indicates that the high-energy breakdown of the LEX has
negligible effect on the polarizabilities extracted from the Illinois data.

polarizabilities can be extracted from the Mainz calculations that are in excellent
agreement with the Illinois values. By measuring at relatively high energy, the Mainz
cross sections place tighter statistical constraints on the polarizabilities at the expense
of introducing a degree of model-dependence to the result.

Photons were produced by the 350 MeV electron beam passing through an
837 mg/cm2 Al radiator, and directed toward one of two liquid hydrogen targets
(thickness 40 mg/cm2 or 72 mg/cm2). Cross section measurements were made at
two nominal settings of the magnetic spectrometer, one corresponding to protons
scattered elastically from 98 MeV incident photons, the other to 132 MeV photons.
Downstream of the target, the photon flux was monitored during each run by a P2
ionization chamber. A rate was calculated for each run by dividing the observed yield
in the spectrometer by the charge collected in the ionization chamber. This ionization
chamber was calibrated by measuring the well-known Compton electron yield in the
same magnetic spectrometer used to detect the protons.

The subtraction of empty target contributions required two types of empty tar-
get measurements: one to account for the protons produced in the target upstream
of the liquid hydrogen, and one to account for the protons produced downstream
of the liquid. During a full target run, the protons produced upstream of the liquid
chamber passed through the liquid and lost energy on their way to the spectrometer.
When the target was empty, these same background protons arrived at the spectrom-
eter at a higher energy. Also, during full target runs, some fraction of these protons
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Figure 4: The Mainz cross sections. The solid curve and the short-dashed curve are
fits to the data. The long-dashed curve shows the high-energy divergence of the LEX
from the L'vov calculation, imparting some degree of theoretical uncertainty to the
polarizabilities derived from the Mainz cross sections.

were also scattered out of the spectrometer's acceptance by the layer of liquid. To
account for the energy difference, one set of empty target measurements was made
with the spectrometer at a higher momentum setting than in the full target runs.
Monte Carlo techniques were used to account for the difference between full target
background acceptance and empty target background acceptance. The background
from the downstream part of the target was dealt with simply by measuring the rate
from the empty target at the nominal spectrometer setting.

The Mainz cross sections are shown in Figure 4 along with three theoretical
calculations. The solid curve results from fitting the L'vov theory to the data. This
fit results in

(5- /8) = 7.3 ±2.3 ±2.1, (5)

where the second error corresponds to the systematic uncertainty in the cross sections.
The long-dashed line in Fig. 4 is the LEX evaluated at that same value of (a — /?),
showing that the high-energy measurement is well above the energy at which the
LEX is valid. The short-dashed curve is the result of fitting the LEX to the Mainz
data.

3. Summary of Experimental Results

There are four potential constraints on the polarizabilities:

• The sum rule result for (a + (5 ),
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Figure 5: Shown are \—a boundaries in the a -/3 plane of the various constraints on
the polarizabilities

• The Moscow data,

• The Illinois data, and

• the Mainz data.

As stated earlier, the Moscow measurements at 90° and 150° are not both compatible
with the sum rule result. Because of this, the approach taken in this analysis will
be to disregard the Moscow data in the global fitting process. The polarizabilities
extracted from the Illinois measurements have rather large error bars, but they do
agree with the sum rule and they are measured at energy low enough so that model-
dependency is not an issue. Using the cross sections of L'vov, values extracted for a
and /? from the Mainz data are in excellent agreement with the Illinois results. Note
that if the Mainz measurement a.t 98 MeV had a smaller error bar, the Mainz data
could distinguish between the two fits (the solid curve and the short-dashed curve)
in Fig. 4. This points out the importance of an accurate mapping of the Compton
cross section as a function of energy. As things stand now, the low-energy Illinois
measurements together with the higher energy Mainz measurement lend support to
the theory of L'vov.

Figure 5 shows the good agreement between the Illinois measurement and the
sum rule, and between the Illinois measurement and the Mainz result derived from



the L'vov calculation. The narrow ellipse is the 1-cr boundary resulting from these
three constraints on the polarizabilities, assuming that the error in L'vov's calculation
contributes negligibly to the error in the Mainz polarizabilities. Numerically, this
ellipse can be represented as

5 = 10.8 ±1.0 ±1.0, (6)

and
0 = 3.4 T 1.0? 1.0, (7)

where the errors on a and 0 are anticorrelated because of the tiny error bar on the
sum rule. The systematic error shown is solely due to the systematic error in the
Mainz 132 MeV measurement.
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Experiments on the Electric Polarizabiiity of the
Neutron

JORG SCHMIEDMAYER

Institutjur Experimentalphysik Universitdt Innsbruck, A-6020 Innsbruck, Austria

Departmentof Physics, Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA

Abstract:

The experimental situation regarding the electric polarizabiiity of the neutron is

reviewed. The experiments provides for the first lime a nonzero value for the electric

polarizabiiity of the neutron ct£ = (12.0±1.5i2.0)xl0-4 fm3.

Electron-nuclear scattering experiments at GeV energies showed that the nucleons: neutrons and

protons, are not point like objects. Therefore, their internal structure may be deformed by external

forces. The deformations induced by strong electro - magnetic fields are characterized to lowest order

by the electric (a) and magnetic (ft) polarizabilities [1,2,3]. They are defined such that a particle

placed in an external electric (magnetic) field E (B) acquires an induced electric (magnetic) dipole

moment d=ccE (d=(3B). With the recent advance in QCD based models of the nucleon, knowledge

of the polarizabilities may give new tests to be met by the models.

Electric and magnetic polarizabilities of elementary particles have been calculated recently using

various models. The simple valence quark models [4] and bag models [5] provide a qualitative

description of the electric polarizabilities and predict a-lOxlO"4 fm3. In the chiral bag model, the

quark core contributes only 20% to the total polarizabiiity, most of which comes from the distortion

of the surrounding pion cloud [6]. This calculation gives a-(7-9)xlO"4 fin3 and P^xlO"4 fm3 for

the nucleon. Recent calculations in chiral perturbation theory even suggest that the polarizability is

entirely due to the pion cloud [7]. A chiral soliton model leads to a=13.4xlO~4 and P=- l . l x l (H

fm3 [8]. In recent work, attempts were made to calculate the electric polarizabilities of hadrons in a

quenched lattice QCD model [9]. In the light quark limit, a value of a-lOxlO"4 fm3 was obtained.

In most of the models the electric polarizability of the nucleon is calculated and is significantly

larger than the magnetic polarizability. For the latter, even the sign of (J is uncertain. Except for the

chiral perturbation theory calculation, no significant differences between the neutron and proton are

expected.
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The electric polarizability of the neutron predicted by these models is approximately 18 orders of

magnitude smaller than the polarizability of the hydrogen atom. This can be qualitatively understood

because of the smaller volume and the stronger interaction, 100 times that of the Coulomb

interaction, binding the neutron together.

Due to the small size of the electric polarizability of the neutron an, a measurement using

macroscopic laboratory fields which can be controlled by the experimentalist, seems far beyond the

possibilities of present technology. Even with the unrealistically high laboratory electric field of

E=108 V/m and an expected value of a=10xl0- 4 fm3 one only finds an induced electric dipole

moment of d=3.5xlO'30 [ecm], which is about 4 orders of magnitude smaller than the present limit

on the static electric dipole moment [10]. All measurable effects by the induced electric dipole

moment would therefore be masked by a possible static dipole moment. Even neutron interferometry

[11] and spin rotation experiments [12] cannot measure the potential energy change of V=-1.7xlO~24

eV by a neutron in the above electric field. The largest controllable elearic fields (up to 5 V/A) are of

microscopic size and are found around sharp tips, like those used in the scanning tunneling and the

field emission microscope [13]. Even then the induced moment is still 2 orders of magnitude smaller

than the limit on the static electric dipole moment.

There are two distinctly different ways to measure the electric polarizability of the neutron. One

consists of measuring the energy change of the neutron ground state ( - | a E2) in the presence of a

strong electric field (corresponding to the DC stark shift). The other being Compton scattering

experiments on the neutron. The first method was pursued over the last 30 some years using

neutron scattering (tab.)). These experiments collimaied recently in the first determination of the

electric polarizability by the Vienna - Oak Ridge experiment [14]. The second method has only

recently become possible with the advent of accelerator based high luminosity gamma ray sources

and may provide an independent confirmation. A summary of experiments is given in table 1.

Review of neutron scattering experiments:

The strongest electric fields in nature up to 1021 V/m are found in an atom, near the surface of

heavy nuclei like lead. The interaction potential due to the electric polarizability of the neutron near

the nuclear surface is given by V=-ranZ2e2 -4. The corresponding scattering amplitude for a point

like nucleus with charge Ze was first calculated in the late SO's by Alexandrov [IS] and

independently by Thaler [16], and also Breit and Rustgi [17]. In a more detailed calculation [18,19],

the complete nonmagnetic neutron-atom scattering cross section was calculated, including neutron -

nucleus potential and resonant scattering, Schwinger scattering (spin-orbit scattering), the neutron-

electron interaction, the electric polarizability and all interference terms. The neutron - nucleus

potential and resonant scattering were considered in the framework of R-matrix theory. Schwinger

scattering (spin-orbit scattering), the neutron-electron interaction and the electric polarizability

11



interactions were calculated in the Bom approximation assuming a homogeneously charged sphere of

radius /?N with total charge Z e for the nucleus and a realistic charge distribution for the atom. The

scattering due to the electric polarizability of the neutron is dominated by the nuclear Coulomb field.

The contributions of the atomic charge distribution is smaller by the ratio Rfj /Re = 10 "5 and can be

neglected (Rs being the charge radius of the atom). For the complete scattering amplitude due to the

electric polarizability,/poi calculated in first Bora approximation (which is nearly proportional to

Z5#) we find for qRu « 1 :

= «n Z
2 ^ ^ [ f ' i**N + V ^ N ) 2 - 55O^*N)4 + •••]. (1)

where the second term (proportional to qRfi) is characteristic of the long range 1/r4 interaction

potential of an induced electric dipole moment in the Coulomb field of a spherical charge. This term,

linear in the momentum transfer ttq, gives the best possibility to separate/poi(<7) from the nuclear

scattering amplitude which is about 2 orders of magnitude larger. Nevertheless, the electric

polarizability of the neutron constitutes about 0.5% of the total neutron atom scattering cross section

for a heavy nucleus.

It is interesting to note an interaction proportional to E 2 also arises in a QED treatment of the

interaction of a point particle with a magnetic moment and an electric field [20], Anandan showed in

the nonrelativistic limit of the Dirac equation a term ** 2 E 2 arises which will give a contribution to

our measured polarizability of Act = - rp-j K 2 . This is exactly the difference between the

polarizabilities 6c as described in quantum field theory and a°the static electric polarizability. For the

neutron, Aa=-0.62xl0"4 fin3 is small compared to the statistical uncertainty.

There are 2 possibilities to separate/pOi from thej'Nuv:

* One, used in the early experiments (see table 1), measures the differential cross section of the

neutron-nucleus scattering. Here, one examines the change of the contributions of p-wave

scattering P(k) with incoming neutron momentum, fik. P(k) can be expanded:

P(jfc) = P(0) + ak + bk1 + Oik4), C!a)

where A=2.1968xlO"4 V l " ^ j - (k in [for1] and E in [eV]) is the wave-vector of the

incoming neutron. The parameter a depends only on the electric polarizability of the neutron.

b and higher order parameters in the expansion (2) come mainly from the neutron-nucleus

interaction.

* The other method is to measure the total neutron-nucleus potential scattering cross section as

as a function of neutron energy [19]. Below 50 keV (k < 0.05 fm"1), o s can be expanded:

as(k) = as(0) + ok + bk2 + Oik4), (2b)
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Here, the parameter a again depends only on the electric polarizability of the neutron while b

and higher order parameters in the expansion (2) come mainly from the effective range of the
neutron-nucleus interaction.

The characteristic term proportional tc the momentum tik of the incoming neutron in Eq.2a, 2b

can be separated from neutron-nucleus scattering via its characteristic energy dependance in the

region 50 eV < E < 50 keV (k < 0.05 fnv1). At very low energies the corrections from atomic

scattering (neutron electron scattering and Schwinger scattering) become too large. As energies

above 50 keV, even without resonant scattering higher order terms in Eq.2 become large and may

mask a small term proportional to k.. An accuracy of 1 part in 1000 for each measured cross section

is required for 100 different energies in the energy range 50 eV to 40 keV to achieve a statistical

uncertainty of 2xlO-4fm3 in a,,. Both methods have about the same sensitivity. But it turns out that

the atomic and nuclear physics corrections are much smaller in the total cross section experiments

[19].

The first experiments using total cross section measurements were carried out by various groups

in Dubna, Munchen and Vienna-Harwell using natural Pb and Bi as heavy nuclear scattering targets.

They were limited both in statistical accuracy and by unknown neutron-nuclear resonance scattering

contributions.

In the Vienna-Oak Ridge experiment we choose to use 208Pb because there are only p-wave

(which give corrections O(k2) in Eq.2) and d-wave (which give corrections Oik4) in Eq.2)

resonances below 500 keV [21]. Furthermore it has a negligible thermal absorption cross section

O"a=(0.49±0.02)xl0-3 b [22]. The resulting energy dependent resonance corrections are smaller by

more than an order of magnitude compared to the previous experiments. 208Pb has the best

properties of any heavy isotope to separate the potential scattering and the term proportional to k in

Eq.2 from the resonant scattering contribution.

The total neutron-208Fb cross section was measured by neutron transmission at a 80m and 200m
flight path at the ORELA pulsed neutron source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the energy
range 10 eV to 5 MeV. We remeasurcd all the relevant neutron resonances up to a few MeV.
Analysis of the energy dependence of the data in the range from 50 eV to 40 keV gives the electric
polarizability to ctg = (12.0 ± 1.5 ± 2.0)xl0'4 fm3 [14].

Neutron Compton scattering experiments.

Similar to the proton, the electric polarizabilities of the neutron can also be determined in Compton

scattering. These experiments are much more difficult for the following two reasons:

13



* First, the neutron lias no charge; therefore, the Thompson scattering amplitude vanishes. In
addition,he polarizabilities a n and (3n enter the differential Compton cross section via the
square of the Raleigh amplitude. This makes the cross sections below 100 MeV photon
energy much smaller than for the proton.

* Second there is no dense, free neutron target. Even in the core of high flux reactors the
neutron density corresponds to a gas pressure of about 5xlO"2 torn Compton scattering
experiments on the neutron can therefore only be done only for neutrons bound in a nucleus.
To extract the Compton scattering cross sections of the free neutron the experiments have to
be carried out in the kinematically quasi free regime where the proton in the deuteron is only a
spectator. Care has to be taken to include all competing processes and final state interactions.

Recently the first neutron Compton scattering experiments on the neutron in the deuteron where
carried, out by a Gottingen-Mainz collaboration at MAMI-A. The experiment measured the neutron
Compton scattering cross section at 90° and 135°, with a tagged photon beam with energies ranging
form 40 MeV to 80 MeV. To distinguish quasi free neutron-Compton scattering from the other
competing processes in the photo-deuteron breakup both the outgoing photon energy and the
outgoing neutron energy and angle was measured.

From measured differential cross sections for quasi free Compton scattering by the neutron in the
deuteron at 90° and 135° Rose and al. [23] obtain an upper limit of an=14.xl0-4 fm3, but no lower
limit. Assuming a n to be positive, they give an=(10.7.^ |)xl0 - 4 fm3 .

With the advent of the new MAMI-B accelerator and an improved setup allowing the use of

higher energy Y-rays, it will be possible to test the Vienna-Oak Ridge result. An interesting test of

the above method, using quasi free scattering, will be to measure proton Compton scattering for

protons in the deuteron. This will allow a better understanding of the corrections involved in these

types of experiments.

Discussion:

The sum of the Compton electric a n and magnetic Pn polarizabilities (otn+pn) can be estimated

model-independently with the help of the Kramers-Kroning dispersion sum rule for the total

photoabsorption cross section OTCOO) of the neutron [1].

2rc2 J
(«n+Pn) = -~ fdOtT1^ = (15.8±0.5)xl0-4fm3

2rc2 J OD2
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With a = a°-Aa, we predict the magnetic polarizability of the neutron to be pn=(3.2±1.6db2.0)xl0-4

fin3. This indicates that p is positive and much smaller than a.

In conclusion we want to point out that after 30 years of effort the Vienna-Oak Ridge experiment

provides for the first time a value for the electric polarizability of the neutron and an estimate for its

magnetic polarizability. With the recent advance in QCD based models of the nucleon, these

polarizabilities may give new tests to be met by the theories.

I would like to thank H. Leeb for many fruitful discussions and all my collaborators in Vienna

and Oak Ridge for their invaluable contributions to the experiment. This work was supported by by

the Austrian Fonds zur Forderung der Wissenschaftlichen Forsckung proj. No. 6849 and the

Division of Nuclear Physics, U.S. Dep. of Energy, under contract No. DE AC05-840R21400. J.S.

was supported in part by an Erwin Schrodinger Fellowship.

Table 1: Experimental values for the electric polarizability of the neutron.

method

differential cross section

total cross section

Compton scattering

a [HHfnr3]

800 ±350
<200
<200
7 ±54

2600 ±1000
15 ±33
30 ±40
12 ±10
8 ±10

12 ±1.5 ±2
j 17+0.33
1- -10.7
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A B S T R A C T

I consider the nucleon polarizabilities in the framework of chiral perturbation
theory to one loop order. The dura1, expansion of the Compton scattering amplitude
in forward direction is worked out. The non-trivial information about the nucleon
structure is embodied in the electric (d) and magnetic (/?) polarizabilities of the pro-
ton and the neutron. The one-loop calculation sheds light on the two most prominent
empirical features that a) the sum a + /? is approximatively the same for the proton
and the neutron andthat b) the proton and the neutron behave essentially as electric
dipoles. I also discuss the inclusion of resonances, the calculation within the frame-
work of heavy baryon chiral perturbation theory and the hyperon polarizabilities.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of CW machines, the electromagnetic structure and interactions
of hadrons at low energies can be investigated with a superbe accuracy. Such an
improvement on the experimental side is an enormously fruitful trigger for improved
theoretical investigations. Although hadrons are built from quarks and gluons, at low
energy they show a different face. In fact, the spontaneous breakdown of the chiral
symmetry of QCD leads to massless pseudoscalar particles, the Goldstone bosons
(pions). These govern the dynamics at low energies. The theoretical precision tool
to taJte this into account together with the pertinent Ward-Takahashi identities of
QCD is called chiral perturbation theory (CHPT) - a systematic and simultaneous
expansion of the QCD Greens functions in external momenta and quark masses. In
the following I will discuss the calculation of a presently very much debated photo-
nucleon process, the electromagnetic polarizabilities, in the framework of CHPT.

* talk presented at the workshop on "Hadron Structure from Photo-Reactions at
Intermediate Energies", Brookhaveu, May 1992, to be published in the proceedings
(eds. A. Nathan and A. Sandorfi).

|t Heisenberg Fellow



2. CHPT WITH BARYONS

At low energies, the QCD Greens functions can be systematically determined.
For that, one replaces the fundamental QCD lagrangian CQCD by an effective la-
grangian £ e / / expressed in terms of the asymptotically observed nucleon (»P) and
pion (IT) fields.fl, 2,3,4 This effective lagrangian is constructed in harmony with the
underlying discrete and continuous symmetries of the fundamental theory and it
abides to the pertinent Ward-Takahashi identities. Furthermore, the effective theory
admits a systematic expansion in external momenta and quark masses. This frame-
work is called chiral perturbation theory (CHPT). In what follows, we will work in
the one-loop approximation. The two main reasons to consider loops are unitarity
and the possible infrared singular structure of certain Greens functions. In the pres-
ence of baryon fields (here, the nucleons), complications arise from the fact that the
nucleon mass in the chiral limit is non-vanishing, m ~ 800 MeV.|5 This is in sharp
contrast to the meson sector, where the pseudoscalars related to the spontaneous
chiral symmetry breaking become massless in the chiral limit of vanishing quark
masses. This means that in the baryou sector there is no exact one-to-one mapping
of the loop expansion onto the expansion in external momenta and quark masses.
Stated differently, there is no strict proof (as can be done in the meson sector) that
the leading infrared singularities in the Greens functions are completely given by the
one-loop graphs.* Nevertheless, such a behaviour is plausible and no explicit counter
example has been worked out so far. A detailed account of the low-energy structure
in the baryon sector for the case of TriY scattering can be found in Ref.[3]. Many
of these problems can be overcome in the extreme non-relativistic limit discussed in
section IV.

The effective lagrangian relevant to one-loop order reads (we work in SU(2) and
the isospin limit ma — mj = ra):

(2.1)

where the superscript (?') denotes terms of order E\i in the low-energy expansion.**
In the one-loop approximation, the structure of the effective theory is rather simple:

* Here, one-loop graphs means meson loops, i.e. closed fermion lines are not
considered.

** E\i stands for any term of the type e/|nro|(i - n)/2, with q a generic baryon 3
momentum or a generic meson 4-momentum.



One has to evaluate tree and ont-loop diagrams involving the vertices from C\ and

tree graphs involving C-> vertices. Explicitly, £3 can be written as:|3,4

F)2
£,.1(2) = - J - Tr(V,,tf | f V\pV + M\2{U

where U embodies the pion fields

U = u\2 = o- + i(j)/F, <r|2 + <j)\2/F\2 = 1

TrjO v^Trl-fN (2.3)

The covariant derivatives V^U and D^ are given by

Q,l71

(2.4)

where Q = diag(I,0) is the (nucleon) charge matrix. Furthermore,

wM = iu11 V;jl7u|t (2.5)

and Ap denotes the photon field (I restrict myself here to those terms which are

explicitely needed.). F,gA and m denote the pion decay constant, the axial vector

coupling constant and the nuclron mass in the chiral limit rh = 0, respectively,

{F,gA,m) = {FK,gA,m)rh=0 (2.6)

and M\2 stands for the leading term in the expansion of the pion mass squared in

the current quark mass

Mn\2 = M\2 {1 + O(rh)} . (2.7)

To leading order, the Goldberger-Treiman relation is exact, gnN ~ gA m/F, with g^N

the pion-nucleon coupling constant in the chiral limit. It is instructive to expand C\

in powers of the pion and the photon fields. One finds



which embodies the conventional pseudovector pion-nucleon coupling as well as the

celebrated NNjn and NNITTY contact terms (Kroll-Ruderman and Weinberg terms).

At next-to-leading order in CHPT, one has two kinds of contributions. First,

there are the pion loop graphs with all vertices from C\. These account for unitarity

corrections as well as vertex and mass renormalization and secondly, there are poly-

nomial counter terms up to and including orde:: C?(g|3). In the meson sector, the

two lowest order constants F and M are not changed by the loops, which is different

for the baryon sector - the values of r/t and gA are in fact influenced by one-loop

contributions. Therefore one has to add appropriate counter terms in £2. The full

expression for C2 reads:

C2 = A£,w | (0) + ACnN\{l) + CnN\{2) + CvN\(Z) +- £™|(4) (2.9)

Here, A£|(0, l)ffAr are the terms necessary for the renormalization of the nucleon

mass and the axial vector coupling constant in the chiral limit. I do not give the

explicit form of the polynomial terms £1(2,3)^ and £1(4)^. A complete list of

these terms can be found in Ref.[4j.

3. ELECTROMAGNETIC POLARIZABILITIES

The electric charge radii of the neutron and the proton as well as their magnetic

moments are known to a high accuracy. Low-energy Compton scattering reveals fur-

ther important information about the internal structure of the nucleon, parametrized

by the so-called electric and magnetic polarizabilities. These are the first non-trivial

structure constants in two-photon observables. Let us place a neutron/proton into

an external electric (magnetic) field E (B). The particle will acquire an induced

electric (magnetic) dipole moment,

dE = a.E • dM = 0B (3.1)

The electric (a) and magnetic (/?) polarizabilities therefore characterize the ease with

which a dipole moment can be induced in a composite system. This information is as

fundamental as the one related to the one-photon processes (charge radii, magnetic

moments).

Before discussing the CHPT calculation of the polarizabilities, let me give a brief

overview about the experimental situation:



The sum of the electric and the magnetic polarizabilities of the proton and

the neutron can be determined rather precisely by use of a forward dispersion

relation sum rule,

^ / ^ (3.2)
w l 2

with c7(w) the total photoabsorption cross section of the proton or neutron, and

V = Ey the photon energy in the lab frame. The threshold value i?7)tiir is given

in (3.1). The most commonly quoted values are ap+0p = (14.3±0.3)-10|-4fm|3

and an + J3n = (15.8 ± 0.5) - 10|-4fm|3.

• The separation into the individual contributions (aPin, (3P,n) is afflicted with

much larger uncertainties. However, there exists clear evidence that the proton

and the neutron behave as electric dipoles, aPin >> (3p,n. Typical values quoted

in the literature span the ranges an ss ap ••v 8...12 • 10|—4fm|3 and J3n %

/9p % - 1 . . . 4 • 10|-4fm|3. There is also some evidence that the intrinsic electric

polarizability is larger for the neutron than for the proton.*

To perform a systematic one-loop calculation, we need an operational definition

of the polarizabilities. Consider the low-energy expansion of the spin-independent

Compton scattering amplitude. In the rest frame it takes the form

T{>yN -> -yN) = To -f- d u'u t • e + $ (t x k') • (e x jfe) 4 O(w|4) (3.3)

with (u>, k, e) and (w', k', e1) the frequencies, momenta and polarization vectors of the

incoming and outgoing photon, respectively. The constant term To is nothing but

the Thomsom scattering atnplitude which carries only information about the charge

and mass of the particle the photon scatters off. The internal structure is, therefore,

embodied in the two structure constants a and 0 which parametrize the corrections to

To at order w|2. In quantum field theory, the calculation of these structure constants

(the polarizabilities) proceeds as follows. Obviously, we need the Fourier transformed

matrix-element of two electromagnetic currents in a nucleon state,

T»v(p, k)= f d\4x e\ik • x < N{p)T J\em»{x)J\emv{Q)N{p) > (3.4)

* The bar on a and ft refers to the fact that we are dealing with the so-called
Compton polarizabilities. In what follows, I will only consider these. They differ from
the static polarizabilities (3.1) by recoil effects and alike. In the literature, one can
find a variety of prescriptions how to relate these two definitions (mostly in terms of
non-relativistic physics). Although it would be worthwhile to clarify this connection in
more detail, lack of space forbids to do so.



with p and k the nucleon and photon four-momentum, respectively. From this, we
can form the spin-averaged Compton tensor in forward direction,|6,7

6^ = - Tr{(j/+m) T^(p,fc)} = e\2{g^A{s)

+ kpK B{s) + {Plikv + p^) C{s) + pup* D{s)}

with e|2/47r = 1/137 the fine structure constant. The kinematics is rather simple
here. The Mandelstam variables are s = (p + k)\2, t — 0 and u — (p—k)\2 = 2m\2 — s
(in forward direction,



Chiral model predictions for electromagnetic polarizabilities
of the nucleon: A "Consumer Report" *

Wojciech Broniowski *

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Maryland, College Park,
Maryland 20742-4111

This contribution has two parts:
1) We critically discuss predictions for the electromagnetic polarizabilities of the nucleon
obtained in two different approaches: a) hedgehog models (HM), such as Skyrmions, chiral
quark models, hybrid bags, NJL etc., and b) chiral perturbation theory (^PT).
2) We show new results1 obtained in HM: iVc-counting of polarizabilities, splitting of
the neutron and proton polarizabilities (we argue that an > ap in models with pionic
clouds), relevance of dispersive terms in the magnetic polarizability /3, important role of
the A resonance in pionic loops, and the effects of non-minimal substitution terms in the
effective lagrangian.

The basic claims in the literature are that HM naturally predict the smallness of /? by
providing a cancellation mechanism between the pionic sea-gull term and the paramag-
netic N — A term2. It is also claimed that x-fT (a* the one-loop level) leads to beautiful
agreement with the data3. We show, that these statements are inconsistent with the ba-
sic organizational principles behind the two approaches. HM and xPT a r e based on two
different limits of QCD: the large-iVc limit, and the chiral (mT —• 0) limit. Rigorously,
little is known about the formal properties of these expansions (Are they convergent? If
yes, what is the region of convergence? etc.). A physisist's approach is to calculate the
leading term and, if possible (usually not!), the next term in the expansion. The next term
should be smaller than the leading term, and the leading term should roughly reproduce
the data for the approach to be viable. With these principles, we show that the claims
of Refs. [2,3] do not hold, since either the JVc-counting rules, or the chiral counting rules
are violated to obtain the agreement with experiment. In other words, chiral models have
problems in describing the polarizabilities.

We study the role of the A in pionic loops in the two approaches. HM overestimate
these contributions since they ignore the N — A mass splitting, while xPT drops them
altogether (at the leading chiral singularity level). We propose how to estimate these
effects for the physical value of the N — A mass splitting, using a framework of a modified
chiral expansion. It is found that the A contribution to pionic loops in this scheme is as
large as the nucleon contribution! In this context we also show an interesting connection
between HM and xPT predictions for various physical observables.

• Research done with T. D. Cohen
* On leave of absence from Institute of Nuclear Physics, 31-342 Cracow, POLAND.
1 W. Broniowski, M. K. Banerjee, and T. D. Cohen, DOE/ER/40322-144, U. of MD
PP # 92-130, 1991, to appear in Phys. Lett. B; W. Broniowski and T. D. Cohen,
DOE/ER/40322-155, U. of MD PP # 92-193, 1992; T. D. Cohen and W. Broniowski,
DOE/ER/40322-154, U. of MD PP # 92-191, 1992.
2 E. M. Nyman,Phys. Lett. 142B, 388 (1984); M. Chemtob, Nucl. Phys. A473, 613
(1987); N. N. Scoccola and W. Weise, Nucl. Phys. A517, 495 (1990).
3 V. Bernard, N. Kaiser and U.-G. Meissuer, Phys. Rev. Lett. 67 (1991) 1515.
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The Polarizabilities of Bound Nucleons

D. P. Wells
Nuclear Physics Laboratory and Department of Physics. GL-LO

University of Washington, Seattle, WA 9S195

Abstract

Photon scattering cross sections of 4He, 12C, 160 and 208Pb at energies between the
giant resonances and pion photo-production threshold have been measured at Mainz,
Illinois and Lund and have been interpreted in terms of bound-nucleon polarizabilities.
Those results that are published all find the polarizibilities of bound inicleons to be
essentially the same as free nucleons. However, we find that the extraction of these
polarizabilities depends critically on the reliability of total photoabsorption data. Thus
the significant discrepancies between photon scattering data and piiotoabsorption data
imply large uncertainties in the polarizibilities of bound nucleons.

Introduction

The electromagnetic polarizabilities of nucleons measure the proportionality between
an applied static electric (magnetic) field and the induced electric (magnetic) dipole
moment. They are the fundamental second-order electromagnetic structure constants
comparable to the first-order structure constants of the charge and magnetic moment
of the nucleon. Nevertheless, while the charge and magnetic moment are known to
at least eight significant figures, the polarizabilities of free nucleons are known to only
approximately 10% [5, 6, 7]. The investigation of nucleon polarizabilities has attracted
considerable theoretical and experimental interest due to their fundamental importance
in understanding the internal structure of nucleons, and more specifically, as a test of
quark models of the nucleon. For nucleons bound in a nucleus, the question arises as
to whether binding-effects can significantly alter the internal structure of nucleons. For
example, the electric polarizibility of a system is proportional to its size, and hence if
bound nucleons are "swollen" the electric polarizibility of a bound nucleou should be
larger than a free nucleon.

The polarizability of the proton has been measured using nuclear Compton scattering
at energies below pion-production threshold. Similarly, it is expected[S, 9] that the
polarizability of bound nucleons can be measured using Compton scattering at energies
intermediate between nuclear giant resonances and nucleon resonances. At these energies
the coherent scattering from individual nucleons significantly contributes to the total
scattering amplitude. In particular, it has been shown that the polarizabilities of bound
nucleons have a large effect on the nuclear Compton scattering amplitude [S. 3. 4. 2j.

Experimental work on this question has been done on 20sPb [l] and '-'(.' [3] at Mainz.
4He [2] at Illinois, and 12C and lfiO[4j at Lund. The results from Mainz and Lund find
that the polarizability of bound nucleons differs very little, if at all. from the free nucleon
value. In contrast, the Illinois results imply that while the bound electric polarizability



is consistent with the free value, the magnetic polarizability is substantially larger than
for the free nucleon. The latter result is surprising and raises the question as to whether
the polarizability of bound nucleons has a large A-dependence or whether there is some
significant error in the Illinois experiment or its interpretation.

In order to answer these questions it is useful to study existing data on 12C. which has
received more relevant experimental attention than any other nucleus. In particular the
total photoabsorption of 12C has been measured from 10 to 140 MeV [15], and Compton
scattering on 12C has been measured at many labsfll, 10, 3, 4] covering 20 to 140 MeV
and many angles. We argue that the significant discrepancies between photon scattering
cross sections and photoabsorption cross sections introduce large uncertainties into the
analysis of the scattering data, and hence the polarizability of a bound nucleon is largely
an open question.

Formalism

The formalism for the interpretation of photon scattering has been described many
times [13, 10, 12, 9] and will only be briefly summarized here. The photon scattering
cross section is the square of a scattering amplitude:

d<r/dn(E,9) = \R{E,0)\2. (1)

Unitarity relates the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude to the total
photoabsorption a-t

4V (2)

Causality relates the real part of the forward scattering amplitude to the imaginary part,
and hence the total photoabsorption, through a dispersion relation

where D is the classical Thomson amplitude. It is typically assumed that these? relations
hold for each multipole. The scattering amplitude for angles larger than zero is found
by summing the contributions from each multipole, each of which has its own angular
distribution.

At energies intermediate between nuclear giant resonances and nucleon resonances
the scattering amplitude has significant contributions from both nuckar excitations and
nucleon excitations. At these energies (as 100 MeV), which are small compared to
excitation energies of the nucleon (ss 300-1000 MeV), the principle contributions to the
scattering amplitude from nucleon degrees of freedom comes from their electromagnetic
polarizabilities. Drechsel and Russo [S] were the first to show how one could extract
these polarizabilities. Essentially, one only includes photoabsorption due to nuclear
excitations, which is the total photoabsorption up to pion photoproductiou threshold, in
eq.3. The remaining part of the dispersion integral, due to nucleon degrees ol lreedoin.
is phenomenologically added to D to form an effective Thomson amplitude D. To



lowest order, the correction to the Thomson amplitude due nucleon polarizabilities is
proportional to

A(agEl + PgMi)ElF(q) (4)

where A is the number of nucleons in the nucleus, F{q) is the charge form factor as
measured in electron scattering and the #'s are angular distribution functions. Thus
the effect on scattering due to these polarizabilities increases quadratically with photon
energy. In addition, it is useful to note that forward scattering is primarily sensitive to
the sum a + ft, while back-angle scattering is primarily sensitive to the difference a — 3.

Experimental Summary

Photon scattering cross sections for a number of nuclei have been measured with both
tagged and untagged photons. The advantage of tagged photons is excellent, control of
systematic errors. This is primarily achieved by measuring the photon flux with the
same detector that is used to measure scattered photons; thus largely eliminating the
detector efficiency from the determination of cross sections. The other major advantage
is the monochromaticity of the photon beam, resulting in a elastic scattering yield easily
resolved from inelastic backgrounds. The major disadvantage is statistics, which is the
primary strength of bremsstrahlung scattering experiments. Both techniques have been
used in photon scattering studies to probe the polarizabilities of bound nucleons. In
addition, one typically uses total photoabsorption data, if it exists, to constrain the
nuclear photoabsorption.

The first published results on the polarizabilities of bound nucleons came from
Mainz[l], where the nucleus studied was 20sPb. They measured elastic photon scatter-
ing cross sections with both tagged and untagged photons at several angle.-, and energies
from_10 to 100 MeV. They found a+$ = 16.9±1.0-10-4/m3. However, the extraction of
a — 0 was limited by the large effects of nuclear form factors in the angular distribution.

More recently the same group published results from scattering experiments on l2C,
where again they used both bremsstrahlung and tagged photon scattering techniques [3].
They measured cross sections at several angles and energies from 13 to 1-10 MeV. They
found a + ft = 11.9 ± 0.7 • 10~4/m3. Curiously, though they measured cross sections at
several angles and nuclear form factors only play a modest role in the angular distribution
for a nucleus as light as 12C, they did not report a value for the difference d - 3.

Most recently, Ludwig et al. [4] have measured photon scattering cross sections at
energies of 61 and 77 MeV and an angle of 90 degrees, which is sensitive to a only,
on 12C and 16O using the photon tagging facility at Lund. They used the constraint
a + ft — 14 • 10~4/m3 from total photoabsorption studies above pion threshold [16] to
extract a = 11.5 ± 0.8 ± 2.1 - lO^fm3 and $ = 2.5 ? 0.S =F 2.1 • 10~7'»3- They have
also measured angular distributions, but these have not yet been published.

A consistent picture emerges from these experiments, namely that the polarizabilities
of bound nucleons differ very little, if at all, from the polarizabilities of a fret? nucleon.

There are also unpublished scattering data on 4He from Illinois [2]. They measured
scattering cross sections from 23 to 73 MeV and angles of 4-5 and 1-3-3 degrees. They
found a = 16.4 ± 6.6 ± 1.0 • lQ- ' /m 3 and /? = 10.0 ± 1.3 ± 1.0 • KJ-'/m5. Thus, while
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the extracted electric polarizability was consistent with the free value, the magnetic
polarizability was dramatically different. This raises the question as to whether this
experiment has some significant error, or whether there is a strong A-dependence to the
polarizabilities of bound nucleons?

To answer these questions it is useful to examine the differences between 'He and
the other published cases. First, 4He is the smallest nucleus, which means that nuclear
form factors play less of a role in the analysis of these data than any other nucleus.
However, even in the case of 12C and 1 6 0, uncertainties due to form factors are suffi-
ciently small to rule out this as a problem. Second, and significantly, unlike the other
nuclei studied, there is no data for the total photoabsorption of 4He. Thus, in the case
of 4He, the scattering data has both to constrain the nuclear photoabsorption and a
and 0; whereas in the other cases one can constrain the nuclear photoabsorption with
photoabsorption data. This apparently strong sensitivity of extracted polarizabilities to
nuclear photoabsorption suggests one should examine, where possible, how consistent
scattering and absorption data are.

A Test Case: 12C
It is useful to consider 12C as a test case for the following reasons: the scattering data
on 12C are more complete in terms of coverage of angles and energy than any other
nucleus, the total photoabsorption has been measured over the relevant energy range,
and it is a sufficiently light nucleus such that nuclear form factors only play a small role.
In what follows, we consider only the tagged photon scattering data because, as we will
see, absolute normalization is critical to accurately extract the polarizabilities of bound
nucleons.

The existing scattering data comes from many labs: NBS, Illinois. Mainz, and most
recently Lund. In analyzing these data one can take several approaches. One can analyse
the scattering data, with the absorption constrained by the measured absorption in
which case (essentially) the only free parameters are the nucleon polarizabilities. One
can alternatively allow the scattering data to constrain both the nuclear absorption and
the nucleon polarizabilities, and ignore the measured absorption; or one can give equal
weight to the scattering and absorption data and use them both to constrain the nuclear
absorption, while using the scattering data to constrain the nucleon polarizabilities. We
have tried all of these approaches.

In the first approach, we have fit the measured photoabsorption of 1JC [1-3] with a
multi-lorentzian fit. Then, the scattering data of NBS, Illinois. Mainz and Lund are
combined and used to constrain a and 0. We find a = 15 ± 1 and 3 = 13 ± 1. While a is
roughly consistent with the free value, 0 is radically different. We then simultaneously
fit the nuclear photoabsorption to the scattering and absorption data and used the
scattering data to constrain a and 0. We find a = 10 ± 1 and 3 = S ± 1. Finally, we
ignored the measured photoabsorption and used only the scattering data to constrain
both the nuclear photoabsorption aud the nucleon polarizabilities. We find d = 1 ± 1
and 0 = S ± 1. These results are summarized in table 1, along the integrated nuclear
photoabsorption up to 140 MeV in units of TRK sum rules and the reduced \- of the
fits.



The extreme sensitivity of these results to assumptions about the nuclear photoab-
sorption is astonishing. In all cases the fitted photoabsorption is reasonably consistent
with the known systematics of nuclear photoabsorption, both in terms of energy depen-
dence and sum rules. In particular, at 100 MeV the difference between the absorption
fitted to scattering data and the absorption fitted to absorption data i.s only 20%. Fig-
ure 1 shows the measured photoabsorption of Ahrens et al. [15], along with the multi-
lorentzian fit to that data (solid curve), and the absorption found by fitting the scattering
data only (dashes). The most prominent discrepancy is in the region 30 < E-, < 45MeV.
This discrepancy between scattering data and absorption data was first noted by Wright
et al. [10], and has large consequences on the scattering (see fig. 2). It is important to
note that in this energy region the effects of nucleon polarizabilities and nuclear form
factors are very small, and thus this discrepancy represents a fundamental disagreement
between the scattering and absorption data. Above this energy region the effects of form
factors and polarizabilities grow in importance, and hence one cannot unambiguously
conclude that a fundamental disagreement exists between scattering and absorption.
These differences at higher energies are shown in figs. 1 and 2.

Conclusions

Photon scattering has been shown to be sensitive to internal structure properties of the
nucleon, specifically the electric and magnetic polarizabilities of the nucleon. However,
at present the quantitive interpretation of such data in terms of nucleon polarizabilities
is largely phenomenological. New theoretical efforts to produce a model-independent
formalism for the interpretation of photon scattering data at energies intermediate be-
tween nuclear giant resonances and nucleon resonances are badly needed. Nevertheless,
the existing phenomenological formalism is sufficient to show that the existing photon
scattering data is insufficient, by itself, to constrain both nuclear absorption and nucleon
polarizabilities.

Moreover, in the case of I2C, which is the most carefully examined nucleus to date,
it can be said that the scattering and absorption data are not consistent with each
other. This inconsistency is sufficiently large to make extraction of bound nucleon po-
larizabilities impossible. Moreover, we conclude that it is essential to have high accuracy
photoabsorption data available in order use scattering data to constrain bound nucleon
polarizabilities. We suggest that future and ongoing work at Lund and Saskatoon in this
field must include measurements of the total nuclear photoabsorption with an emphasis
on the absolute normalization. Thus, we argue that neiv experimental efforts are needed
in order to resolve these differences before one can confidently extract bound nucleon
polarizabilities.
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Table 1: Results for bound iiucleon polarizabilities with various constraints on the nu-
clear photoabsorption.
Technique
Used
Scattering data only used
to constrain crab3, a, &

Cabs, oc, 0 are fit to
both scattering and absorption

<Taba constrained by absorption
a, (3 constrained by scattering

data

data
data

a
(10-4/rn3)

1±1

10 ± 1

15 ± 1

3
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8
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Figure 1: The measured total photoabsorption of 12C, along with a multi-lorentzian
fit to this data (solid line), and the photoabsorption inferred by considering only the
scattering data (dashed line).
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Figure 2: (a)(upper) The ratio of backward (120 degrees) to forward (60 degrees) scat-
tering cross sections (from Mainz data). The dashed curve is a fit to the scattering
data only, while the solid curve is a fit with crai,3 constrained by the measured absorp-
tion, (b) The mean of 135 and 45 degree cross sections (from Illinois) showing the large
discrepancy for 30 < E~, < 45 MeV.



Nucleon Polarizability in Free Space and in Nuclear Hatter

G. G. BunatIan
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia.

In the framework of the cloudy^bag model, CBM [1], we calculate the
nucleon electric dipole moment d=<d>=aE induced by external static elect-
ric field E, and then get the electric polarizability a-the response on
the field. When the field is turned on, the total CBM lagrangian L in-
cludes the quarks I and pions L interactions with the electric field.
In the lowest (second) order in the quark-pion interaction L , the qua-
ntity a is represented by the diagrams

1 ! ' ' '-* *- -*-*-S—•3- -£-x >A- t

p p jp pi
Here the solid lines stand for propagators Gg^of the various baryons both
in ground and in exited states, the wavy lines correspond to pion propag-
ators D and the crosses with dashed line denote the interaction of the
electric dipole field with quarks and pions. Our calculations give for
the free nucleon polarizability value a=0.87 10" fm (the value of nucle-
on size being R=0.9fm) which is in good enough agreement with experiment-
al data. The main share of the a value, «90'/. its magnitude,tScontributed
by the last diagram which itself is arisen as the reduction of the last
bat one.

The nucleon polarizability in the nuclear medium differs from one in
free space because of two main reasons. First, a nucleon in processes (1)
may not arrive at the intermediate states with momentum P less than the
Fermi momentum Pr> . As a result, if the nuclear medium influenced on nuc-
leon via Pauli principal only, the a value should be bring down to magni-
tude £= 0. 35 10"3 fm3 . On the other hand, the pion propagator D and inte-
raction L̂ ;j» change in medium because of the pion modification which is
accounted for by availability of the pion polarization operator IT(p) in
the CBM pion lagrangian L«r[2]. According to the previous investigations,
the influence of the medium leads to pion mode softening which causes the
significant increase of the contributions of the diagrams, involving D
[2], especially of the most important last one in (1), to quantity a. Ev-
entually, when both Pauli-blocking and pion mode softening are taken into
account, the nucleon polarizability reduces in medium to value
£=(1.5-2.8)10~ fm3 , which is appreciably greater then the a value of a
free nucleon. The experimental data [3] allow to^infer that a value in
medium is at any rate greater then in free space, agKp =(1. 4-2.5)10~

3fm3

As we have seen, when the pion mode softening had not been taken into ac-
count, the 2c value would have become very small. So we have got unambigu-
ous evidence of the considerable pion mode modification in nuclear matter
as compare to free space.
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MECHANISMS OF PHOTON SCATTERING O N NUCLEONS
AT INTERMEDIATE ENERGIES

A.I. L'vov
P.N. Lebedev 'Physical Institute, Leniiisky Prospect S3

Moscow H7924., Russia

1. What can we study in photon scattering?

The principal question for studies of photon scattering by nucleons and nuclei is the follow-
ing: Can photon scattering say somewhat new about structure of these objects in comparison
with photo- and electroproduction investigations? There is a general reason to believe that it
is indeed the case. The Hamiltonian of electromagnetic interaction,

-fl«.m. = JM"M ~ •^SVuAlxAv + . . . , (1)

has, in general, a piece quadratic in tbe electromagnetic field (the so-called two-photon sea-
gull [1]) which is seen only in two-photon processes, such as Compton scattering. Although
longitudinal part of this seagull is constrained by the gauge invariance,

-i,o) + —Stur(x,y) = Ot (2)

its transverse part is decoupled from the e.m. current and cannot be found in photoabsorption
processes.

The seagull S^ depends on explicit degrees of freedom included into the Hamiltonian.
E.g. non-relativistic Schrodinger equation has an effective seagull due to the kinetic energy
{p- eA)2/2M. Its parent relativistic Dirac equation has no seagull at all but has the same low-
energy consequences due to additional degrees of freedom (antipartides). In low-energy nuclear
physics, with explicit mesonic degrees of freedom disregarded, some effective seagull appear
which replace effects of meson exchanges [2] and meson clouds (i.e. internal polarizability of
the nucleons) [3-4]. By explicit including the mesons into the Hamiltonian we can remove
part of the seagulls. Then the rest of them will be a signal for degrees of freedom invisible in
photoabsorption at energies of the considered scale. Some seagulls are related with ^-channel
exchanges in Compton scattering. The x°-exchange is seen in Tp-scattering but has no counter-
part in photoproduction off the proton.

Thus, a complementary study of one- and two-photon reactions provides a way to look in a
region of higher energies where direct studies via photoproduction processes may be hard.

The photon scattering amplitude contains a standard dispersion piece and its cross partner,
the seagull being producing a term surviving at high energies and seen as a subtraction function
in dispersion relations:

^ ilMM^m+cro88_term+

Generally, the sum over n in (3) has additional substructure due to possibility to produce
particles from vacuum, so that the intermediate state (n) can include initial or final nucleon \i}
or | / ) (or both) together with other particles. Four contributions shown in Fig. 1 have energy
denominators with different energy behavior. As a consequence, the contribution of vector



states in Fig. 1 dominates at high energies, thus supporting the model of vector meson domi-
nance. At low u> the contribution of nucleon excitations is the most important one; the other
pieces are then smaller relativistic corrections which, however, are important for understanding
the nature of the correction Ac* to the nucleon electric polarizability a.

Apart from studying the seagulls, photon scattering experiments can be aimed also onto
investigation of photoabsorption, as it is done in photonuclear physics where photon scattering
is widely used to study giant resonances [5-7]. Both these aims are supported by dispersion
approach which is a very convenient equivalence of the formula (3).

2. Dispersion look at 7JV-scattering

Dispersion approach is based on the analytkity of the photon scattering amplitudes and
represents the amplitudes in terms of their imaginary parts which are principally known from
photoabsorption.

In the simplest case of spin-0 target there are two independent Compton amplitudes:
photon-heh'city-flip one and helicity-non-flip one. Technically it is more convenient to work
with so-called invariant amplitudes, Ai and Ai, free from trivial angular factors:

T^s, u, *) = Aft Ai(s, u, t) = -2Mw*2 (1 - cos P) Ax ,

)A2 • (4)T11(s,u,t)=

Unsubtracted fixed-i dispersion relations for these amplitudes look like

ReA(,,«, t) = I f~ [£- + j - i - ] ha A ^ u\ t) ds'. (5)

However, for the helicity-flip amplitude Ax it is necessary to introduce a subtraction or to use
a dispersion loop of finite size to overcome bad convergence of the dispersion integral for Ax at
high energies. In this case we can write down, instead of (5),

where the asymptotic contribution [8,9] takes into account both photoproduction at higher
energies and the seagull generating a non-vanishing contribution to the Compton amplitude
(Fig.2). This asymptotic term (or subtraction function) can be further analyzed by virtue of
a dispersion relation over t [20-13] which provides a fink between Compton scattering on the
nucleon and that on the pion but does not allow, of course, to find the scattering amplitude in
terms of photoabsorption only.

Imaginary parts of the helidty amplitudes appeared in (5)-(6) are found through multipoles
of photoabsorption:

1(a, P) = J > - M2) d(±1(d*) [<rBJ(s) ± <rUJ(S)] . (7)

Therefore, ingredients of actual dispersion calculations of Compton scattering are: 1) multipoles
of photoabsorption, and 2) asymptotic pieces for badly convergent dispersion relation.

Real case of the spin-1/2 proton is more complicated since there are six various types of
multipoles (namely, the transitions EL-+EL, ML-*ML, and EL «-» M(L±1) with J = L±\)
and, respectively, six invariant amplitudes Ai two of which need in subtractions. However, the
main features of the dispersion calculations are the same as in the case of spin-0 target.
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What do we know about photoabsorption at medium energies and its maltipole structure?
The most clear situation is for the channel 7JV -+ irN where reh'able partial-wave analyses are
available up to 1-2 GeV [14-15]. We have much worse knowledge of the channels with >2 pions
which are opened above the A-rssonance and dominate at o> > 600 MeV (Fig. 3). Their joint
cross section can be restored from measurements of total photoabsorption cross sections [16]
but further multipole decomposition can be made only in a very model-dependent way.

Approximately 30-40% of the fN —* (> 2ic) + N cross section is related with production
of resonances decaying into channels with >2 pions. This part of the cross section is easily
decomposed into partial waves by using amplitudes of resonance photoexcitation found from
•yN —* vN data [14,15]. The remaining non-resonance cross section is, in part, related with
production of irA which we can split further into low partial waves (actually we imply only s-
wave) and higher ones and calculate the latter through one-pion-exchange model. There is also
the channel p°N which can be assumed to be produced by a dif&active mechanism conserving
9-chaunel helicities of the particles and therefore having known multipole structure. The other
channels and the remaining a-wave in yN —* xA can be rather arbitrary ascribed to electric
dipole absorption.

This is the model we use to calculate the dispersion integrals.
The asymptotic contributions which are required for two of six Compton amplitudes are

mainly related with i-channel exchanges by scalar (a) and pseudoscalar (TT°) mesons [8,9]. In the
case of the scalar exchange its magnitude is badly known but can be adjusted from knowledge
of or assumption on nucleon polarizabilities a — ft; its ^-dependence at —t < 0.5—1 GeV2 is
assumed to be the same as ^-dependence of Compton amplitude as measured in few-GeV region:
oc exp(f t), B et 5 - 6 GeV~2.

Both these asymptotic contributions appear in photon helicity-flip amplitudes. Due to their
relation to seagulls it is of great interest to study them in details. For this aim data on the
asymmetry of photon scattering with linearly-polarized photons are very useful because the
asymmetry is just proportional to helicity-flip amplitudes:

_ crx - O-H _ 2Re(TuT 1 l 1)

Unfortunately, we have almost no data for E. Their obtaining could be a nice job for polarized
photon facilities such as LEGS.

The described inputs into dispersion calculations result in rather satisfactory description
of various data on 7p-scattering. At very low energies the cross sections are mainly sensitive
to proton polarizabilities, so that the latters can be fixed there (see [17] and the talk by
F. Federspiel at this workshop). After this step the theory described has no free parameters
and can be directly compared with different data. Then a pretty good agreement of the theory
with Mainz measurements at 100—130 MeV [18] and recent measurements from Saskatoon at
140-290 MeV, as discussed in talks by F. Federspiel and E. Hallin, provides a strong support
to our present understanding of mechanisms of photoabsorption and Compton scattering at
energies up to A-resonance. With advent of the Saskatoon data no visible disagreements are
seen between the dispersion theory predictions and data. The old disagreement at the A-
resonance energy at 90° seems to be not confirmed by new data from Mainz [19]. Hence, we
can rely on the theory in attempts to improve information on photoproduction. Important
application could be to -yp-scattering at the A-resonance energy. The angular distribution of
the scattered photons is sensitive to the quadrupole amplitude of the A-resonance excitation
(Fig. 4), so that Compton scattering can provide useful constraints to this physically very
interesting value.

At energies above the A-resonance the described theory is less determined, mainly because
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of uncertainties in douhle-pion photoproduction cross sections. Nevertheless, its results [20] look
to be not very bad both for differential cross sections and polarization observables (Fig. 5) and
thi* provides a hope to use Compton data for improving our knowledge of the photoabeorption
and seagulls at these energies too.

Again measurements with linearly-polarized photons are very informative for this job be-
cause of their sensitivity to heh'city-flip contributions.

It is worth to stress that non-resonance photoabsorption plays dominating role in photon
scattering above the A-resonance, so that simple resonance models [21-22] ignoring this feature
cannot provide a reliable base for extracting information on photoabsorption. Between 0.5 and
0.9 GeV only U13(152Q) resonance is clearly seen over the non-resonance background. A study
of other resonances in -riV-scattering, which are masked by the background, seems to be rather
bard.

3. Dispersion look at the nucleon polarizabilities

Dispersion analysis of Compton scattering gives very useful hints for understanding of fun-
damental structure parameters of the nucleon, its electric and magnetic polarizabilities [23].
Recently they have been measured both for proton [17-IS] and, for the first time, for the
neutron [24], In low-energy Compton scattering the polarizabilities are seen as coefficients de-
termining deviation of the scattering amplitude from its point-like magnitude which involves
the mass M, charge Q and anomalous magnetic moment « of the nucleon:

- i r T T = point-like + ww' a (c?) + (£ x $(k'x ?) 0 + O(w3) . (9)

The polarizability a entering Eq. (9) can be expressed in terms of electric dipole transitions as
[25-27]

(.0)

where the term Aa has, at least in non-relativistic theory, the meaning of retardation correction
determined by the electric radius of the particle. In relativistic theory this correction becomes
be inherent part of the polarizability and always appears together with <v0, even in energy shift
for the particle placed into electric field [27]. Because of complicated cluster structure of the
sum ao, as shown in Fig. 1, the value OQ turns out to be non-zero even for point-like electron
due to contribution of antiparticles or, in other words, negative energy states. Nevertheless,
a is zero in this case, in accordance with intuitive feeling that the point-like electron has no
intrinsic polarizability.

Somewhat similar is occurred with the retardation correction oc (r%). Due to vector contri-
butions the value c*o is not zero for the particle which has no excited states and interacts with
photons through intermediate vector mesons. But a = 0 in this case also.

These examples, together with the following dispersion formulae, show that namely a, not
a0, is determined by nucleon excitations.

Dispersion approach which gives the Compton scattering amplitude enables us to find polar-
izabilities through the same relations (5)-(6). Dispersion relation for helicity-non-flip amplitude
results is the well-known sum rule [28]:

<x + p —
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Another relation is derived from dispersion relation for helicity-flip amplitude [8]:

(12)

Using the same inputs for photoproduction cross sections we can find integrands deter-
mining the nucleon polarizabilities (Fig. 6). The main feature of these integrands are the
following. There is a large paramagnetic contribution from A-resonance but we see almost
no diamagnetism. The contribution to a is equally shared between the near-threshold regions
of single- and double-pion photoproduction, both contributions being essentially non-resonant
and related with OPE-mechanism in <yN-+irN and fN~+irA reactions.

Then the immediate conclusion is drawn that the main part of electric polarizability of the
nucleon is due to pion cloud, as was earlier inferred from analysis of cloudy bag model [29].

Numerically (in units of 10~*fm3)

(«-0r, &«8-K«-flr, (13)
and experimental data on the nucleon polarizabilities [17,18,24] imply the following value of
the asymptotic contributions:

(<3-#^(a-^ = 5tol3. (14)

That means that about 30-50% of the electric polarizability of the nucleon and the main part
of the nucleon diamagnetism is related with degrees of freedom invisible below 1 GeV.

A possible mechanism explaining Eq. (14) is the excitation of pions in the meson cloud of
the nucleon. This possibility is supported by dispersion analysis [12] of the diagram in Fig. 7
which results in a linear relation between polarizabilities of the nucleon and the pion:

- 0)s ~ 0.7 (5 r + - & + ) (15)

Due to small mass of the pion the energy required to excite the pion is indeed very high,
( J J ) / 2 2 G V
Further tests can be made by comparing w- and t-dependence of the asymptotic contribu-

tions as seen in experiment and according to Fig. 7. Accurate data on Compton scattering,
especially at backward angles and with polarized photons, would be very useful to study this
question.

4. Conclusions

Theoretical investigations of dynamics of photon scattering on nucleons at intermediate
energies are needed in improving our knowledge of mechanisms of double-pion photoproduction
and those of helicity-flip in the scattering at high energies. Both direct data on -yiV —* irirN
and linearly-polarized photon scattering could be very helpful.

Polarizabilities of the nucleon are still needed to be explained. Appropriate theoretical
models apparently must take into account lessons found in dispersion analysis. They must
include not only excitations of constituent quarks (i.e. resonances) but also excitation of the
pion cloud and, probably, internal polarizability of the constituent pions and even constituent
quarks.
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Figure 1: Cluster structure of the photon scattering amplitude and corresponding energy de-
nominators.
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Figure 2: Dispersion loop of finite size and the corresponding asymptotic contribution (integral
over the semicircle).

Figure 3: Cross sections of photo-
production by the proton.
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Figure 5: Predictions of the dispersion theory [9,20] and the resonance model [24].
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Figure 7: Possible mechanism responsible for arising the asymptotic contributions, Eq. (14).
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Pion Polarizabilities in Chiral Perturbation
Theory

D. Babusci, S. Bellucci, G. Giordano, G. Matone
INFN - Laboratory Nazionali di Frascati, Italy

The electric (a) and magnetic (/?) polarizabilities of any composite system are
fundamental quantities that are inherently sensitive to their internal structure and,
together with the charge, mass and the magnetic moment, fully determine the ex-
pression of the Compton amplitude at low energy. Their experimental determination
constitute an important testing ground for any hadron model. In recent years, a great
deal of interest has been expressed in the literature for the polarizabilities of the pion
[1] which belongs to the pseudoscalar meson octet and thus is believed to be one of
the Goldstone bosons associated with the spontaneously broken chiral symmetry.

Following a standard formalism, the general form of the photon scattering ampli-
tude by a pseudoscalar meson can be written in the following form (see Fig.l):

(1)

where ei, £2 are the initial and final photon polarizations and the two gauge-invariant
Lorentz tensors are given by :

2
(2)

1 1 2 2

The two structure functions A(s,t) and B(s,t) may be decomposed in two terms:

A(s,t) = Ap(s,t) + A.{s,t) , B(s,t) = Bp{s,t) + B,{3,t). (3)

The first terms (AP,BP) describe the scattering from a point-like charge (Born) and
the second terms (A5,B,) arise from the inner structure of the pion. The Born terms
are given by [2]:

Ap{s,t) = 0 ,

(4)

BP(s,t) =
{3 - ml){u ~ ml)



where otf is the fine structure constant and |q| = 1(0) for the charged(neutral) pion.
The two structure functions A,(s,t) and Ba(s,t) contain the dinamycs of the process
and resemble very closely the role that the hadron form factors have in electron
scattering. The non- relativistic limit for the Compton scattering amplitude at low
energy can be written as follows:

ANR{-YTV -v 7ir) = [ - - ^ + avwu>'}{t • e') + ^ww'(e A fc) • (e' A k>) , (5)

where w(u;'), k(k') and e(e') are the energy, momentum and polarization versors of
the incoming and outgoing photons respectively. It can be easily verified that the
low energy limit of Eq.(l) reproduces exactly Eq.(5) if the two structure constants
aT and /?» of Eq.(5) are identified as:

K
 t *'B.(s,t)}, (6)

7TO

(a +/3)w = -^

Thus, the static electric and magnetic polarizabilities that characterize the pion-
photon coupling in the non-relativistic limit, are defined by the low energy limit of
the two structure functions A»(s,t) and B,(s,t) of Eqs.(3).

Chiral perturbation theory (xPT) [3] appears today as one of the most successful
ideas in describing the electromagnetic interactions of pions. Its approach is to de-
scribe the interactions of the Goldstone bosons at low energy in terms of a so called
chiral Lagrangian which stems directly from QCD with the only assumptions of chiral
symmetry SU(3)t x SU(3)fi, Lorentz invariance and low momentum transfer. In par-
ticular, with a perturbative expansions of this effective Lagrangian limited to terms
of increasing order in the external momenta and quark masses, the method is capable
of establishing a network of relationships between different processes in terms of a
common set of renormalized parameters L£ (tree level coefficients). At O(p4)-level,
the perturbative expansion is truncated at terms quartic in the photon momentum
and 12-coupling constants are needed. The O(p4) expressions for the structure func-
tions of Eqs.(3) have been calculated by different authors [4],[5] and can be written
as

(7)
BW(s,t) = 0,

for the charged pion, and

(8)
= 0 ,

A 9



for the neutral pion. In Eqs.(7,8) both the contribution from pion and kaon loops
have been considered, and

ti = — , Qi= - - * = , (i = v,K). (9)

Fv = 93.1 MeV is the pion decay constant. Moreover Eqs.(7) show that, at O(p4), only
the combination (L9+L10) intervenes in the expression of the Compton amplitude.
This is the same combination that intervenes in the pion radiative decay where the
ratio of the vector and axial vector coupling constants is related to (L9+L10) by the
very well known expressionfl]

From the experimental value[6] of h^/hy = 0.46 ± 0.09 one obtains L9+L10 = (1.43
± 0.27) 10~3. On the contrary, Eqs.(8) are parameter free predictions for the neutral
pion. Thus, following Eq.(6), the O(p4) expressions for the pion polarizabilities are a:

-{L\ + L[o) = 2.65 ± 0.50 ,

(11)
f n /IQ

In the exact chiral limit where the pion mass vanishes, one has [1]:

= 0 , (12)

and from Eqs.(6,7,8) the same result holds in x^T UP *° *n e O(p4)-level. This is not
surprising because a strong cancellation effect in (a+/3) can indeed be expected from
classical considerations based on the Lorentz invariance of the interaction hamiltonian.
Potential problems to this conclusion can arise from the finite sizes of the forward
angle dispersion sum rules

(a + /?)w± = 0.39 ± 0.04 , (a +/?)„<> = 1.04 ± 0.07 , (13)

which stem directly from the optical theorem and have been evaluated in a model
dependent way in Ref.[7], According to xPT> these sum rules express only the contri-
butions that come from the O(pa) (and higher) corrections to the lowest order result
of Eq.(12). However, these higher order corrections have never been fully calculated
and thus a cross-check between the full chiral predictions and Eqs.(13) has never been
done.

In a recent paper [5] we have discussed in some detail the experimental knowledge
that is presently available on the pion polarizabilities. We have shown that these
quantities can be extracted directly from two reactions, related to each other by
crossing symmetry: Compton scattering (-fir —» 7?r) and photon-photon interaction
(77 ~>

 TTTT). We demonstrated that both these cross sections can be expressed in a

'in the present paper the polarizabilities are expressed in Gaussian units of 10 43 cm3



very similar way:

(14)

<35>*~*- -35
where /3V is the velocity of the final pions in the CM-system and

(15)

Similarly for the neutral pion we obtained:

(16)

In all these equations we introduced an "effective polarizability function":

^ i . ( » , 0 , (17)

whose absolute value is shown in Fig.2(a,b). Table I summarizes the results which
have been obtained considering all the data available for the charged pion both in the
Compton and photon-photon channels.

The wide range of values they are spread over is a clear indication of the large
systematic uncertainties that affect all these experimental determinations. The most
significative values come from the MARK-II and Serpukov's experiments. The former
is consistent with the chiral prediction (see Fig.3) but the latter differ by more than
two standard deviations from the value of Eq.(ll). As for the TT°, the only source
of information comes from the Crystal Ball data [14J on the 77 —* 7r°7r° reaction.
Following cur discussion of Ref.[5], this data set determines an experimental value
for the 7T° polarizability of 0.69 ± 0.07(stat.) ± 0.04(syst.) which is 40% larger than
the chiral prediction of Eq.(ll). It is interesting to notice that this result is perfectly
consistent with the value of (0.4 ± 1.0) that has been obtained in [15] by analyzing
the same Crystal Ball data set with a completely different approach.

However, in spite of Eqs.(13), practically all the data have been analyzed with
the constraint of Eq.(12). This can be easily criticized because, in principle, can lead
to erroneous results. The extent of the higher order corrections to (a + (3) is not
expected to be neglegible: according to [1] (a + /3)/a is estimated of the order of 25%
for the charged pion. The effect appears to be even larger for the 7r° if we compare the
values of Eqs.(ll) and (13). On the other hand the quality of all the examined data



does not allow for an independent and reasonable determination of (a + /3). It is true
that the second analysis of the Serpukov experiment [13] shows that, by releasing the
constraint of Eq.(12), (a+/3) results largely consistent with zero. But the consequence
is that the statistical errors in the determination of a and /3 worsen so much that the
issue loses most of its significance. In conclusion, the present determinations suffer
from the limitation imposed by Eq.(12) and the question of the experimental test of
Eqs.(13) is left up to the next generation experiments.

On the theoretical side, a complete 0(p6) calculation is still lacking. However,
the t-channel vector meson contributions to the photon-photon interaction that have
been calculated [16] in connection with the Crystal Ball data are contributions to
O(p8). We know that they can not be ignored in the energy region above threshold
even though they are not sufficient to give a satisfactory description of the Crystal
Ball data (see Fig.4). We also know that they are neglegible in the threshold region.
Nevertheless, they can constitute a sizeable contribution in the crossed channel reac-
tion (Compton scattering) at t = 0 where the O(p4) contribution to the cross section
vanishes both for the charged and neutral pion. As a matter of fact, this effect has
to be expected because a substantial contribution to the sum rules of Eqs.(13) comes
from the vector meson photoproduction and this necessarely has to affect the forward
Compton amplitude.

This effect can be fully calculated following Ref.[16] and using crossingsymmetry.
The result indicates that the two structure functions of Eqs.(3) acquire indeed extra
contributions. By neglecting the <£-meson, these come from the p and w-exchanges in
the case of the 7T°

(18)

(V =w,t>)
and from the /9-exchange only for the charged pion

f2 u-Mj'

2 " x a - M2 u- A/2

(19)

1 ) ,

where My is the mass of the vector resonance and
r(v-MTT)

(20)

Using Eqs.(19) and following Eq.(6) one can see that the a-values remain unaffected
and the /3-values become:

f3n± = -aT± + mv " = -2.59 ,

(21)



Consequently, the new estimated values for the sum rules are:

(22)

These numerical results have been obtained assuming the following experimental val-
ues for the /?7T°7 and piry coupling constants [6]

Gu = 0.495 GeV~2, GP = 0.044 GeV~2, (23)

Although these results account only for partial O(p6) corrections, they deserve some
comments. The vector meson contributions do not help much in reproducing the
value of the sum rule of Eq.(13) for charged pions. On the contrary they account for
more than 70% of the sum rule for the neutral pions. This is quite remarkable if one
considers that they contribute very little in the threshold region for the 77 —> ir°7r°
channel.

In a recent paper, M.A.Ivanov and T.Mizutani [17] presented a full calculation of
the pion polarizabilities in the framework of the Dubna Quark Confinement Model
(DCQM) with the explicit inclusion of scalar,vector and axial-vector mesons ex-
changes. They find that the axial-vector contributions are always almost neglegible
and can be safely omitted. The major effects come from the scalar exchanges which
contribute with opposite signs to a and fi and thus cancel out in the sum. Therefore
the only contributions to the sum rules come from the vector exchanges that are found
to be small and affecting only the /3-values. Qualitatively, these results are perfectly
consistent with our claim that the vector-meson exchanges could be the dominant
O(p6) contributions to the sum rules. But there are numerical differences and several
problems. From the set of values they found:

(a + /3)»± = 0.22 , aT± = 3.63 ,
(24)

(a + /3)To = 0.44 , av> = 0.74 ,

the value for aT± results higher than the chiral prediction and a^o has the right
magnitude but opposite sign. Moreover both the sum rules appear underestimated
by approximatively a factor two with respect to Eqs.(13). Our numerical evaluations
for (a +/3) differ from the values of Eq.(24) : they do a better job for the ir° but not
for the ir±.

In conclusion the vector-meson contributions are certainly important corrections
to the O(p4) results but do not seem to fully account for the values of the sum rules
(13) as quoted in Ref.[7].
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FIGURE CAPTION

FIG. 1 - Compton scattering kinematics.
FIG. 2 - Effective polarizability function for charged (a) and neutral pion (b) from
#PT with (LT

9+LT
10) = 1.4 1(T3. x < 0 corresponds to Compton (t-variable) ; x >

4m£ corresponds to 77 —* irir (s-variable).
FIG. 3 - MARK-II total cross-section data for MOT < 0.5 GeV. The theoretical curves
are : Born (dashed line) ; *PT with (LjJ+L^j) = 1.4 1(T3 (full line). The region above
MTW = 0.5 GeV considered to be outside the domain of validity of x?T.
FIG. 4 - The cross-section for 77 —> 7r°7r° including : i) both the 1-loop diagrams and
the O(p6) contribution due to the vector-meson resonace exchange in the t-channel
(full line) ; ii) the 1-loop contribution only (dashed line). The data are taken from
the Crystal Ball experiment.
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Pion Polarizabilities and the Shielding of the <r(700)-Meson Exchange in
77 —• 7T7T Processes

A. Bramon,
Grup de Fisica, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona, 08193 Bellaterra (Barcelona) Spain
A. N. Ivanov and N. I. Troitskaya,
State Technical University, 195251 Sankt Petersburg, Russia (USSR).
M. Nagy,
Institute of Physics, Slovak Academy of Sciences, CS-84248 Bratislava, Czechoslovakia
M. D. Scadron
Department of Physics, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA

First we develop a soft-pion theorem (SPT) whereby a 77 —» 7T7T quark box graph
in s-wave is cancelled by a scalar meson a pole graph 77 —• a —* TTTT when either pion
four momentum becomes soft [1]. The linear cr model (LcrM) field theory underlying
this SPT in turn generates an internal electric polarizability respectively from quark and
meson loops 0,+ = af&r'm*/*)-1 (l - §) ~ 4 x 10-4fin3. This SPT result has already
been obtained from the fir —» yir low energy theorem (LET) with the L<rM predicting
[2] aT+ = a/(127T2mx/£) along with the rr+ -* e+wy structure-dependent form factor
ratio [3] 7 = hj^jhy = 1 — | , respectively from quark and meson loops. These SPT and
LET predictions are internally consistent because they require a,+ = o(87r2m*/^)~17,
which is the model-independent relation of Terent'ev [4].
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Pion and Kaon polarizabilities in the quark confinement mode

M. A. Ivanov12 & T. Mizutani2

1 Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, SU-141980 Dubna, Russia.
2 Physics Department, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Va. 2^061.

The quark confinement model (QCM) which is based on quark confinement and tl
composite nature of hadrons, is applied to the study of electromagnetic polarizabiliti<
of the n and K mesons [1]. The Compton scattering amplitude for pseudoscalar mesc
in the QCM obtains contributions from the following processes (or diagrams): (1) tli
photon scattering by a point charge, (2) diagrams which involve only one quark looj
(3) the scalar, vector, and axial meson exchanges. The presence of quark loops in QC1
diagrams introduces nontrivial momentum dependences which do not exist in the effectiv
Lagrangian scheme with only meson degrees of freedom.

Our principal findings may be summarized as follows. ( Numerical results are give
in the Gaussian system. The unit is 10'43cm3)

(1) The pion polarizabilities:

€*„+ = 3.63 <*„+ + /3W+ = 0.22,

a»o = 0.74 <*„<> + P^o = 0.44.

(2) The kaon polarizabilities:

aK+ = 2.28 aK+ + /?/<•+ = 0.97,

aR-o = 0.33 a/fo + 0Ko = 0.04.

For charge mesons, quark loop contributions have a strong mass dependence, which ma;
not be inferred easily from other existing models. As a consequence, the charged kaoi
polarizability becomes considerably larger than what chiral models predict. This gives ui
hope that it may be measured experimentally without much difficulty.

In the chiral limit, when mT = ma —» 0 and the scalar mesons become degenerat<
mc = nif0 = mao = ms, we obtain

<**+ = -Ar+ = 2.8 a»o = 0,

"«•+ = -0K+ = 0.8 aKo = 0,

which is just the prediction of the chiral perturbative theory [2].
[1] M. A. Ivanov and T. Mizutani, Phys. Rev. D45, 1580 (1992).
[2] J. F. Donoghue and B. R. Holstein, Phys. Rev. D40, 2378 (1989).



RADIATIVE PION PHOTOPRODUCTION AND PION POLARIZABILITIES

L. V.Fil'kov
Lebedev Physical Institute, Moscow 117924, Russia

1. The information on pion polarizabilities [1] can be obtained by investigation of
the reaction ft —> JJ [2—5] or 77 —> JT [6—8]. Determination of the pion polarizabilities
from the process 77 —> jrsr is model-dependent. It is a result of necessity of a
^-interaction consideration. An expression for polarizability contributions into
7T—scattering cross section is obtained by expanding the scattering amplitude at low
energy. This expression is more model independent. However information on JI—scattering
can be obtained only from indirect experiments.

One such experiment is the study of the scattering of high-energy pions in a
Coulomb field of nuclei [9—11]: JT+A —> 7+T+A. The experiments performed at IHEP at
energy E = 40 GeV [2] permitted determination of polarizability of 1 meson: a .—

(6.S±1.4±1.6)-10~43cm3. At FNAL, radiative scattering of z~ and t* mesons on nuclei of Cu
and Pb [3] at energy E = 150 GeV did not show polarizability of pions.

Since in these experiments the information on ft—scattering was obtained under a
certain assumption, we should also study other possibilities of obtaining information on
Compton scattering on pions.

The 7;r-scattering cross section can be found by extrapolation of experimental data
on the radiative pion photoproduction on proton

7 + P — ' 7 + i r + N (1)

to pion pole [12,13] (Fig.l).
This method was first suggested in [14] and broadly used fox-

determination of the cross section and phases of elastic
\ _/\T ^ziKj} XT—scattering from reaction ?rN —* x-N.

^5vtjQf 2. Let us obtain expressions for the 77—scattering cross
>.C(Q*) section through the polarizability of the pions [15]. D.Babusci

• ' > et al. [7] have obtained such expressions using chiral
1 perturbation theory and assuming a = —/?_ (where a- and B_

a r e the electric and magnetic pion polarizabilities). We will not
imply at i 0t and will start with the one-subtracted disper-

Fig.l. Pion pole sion relations for the jt—scattering amplitudes [16]
diagram

where Bi is the Born term, Si is the square of the total energy, ti is the square of the
momentum transfer, \i is the pion mass, Si+ui+ti = 2p,2 and tf i(t) is the t-dependent part
of the subtraction function. In the expansions of $i(t) with respect to t / m | and t/m;- (m^

is the mass of the e meson and m is the mass of the p meson) we limit ourselves to the

first term
ti*i(t) = ti*i(0). (3)



In the expansion of the integral expression in (2.) we omit the terms

Then, using the relations [16] $i(0) = - 4 ^ 0 , $2(0) = 4;r/*/? and Ti(si,ti=O) =

-T2(si,ti=0) we obtain for the amplitudes of jz+ scattering

where e2/4?r is the fine structure constant and the amplitudes Tj is related to the
differential JT scattering cross section as follows:

As result for jit —* yir we find:

Si.

> (6)

n,

where (dcr/dfi)g and a-a are cross sections corresponding to the Born term only; z = cosB^L

in c.m.s. If the initial photon is polarized then we have

1 dfr.ftVi &



(S)

(9)

The analysis [15] shows that the expressions (6) and (7) are correct with a high
degree of accuracy in the region Si < 10 /J2. The results of calculations of the relative

contribution of pion polarizability to da Jdtt at 0 ;* = 180° and to <r as a function of si

Fig.2. Relative contribution
of pion polarizability to

at 0^ =1800 and to

a _ as a function of si.
7"

f2Oe ISO" 'SO6 &

Fig.3. Relative contribution
of pion polarizability to

dff /dP. at si=8/i2 as a function7J

Fig.3 shows the relative contribution of polarizability to the angular distribution of
du/dft at si = S ix2. In these calculations we assumed o^± = -P^± = 7-10"43cm3. The

contribution of the polarizability to d<r/dft is the largest for backward scattering; at swlO//2

it reaches ~37%. The contributions of polarizability to the <r for Si<10/i2 is less than 5%.

For 7+f° —» 7+JT° scattering the Born term is equal to zero and the polarizabilities
appear in the cross section as quadratic terms
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where a = (si—(i2)/2jsi. For estimates we will take a 0 = —2,S-10"43cm3 and /?_0 =

3,S-10"43cm3 what is result of the dispersion sum rules calculation [17]. For Q;* ^ = 0

expression (10) is enough accurate up to Si=10/*2. However, at large scattering angles the
discarded terms become important. Therefore, in order to expand the region of
applicability of expressions (10) and (11), let us introduce an additional free parameter by
including the following term in the expansion of $i(ti)+$2(ti)

This parameter is related to quadrupole polarizabilities of the JT° meson

(13)

From dispersion sum rules we have: (ap-fa) 0
 = 2,8-10"3fm5. As a result we obtain

These expressions are correct for all angles in the region si < 9//2 with an accuracy better

than 80%.
3. For the reaction 7p —> 7JN there are five independent invariant variables:

where, in the system in which the target is at rest, v\ and v% are the energies of the initial
and final photons; E2 and p are the energy and momentum of the final nucleon; qo and q
are the energy and momentum of the pion. In addition to set (16).there are other five
invariant variables. They depend linearly on the set (16)

S3 = (ka+P2>2 = s-Si-s2+m2+//2, U = ( p H ^ ) 2 = So-s-ti+m2,
t2 = (pr-q2)2 = ti-t-s2+2m2+/i2, t5 = (ki-po)2 = Si-s-t+2m2,

t3 = (ki-q2)2 = t-ti-si+/*2 (17)

The cross section of the elastic 7/r-scattering can be obtained by extrapolation of
experimental data on reaction 7+p —» 7+-+N with respect to t to the pion pole t.=//2

(Fig.l) [13,18]

= - K ch, s) e ^ F(t, s, sa£, sj , (.si
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where

(20)

It is worth noting that doing the extrapolation we must fix 4 independent kinematic
variables, for instance s,Si,ti and S2. Instead of fixing S2 one can fix the Treiman—Yang

angle <p between the planes formed by the momentums Iq, pi and ki, fo. However in this
case singularities near the path of the extrapolation may appear. Analysis of expressions
(16) and (17) for the invariant variables with fixed ip has shown [13] that at t=0 there are
poles 1/(S3—m2) and l/(t4—m2) for back scattering-in the system jt —> jz. Furthermore,
the poles l/(s2-m2) and l/(t2-m2) arise at the end point of extrapolation t=(i2 for forward
scattering (ti=0), plus the pole l/(t3-/u

2) at point SI=/J2, ti=0, t=^2.
Thus, to avoid ambiguities in the extrapolation of experimental data with fixed <p, it

is recommended that data will be selected in the region of scattering angles 3O°<0^<15O°

for sj>2/x2. Another method of avoiding singularities in S2,ta,S3,t4 is to fix variable So and,
consequently, use 4s-—geometry.

To perform the extrapolation, let us represent the function F(t) from (19) as

(21)

where the absorption effects are represented by exponent. The parameters A,Ao,Ai... are
determined from the fit of the experimental data.

A rate of convergence of the expansion (21) can be improved by using a con formal
mapping of the analytic region of the scattering amplitude [19—21]. Another method
allowing reliable approximation is the Pade approximants method [22]. Pade approximants
are constructed from the coefficients of the Taylor series and allow approximate summation
of a diverging series. A Pade approximant has a larger region of convergence than the
polynomial representation of an analytic function. It converges quite rapidly and allows
stable analytic continuation. The [1/1] Pade approximant for the function F(t) in (21) can
be represented as

In order to a result of extrapolation will be reliable it is necessary to obtain
experimental data as close as possible to the point t=0. The maximum possible
experimental values of t are listed in the Table 1.

Results of calculation of the function F +(t) for the process jp —• y~*n at Si=3/i2,

z/i=310 MeV, 0^^=180°, S2=60/i2 are presented in Fig.4. In the calculation we took into

eonsideiation the Born diagram (Fig.l) and A(1232) resonance in s—channel. The obtained
behaviour of the function F +(t) puts on possibility to perform the extrapolation. It is

worth noting that the calculated value of the function F_,.(t—0) is not equal to zeiu

(F j+(t=0) = 0,97- 10-33Cm2/str).

On the other hand, analysis of the process ?p —> yz°\> shows that the contribution of
the Born diagram (Fig.l) into F 0(t) is very small in this region of energies. As result the
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0.31
0.5
0.7
1.0
1.5
2.0

-0.51
-0.14
-0.07
-0.03

-0.88
-0.22
-0.10
-0.05

-1.20
-0.46
-O.200
-O.0S4
-0.046

-3.4
-0.92
-0.375
-0.153
-0.083

Table 1. The values of tmax

32

23

-/ -Z -3 - * &

Fig.4. FunctionF_+ for the

process jp—>7T+n. Dash line
shows contribution of the
Born diagram (Fig.l).

20

I? J

extrapolation of the
function F,_o is im-
possible in this case.
Possibility of the
extrapolation is
more real at larger
values of Si (sjsS—
10/x2) and v\ (i/i»2
GeV) where the con-
tribution of polari—
zabilities is consi-
derable and cont-
ribution of nucleon
resonances become
not so essential.

4. The process 7p —> 7x+n was measured at
Lebedev Physical Institute in a bremsstrahlung
beam of 1.2 GeV electron synchrotron
PACHRA. The measurement consisted of two
run.

The first run was taken at low energies Vsl
where polarizability contribution is small
comparing to the Born term. In order to perform
the extrapolation of the experimental data the
function F +(t) was represented as

F(t)=A0+Ai(t-//2)+A2(t-/i2)2.

As result the following value for cross section of
7~+—scattering has been obtained [23,5]

at Si=(l,5±0.5)/x2, 0<jUl5O°±3O°, v = 510 :^

MeV, ip=Q. This value of the cross section agrees
with the Born one.

The second run data were taken at higher
values of Si, and were used to evaluate the pion
polarizability [4,5]. Experimental data for F_+(t)

are presented in Fig.5. Unfortunately, due to the
lack of experimental data at —1<1.5//2, we are
forced to assume that function FJt) passes

vT
through 0 when t=0. A similar suggestion was
made in [24] to extract the partial ra—scattering
cross sections from data on the reaction
irp—»-?rN. This suggestion is strictly correct for
diagram at Fig.L 'Our calculations [13] have
shown that actually F +(t-0)/0.

Fig.5. Experimental data for the function
F r ( t ) -K
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After extrapolation the following values for cross section of the process JI* —•* 71*
has been obtained

(24)

at Si = (6.5±0.5)/i2, 0^ = 130°±30°, v = 650!^g MeV, p=0. This allowed the following

value to be determined for polarizability of a x+—meson

ar+ = -0 T + = (20±12) • 10-«cm2 (25)

More correct result could be obtained using the beam of monochromatic photons
and 4 J—geometry.

The author thanks Dr. T.A.Aybergenov for helpful discussion.
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I. Introduction

Hadron electric (a) and magnetic (/?) intrinsic polarizabilities16 characterize
the 'nduced transient dipole moments of hadrons subjected to external oscillating
electric E and magnetic H fields. The dipole moments are given by d = aE and
by jt = /3H. The polarizabilities can be obtained from precise measurements of
the gamma-hadron Compton scattering differential cross section. They probe the
rigidity of the internal structure of baryons and mesons, since they are induced by
the rearrangement of the hadron constituents via action of the photon electromag-
netic fields during scattering. For the light charged pion, chiral symmetry leads to
a precise prediction for the polarizabilities. For the heavier charged kaon, chiral
perturbation theory may be applied to predict the polarizabilities. For these cases,
the experimental polarizabilities subject the underlying chiral symmetry and chi-
ral perturbation techniques of QCD to new and serious tests. The availability of
high energy hyperon beams raises the possibility of investigating Compton scatter-
ing polarizabilities, radiative transitions, form factors and structure functions for
Sigma hyperuns. Such data are of particular interest because of problems arising
in understanding the data on electromagnetic and weak properties of the ground
state baryon octet. One such problem are the discrepancies in the naive quark
model description of static magnetic moments. Pion and £(1189) polarizabili-
ties and associated £(1385) radiative production (hereafter also designated £*)
will be measured in the Fermilab E781 SELEX experiment.6'6 This experiment
is primarily a study of the production and decay modes of charmed baryons. It
includes searches7 for HOP particles (Hexaquark H, Omegon O, Pentaquark P).
It also includes a search for Primakoff production of hybrid (qqg) mesons"; and
Primakoff studies of pion and £ polarizabilities and radiative transitions.

II. Sigma Polarizabilities and Radiative Transitions

Electromagnetic interactions of £'s can be studiedB>B'B in FNAL experiment
E781 with high energy hyperon beams via the Primakoff interactions of incident
S's with a virtual photon in the Coulomb field of a target nucleus of atomic
number Z. The decay signature for £*(1385) 3/2+ production is clean as it decays
to Air, and the A to jr~p. The process is shown in Fig. 1. Such radiative
transition studies were first suggested by Lipkin10 and considered in more detail
afterwards.5'11'13 The E Compton scattering and associated polarizabilities can
be studied5'8 following a Primakoff interaction by detecting the final state gamma
ray and S in coincidence. The process is shown in Fig. 2 for a pion or Sigma
beam. Sigma form factors and charge radii can be measured5 by scattering 600
GeV E's from electrons in a liquid Hydrogen or a Carbon target. Such data test
predictions of these quantities, such as the quenched lattice QCD calculations13

that give a significantly larger radius (0.2 fm) for £ + compared to S~.
The E + (uus) and E~ (dds) baryons are of interest because electromagnetic

observables are particularly sensitive to their underlying quark structure. The S +

differs from the proton only by replacing the d quark by a strange quark which
also has charge -1/3. Thus, any difference between the electromagnetic proper-
ties of the £+ and proton can only arise from flavor SU(3) symmetry breaking.
The two £ states are isospin mirrors of one another, symmetrically placed in
the same flavor SU(3) octet and have very similar strong interactions. However,
their electromagnetic interactions are completely different because the £ + , like
the nucleon and H°, have valence quarks of two flavors having the opposite sign
of electric charge. External electromagnetic fields therefore exert forces in oppo-
site directions on the two flavors and rotate spins in opposite directions, thereby
producing internal excitation. The £~ on the other hand, and also the H~, have
three valence quarks all with charge -1/3, and the principal effect of an external
electromagnetic field is to exert forces in the same direction on all three valence
quarks and rotate their spins in the same direction. This produces no internal
excitation. We discuss below experimental implications of this effect, first noted10

by a selection rule involving the U-spin SU(2) subgroup of SU(3). U-spin is con-
served to all orders in any combination of electromagnetic interactions and strong
interactions invariant under SU(3), and the resulting SU(3) prediction is that the
Primakoff excitation S" — > S*~ is forbidden while excitation of E + — > £*+

is allowed. The U-spin values of interest are U = l / 2 for £", £ + , £+(1385) and
U=3/2 for £"(1385).

The El and Ml £ transitions are related to the intrinsic electric and mag-
netic £ polarizabilities. We will elucidate below this connection, which can be
tested experimentally. Hadron electric (a) and magnetic (/3) intrinsic polariz-
abilities characterize the induced transient dipole moments. During 7-hadron
Compton scattering, the lowest order scattering (Thomson) is determined by the
charge and magnetic moment. The next order scattering (Rayleigh) is determined
by the induced dipole moments. The Compton cross section data determine the
Compton polarizabilities a and $ expressed here in Gaussian units of 10~43 cm3.
The angular distribution formulae for low 7-ray energies in terms of a and /5 for 7p
scattering are given by Petrun'kin and L'vov,1)J and similar expressions apply for
the £ hyperons. Perturbation theory for the £ + , £", and proton polarizabilities



can be applied, leading to the expressions1 of Petrun'kin:

(1)

(2)

Here d = £ etrj and /ii are the electric and magnetic dipole operator respec-
tively, and the coefficient k will be discussed below. The first and second terms
in these equations give the intrinsic and form factor (center of charge oscillation)
contributions, respectively. The sums are over all El and Ml excitations. The
intrinsic polarizabilities probe the internal structure of baryons and mesons.

Many theoretical and experimental polarizability studies have been made
for the proton and neutron14'16; but none for the S. In the proton polarizability
calculation of Weiner and VVeise,16 the intrinsic part is mainly due to the charged
pion or kaon cloud surrounding the proton core. We consider here a much simpler
non-relativistic quark bag calculation1'6 with no pion cloud, for the analogous E +

polarizabilities. We need to take into account the rms charge radii13 of these
hadrons (R(E+) ~ 0.96 fm, R(p) = 0.86 fm, R(E") ~ 0.76 fm), the masses and
rms radial positions13 of the quarks (m. ss 5/3 mUlij rO|j ~ 0.84 fm, r, ~ 0.56 fm
for the E), and the intrinsic quark radius (taken to be to be p, = 0.41 fm). The
latter value is fixed here as previously4 to achieve agreement with the dispersion
sum rule for protons: a + 0 — 14.2. We then obtain k = 0.68, 0.60, 0.26 for the
proton, E + , and E" respectively.

The odd parity E' l /2" and E'3/2~ states near 520 MeV excitation above
the nucleon have the s orbit strange quark promoted to the p orbit. There are
also excitations of the nonstrange quarks. The intrinsic contribution of eqn. 1
can be evaluated using closure by saturating the sum over these states, giving1:

A P ' : 17.1. (3)

In principle, < rJ > = (m^AE)'1 for constituent quarks of mass m, ~ 0.34 GeV
bound in a harmonic oscillator well, so that < ra > 1 / J ~ 0.5 fm is fixed by AE.16

With a simplified calculation similar to eqn. 3, one can obtain reasonable agree-
ment for proton polarizabilities4 by taking < r7 >ll2 to be larger (equal to the
experimental root mean square radius) and independent of AE. We follow this
approach also for the S hyperon. The intrinsic magnetic polarizability can be
evaluated by saturating the magnetic dipole excitations with the E+ to £(1385)
transition, giving1'6:

-Ms'
O2~8.5, (4)

where /ist is the E + magnetic moment. The E + to S* magnetic dipole transi-
tion matrix element is written1"6 in terms of the E + magnetic moment, following
the nonrelativistic quark model. For /?£+, the magnetic dipole transition to the
E* 3 /2 + resonance saturates the magnetic dipole excitations, in analogy to the

nucleon to A transition; the proton and E + have the same matrix element expres-
sion as members of the same U-spin doublet. For the proton intrinsic magnetic
polarizability fip, the analog of eqn. 4 gives1 /?, w 7.4 .

Consider matrix elements for magnetic moment operators fi between states
having the quark constituents of nucleons and E's. These are states (aab) for which
the two quarks of flavor a are always nonstrange. In the SU(3) symmetry limit,
the contributions to the magnetic moment of the odd d quark to /ip and of the odd
» quark to (is are equal. The fact that the magnetic moment of the E + is smaller
than and that of the proton by 14% immediately shows that flavor SU(3) which
predicts equal moments is broken. This breaking is much larger than expected and
still lacks an adequate explanation. Consider experimental tests of SU(3) breaking
mechanisms based on the assumptions that the u-flavor contributions to fip and
/tEt are equal, that SU(3) breaking only occurs in fit where it is different for
strange and nonstrange quarks, and that isospin symmetry is good. For magnetic
moments, one can show" that the strange contribution to the magnetic moment
is suppressed by an order of magnitude:

(p\l*d\p)
, 0.11 ±0.04. (5)

The main physical difficulty is in the small value of the d quark contribution to
the proton moment and the large contribution 2.45 n.m. of the u quarks. If the
u quark contribution to /iE+ is the same 2.45 n.m. as in the proton, then the
experimental value /i£+ = 2.42 ± 0.02 n.m. can be fit only by requiring a nearly
vanishing a quark contribution.

That the strange quark contribution to /tj; is suppressed can also be seen
from a different point of view. One can compare the the strange contributions to
fix and /JA, assuming only isospin symmetry and without using nucleon magnetic
moments, thus minimizing effects of mass differences. One assumes that the spins
of the nonstrange quarks in the A are coupled to zero, following conventional
models. In this approximation8:

3/iA

The strange quark contribution to /J£ is again seen to be anomalously low: only
6% of the strange contribution to /zA and only 18% of the value -(1/3) obtained
from the SU(6) wave function.

Experimental data on related processes may give additional insight. One
such process involves octet-decuplet transitions for nucleons and E's. It will be
interesting to measure these transitions and compare their systematics with those
of the magnetic moments. In a description of SU(3) symmetry breaking in the
T,~ to E— transition, the ratio of Ml decay width* or of intrinsic magnetic po-
larizabilities for the E" and prott-n can be estimated with the same assumptions
described for eqn. 5. In that case8'10:

r(s -> s-)
(A/A+ - Mp)f3p

i ?.)t ,.
9K Pi



Here /i, and fid are empirical magnetic moments of s and d quarks (estimated
in a simple additive quark model1" using proton, neutron, and Lambda magnetic
moments, as p u = 1.852/tjv, /ij = -0.972pAf, /*• = -0.613/ijv), the s and d values
unequal due to SU(3) symmetry breaking. As shown in eqns. 5,6, p, may be
significantly lower than the value fixed by the Lambda magnetic moment; which
would significantly increase the predicted decay width of eqn. 7. Following the
assumptions underlying eqns. 5-7, the S" Ml transition width directly determines
the relative magnitudes of the s and d-quark magnetic moments. Explicit quark
model calculations17 give a larger value of 0.034 for the ratio of eqn. 7, with
r(S '+) = 104 keV" and 117 keV18; and T ( S - ) = 2.5 keV.17 Therefore these
calculations correspond to T(A + ) = 74.3 keV using eqn. 15 of Ref. 7. The
A radiative width of the model is smaller than the experimental value, but this
should not affect the reliability of the ratio calculation of eqn. 7. More recently,
hyperon radiative transitions were calculated in a chiral bag model19 and in an
algebraic framework,3"1'1 but these calculations are not yet available for the £
transitions. One expects from eqns. (1-4,7) to observe very large and very small
values of the intrinsic magnetic polarizability for the £+ and £~ , respectively; and
similarly for the £ • radiative decay width. With AE ~ 520 MeV, we predict a£+
=17.1, A Q E + =3.7, 5£T =20.8, /3E+ = 8.5, A/?j;+ = -6.8, 0E+ = 1.7 . Similarly,
a s - =3.4, Aaj;- =2.3, a^r =5.7, /3E- = 0.12 from eqn. 7, A/3E- = -1.8, and /3E-
= -1.7 .

The £ beam at FNAL is polarized, so that asymmetry measurements are
sensitive to the Ml or E2 nature of the exchanged photon, and therefore to the
L=2 admixtures. The ratio E2/M1 of these amplitudes is a subject of considerable
current interest22'23 for the nucleon to A transition; so that measuring this ratio for
the £ ' (and E*) will be extremely valuable. The ratios may be different for £% H',
and A, given that the s-quark mass is significantly heavier than the d quark mass.
The E2/M1 ratios for the £— and £ ' + , would be similar if the SU(3) symmetry
breaking in £'~ is comparable for both Ml and E2 transitions. However, the £'~
width estimate of Eqn. 7 is based on the form of the magnetic dipole operator,
and is specific to a spin-flip Ml transition. The E2 transition width expected from
SU(3) symmetry breaking depends on the form of the quadrupole operator; and
on the extent to which the resulting £*" state with L=2 has U = l / 2 admixtures.
One may expect therefore that the E2/M1 ratios are different for £— and £*+.

III. Pion Polarizabilities

Recently, pion polarizabilty calculations were carried out by Bernard, Hiller,
and Weise" emphasizing vector meson dominance diagrams, and by Bernard and
Vautherin" within generalized SU(3) models. They find values for d» ranging
from ~ 7 — 14. Holstein28 shows that meson exchange via an axial meson pole
diagram effectively provides the main contribution ( a , = 2.6) to the polarizability.
For the yir interaction at low energy, chiral symmetry provides a rigorous way
to make predictions. This approach28"28 yields a , = -/3, = 2.7 ± 0.5, where the
uncertainty from Ref. 26 was set by the pion decay data used to fix the parameters
of the Lagrangian. A recent quark confinement model calculation29 gives a , SS 3.63
and /?„ ss -3.41. Another theoretical approach based on dispersion sum rules1'30

gives a, ss 5.6 and /3, as -5.2, with very large (unstated) uncertainties.

For the pion polarizability, the yir scattering was measured31'32 with 40 GeV
pions at Serpukhov via radiative pion scattering in the nuclear Coulomb field
(ir~ + Z —» T~ + Z + gamma) ; where the incident pion Compton scatters
from a virtual photon in the Coulomb field of a nucleus of atomic number Z;
and the final state gamma ray (typically 30 GeV) and pion (typically 10 GeV)
were detected in coincidence. The process is shown in Fig. 2. This reaction is
equivalent to 7 + T" —» 7 + JT~ scattering for a laboratory gamma ray of several
hundred MeV incident on a target ir~ at rest. It is an example of the well tested
Primakoff formalism33'3* that relates processes involving real photon interactions
to production cross sections involving the exchange of virtual photons. One test
of the Primakoff formalism34 is in fact a low-statistics radiative pion scattering
experiment at 200 GeV, which determined fn Compton scattering cross sections
that agreed with the Primakoff formalism to an accuracy of at least 8% at an 84%
confidence level. Significant contributions of backgrounds would have spoiled the
agreement. The statistics were too low to determine pion polarizabilities with
reasonable uncertainties.

The pion electric polarizability dr was deduced31'32 in a higher statistics
experiment (~ 7000 events) to be:

* = -P* = 6.8 ± 1.4.(a, ± 1.2J (8)

where it was assumed in the analysis that a,+(3T = 0, as expected theoretically.28

Charged pion polarizabilities were also deduced38 from 77 —» ir+ir~ data which
is related to the Compton scattering by crossing symmetry; and from a Lebedev
radiative pion photoproduction experiment,38 7p —» 7Jr+n, in which the incident
7-ray scatters from a virtual pion. The experimental values3* for or, range from 2.2
to 26.3, and the large spread in values do not allow precision tests of any theory.
The experimental situation points to the need for much higher quality data and
more attention to the systematic uncertainties arising from different measurement
and analysis techniques. A concerted experimental program on these questions is
being developed at the LEGS,37 DA*NE,3< and FNAL6 facilities.

In the radiative pion scattering experiments, it was shown experimentally31'3*
and theoretically39 that the Coulomb amplitude clearly dominates and yields sharp
peaks in t-distributions at very small four momentum transfers to the target nu-
cleus t < 6xlO-4(GeV/c)2 . The gamma-pion Compton scattering for these experi-
ments corresponds to gamma-ray energies in the range 60-600 MeV in the pion rest
frame. The cross sections corresponding to the sharp peaks in the t-distributions
for targets with different atomic number Z scaled as Z1, further demonstrating
the correspondence with the electromagnetic Compton effect. Background from
other processes could easily be estimated and subtracted by extrapolating in t
from events in the region of flat t-distribution of 3-8 xlO-3(GeV/c)2 . The sources
of these backgrounds are described below.

For gamma-pion Compton scattering, the Compton amplitude in principle
may include contributions of pion or rho rescattering. The rescattering diagram
(Fig. 3) includes two vertices, one for the pion strong interaction (with tworeal
and two virtual pions), and one for the Compton effect with the virtual pions.
Some of these contributions for the conditions of the 40 GeV pion experiment
were evaluated theoretically40 and were claimed to affect the determination of the
pion polarizabilities at the level of 10%. Babusci et al.35 give explicit and complete



formulae for one-loop rescatterings. Such effects were also discussed in connec-
tion with recent Jr° polarizability determinations.35'41 Filkov42 uses dispersion
relationships to evaluate such rescatterings, implicitly taking into account loop
corrections to all orders. In addition, the 200 GeV experiment34 described above
determined fir Compton scattering cross sections for E(V) = 240 - 1225 MeV,
and the data agreed well with the Primakoff formalism. Significant contributions
of rescatteiing diagrams would have spoiled the agreement.

Another background is the coherent strong process of pion elastic scatter-
ing accompanied by gamma emission. Such events when mediated by particle
exchange will not have the sharp t-distribution peak of the Compton scattering.
This process is described theoretically in terms of the exchange with the nucleus
of a neutral meson such as a ir°, / a , p, w. Following this exchange, an intermediate
state is formed which then decays to a gamma ray and a pion. In principie, difFrac-
tive production of a 7ir final state is also possible via elastic scattering mediated
by Pomeron exchange, followed by bremsstrahlung. One may expect such a pro-
cess to be very weak, but calculations are not available. The t-dependence would
not be as steep, and the amplitude should be almost orthogonal to that from the
Coulomb contribution. In the fit to the data, one could add a photon exchange
and an incoherent part from pomeron exchange, and determine experimentally
what is needed. However, it may not be easy to separate the contributions. One
can expect also that the mass spectrum from the two sources may also be different.
For an incident pion at 40 GeV and y/a < 3.2m,. Gal'perin et a/.39 estimated
that particle exchange strong cross sections account for only 2.5% of the cross
section below t = 2 xlO~4 (GeV/c)J for a carbon target, which is consistent with
the data of Antipov et a/.31l3J Thil background is expected to decrease with in-
creasing s, and this is consistent also with the t-distribution data for 200 GeV
experiments.33'34

Other backgrounds come from the higher cross section inelastic channels 7
+ *"" -* p~ -t ir~ + ir° ; and 7 + w~ —» Ai(1260) -> 3JT. These were studied in
their own right , the former33 to measure the radiative decay of the p~\ and the
latter44 to study the radiative decay of the 4,(1260). Background events result
when only one of the gamma rays from a ir° decay reaches the detector or exceeds
the detector threshold, or when the detector angular resolution is inadequate to
separate the two ir° decay gamma rays.

One must also evaluate electromagnetic corrections to the process of ra-
diative pion scattering of high energy pions in the Coulomb field of a nucleus,
where the requirement is to measure only single photon bremsstrahlung emission.
Here the detailed properties of the gamma detector are important, such as the
photon detector threshold, t-resolution, and the two-photon angular resolution.
For the setup of Antipov et a/.3l'3J at 40 GeV with t < 2 x 10"4 (GeV/c)J for a
carbon target, electromagnetic double bremsstrahlung and loop corrections (Fig.
4) were estimated45 to affect polarizability determinations at the level of 30%.
These corrections can be made smaller with improved detectors and lower detec-
tor thresholds. Such calculations need to be carried out for the conditions of the
planned 600 GeV FNAL experiment. Here again, it is encouraging that the 200
GeV experiment was not significantly affected by such corrections.

To specifically illustrate some of the kinematics germane to a FNAL exper-

iment, the reaction:
v + Z —»ir' + Z' + 7' (9)

is considered for a 600 GeV incident pion, where Z is the nuclear charge. The 4-
momentum of each particle is P,, Pz, P,', Pz>, k', respectively. In the one photon
exchange domain, eqn. 9 is equivalent to:

7 + * (10)

and the 4-momentum of the incident virtual photon is k = Pz-Pz'- The cross
section for the reaction of eqn. 9 can be written as:

da Z2g, t -
dtdsdU w a-m** t2 dtt

(11)

where d<rTX/dI) is the unpolarized differential cross section for eqn. 10 (for real
photons), t is the square of the four-momentum transfer to the nucleus, F(t) is the
nuclear form factor (essentially unity at small t-values), y/a is the mass of the 7*
final state, and (0 is the minimum value of t to produce a mass 1/s. The quantities
B and t are Lorentz invariants. Eqn. 11 assumes that the atomic electrons do not
screen the nuclear Coulomb field. This is valid as long as the incident energy is
not too high, else (0 will be so small so as to correspond to an impact parameter
b large enough to be affected by the electron cloud of the atom (t0 ~ &~3)- At
600 GeV, the impact parameter is ~ 500 rnfm, and the screening factor that may
effectively reduce the Z value needs to be evaluated. No such factor was required
to describe the 200 GeV radiative pion data,34 where the impact parameter was ~
50 m£m. The analysis to determine polarizabilities by fitting the data use formula
for d(r-,,/dil. This crosB section depends on the polarizabilities and on s and on
t|, the square of the 4-momentum transfer between initial and final state 7's. We
have:

t = JbJ = -M{V)\ (12)

where k is the 4-momentum transferred to the nucleus, and M(V) is the virtual
photon mass. Since t = 2Mz(Ezi,tai - Mz) > 0, the virtual photon mass is
imaginary. To approximate real pion Compton scattering, the virtual photon must
be almost real; and so M(V)<0.0167 GeV corresponding to t < 2.8 x 10"4(GeV/c)3

can be required in the experiment. In addition,

where M(-fir) is the 7*- invariant mass. The minimum value for t43 is given by:

t 0~(a-mJ)'/4|P»|3 , (14)

corresponding to t0 ~ 5.4 x 10-8(GeV/c)3 for ̂ /a = 1.75m, at 600 GeV incident
energy. If the gamma detector threshold is set very low, the minimum measurable
transfer will approach t0. With lead glass detectors,31'33 a t-resolution of the order
of (7, ~ 6.0 x 10-4(GeV/c)3 was achieved at 40 GeV, where the experimental 7-
ray energy resolution was the main limiting factor. The t-distributior»s are plotted
with a bin width that matches the t-resolution. This t-resolution therefore set the
experimental maximum in t for accepted events, since the experimental Primakoff



CJ1

cross section is taken from all the events in the first bin of the t-distribution. With
an improved 7-ray detector, it should be possible to achieve somewhat better t-
resolution, and to obtain a major fraction of the Compton cross section using an
experimental maximum limit for accepted events of t = 2.8 x 10~4 (GeV/c)2, or
even lower. The maximum of the differential cross section for reaction (9) occurs
at t=2t0 and grows as | to | - 1 ~ (P*)2, where PT is the laboratory incident pion 3-
momentum. The integrated Compton cross section up to t = 2.8 x 10~4 (GeV/c)3

grows less slowly, as ln(P,). Integrating the cross section expression eqn. 11 from
t0 to t=100to gives essentially the entire Primakoff cross section one observes in the
first t-bin. With this experimental limit and strong backgrounds that decrease
with increasing incident energy, the percent strong background would decrease
from the estimated39 2.5% at 40 GeV discussed previously to a yet smaller value at
600 GeV at FNAL. The strong backgrounds are associated with particle exchange,
and such cross sections are known to fall rapidly with increasing energy. From this
point of view, the t-resolution is not a critical parameter for 600 GeV experiments.

The energy of the incident photon in the pion rest frame is:

E(V) = (« - m,J + t)/2m, ~ (s - m,J)/2m, (15)

at small t; so that the energy of the virtual photon is determined by s. The
elemental cross section at low E(V) is a function of E(V), co3(0), a, ft; where 0 is
the Compton scattering angle in the pion rest frame. In this frame, the nucleus Z
represents a beam or cloud of virtual photons sweeping past the pion. One should
require that E(V) be sufficiently low in energy, such that p meson production does
not occur for an incident 7-ray on a target pion at rest. The 7-ray energy required
to produce a p meson, not counting the p width, is given by:

= E(V) = (Mj - m3
r)/(2m.) = 2.0GeV. (16)

Considering the p width, one should limit the incident energy to be lower than 1
GeV, corresponding to » < 15.3mJ.

There is another condition that limits the s and ti range for the analysis.
One fixes the polarizabilities by a maximum likelihood fit to the data, using eq. 11
with an appropriate formula for d<ryw/dil. One can use for example the formulae
from Filkov42 based on a low energy expansion of the scattering amplitude or
from Babusci et al.36 based on chiral perturbation theory including all one-loop
diagrams. The two formulae agree36 only for s=ma

r, where bop corrections are
zero. Filkov claims that his formulae imph'citly have all multi-loop diagrams
included through the polarizabilities. Using the different formulae will lead to
somewhat different results for the polarizabilities. The 77 —» ir+7r~ reaction was
analyzed36 for pion polarizabilities with the condition that the invariant energy of
the ir+ir~system be less than approximately 0.42 GeV. This requirement was set
by the range of validity of the chiral perturbation formulae that were used in the
fitting. By crossing symmetry, this limit for the Compton scattering translates
to a maximum value of 0.42 GeV (or 3.m,) for y/~ti. In the 7?r center of mass
frame, the photon energy and momentum is given by :

(17)

and
«, = - 2 t f J ( l - x) = - ( 1 - x)(a - ml)1/2s, (18)

where x = cosffty.y). For 180 degree scattering, x=-l , and the value of ti at x=-l
defines a curve in the s-ti plane, with:

ti(-l) = -(*-ml)1/a. (19)

At s= 10.9mJ, t i ( - l ) = -9.mJ. At lower values of 8, the quantity -ti will be less
than 9.ml for all angles up to 180 degrees. At higher values, it will satisfy this
condition only for more forward angles. Thus, the conditions -ti(max) < 9.roJ
and • < 15.3m' together with eqn. 18 define a two-dimensional area in s-ti
Compton scattering space, for which the one-loop chiral perturbation formulae
may be used. Even in this space however, multi-loop diagrams can contribute.
Filkov checked his Compton scattering formula by comparison with dispersion
relationship calculations and claimed that the formula and dispersion relationships
give comparable results to 10% for a up to lO.mJ for all angles. In that case, it
could also be used outside the restricted s-tj region just described for using the
chiral perturbation theory formulae. The data analysis with both formulae could
be done separately for different regions of s-ti space.

Consider the case of 600 GeV incident laboratory pions. Figures 5-6 show
as a function of final photon laboratory angle for M(iT7)/mw = 1.75 and M(V)
= 0.0167 GeV, the laboratory angles of the final state pion and 7-ray (Fig. 5);
and the laboratory kinetic energy of the final pion and 7-ray (Fig. 6). The ranges
in the figures are due to the azimuthal angle ranges 4> of the recoiling nucleus.
The figures show results in the laboratory frame for outgoing 7-rays emitted up
to 5 mrad, and the corresponding outgoing pions emitted up to 0.3 mrad. The
angular resolution for the pion is roughly 0.04 mrad due to multiple scattering
in the Primakoff target and in the in-beam tracking detectors. Such resolution
does not allow an adequate determination of the recoil azimuthal angle. The very
small t associated with the pion polarizability data makes it difficult to define the
normal to the production plane, and therefore the azimuthal angle. Otherwise,
one could fix polarization direction of the virtual photon in Primakoff to be either
helicity +1 or -1 along the exchange direction, and the angular distribution for
decay into the final 7* system would show a characteristic <j> dependence with
respect to this direction. The gamma ray energies considered then range from 0
- 400 GeV, and the corresponding outgoing pion energies range from 200 - 600
GeV. The corresponding Compton scattering angular range is 0 - 180 degrees in
the it teat frame. In practice, the most forward Compton scattering angles are less
accessible, as they correspond to the larger 7-ray angles in the laboratory frame
which can miss the 7-ray detector, and where the 7-ray energies are also possibly
below the detector threshold. But these forward angles are anyhow not sensitive
to the polarizabilities, as discussed below. The corresponding 7-ray angles for the
Sigma experiment extend to 14 mrad, exceeding the geometric acceptance of the
detector.

The pion and gamma-ray angles in E781 are measured to high precision of
± 0.04 mrad; matching adequately the angular range shown in Figs. 5. The final
state pion and Sigma will be measured6'8 in the Fermi Lab E781 SELEX magnetic
spectrometer while the final state 7-ray will be measured in a new segmented
lead glass electromagnetic calorimeter. The laboratory decay length (L = uPcr)



for pions and kaons and very high energy £'s exceeds ten meters, so that easy
magnetic detection is possible. Transition radiation detectors upstream of the
target and ring Cerenkov detectors downstream will provide excellent particle
identification. The data selection criteria requires one photon and one charged
particle in the final state, their total energy consistent with the beam energy,
small t, and other position, angle, and energy conditions. A suitable Primakoff
trigger is being developed. At lower beam energies, the p and kaon fluxes are
higher, and Primakoff studies become possible for these particles. As a check of
systematic errors, one should study proton polarizabilities by the Primakoff effect,
to compare to determinations with real 7-ray beams.

We consider briefly the uncertainties achievable for the polarizabilities in the
FNAL E781 experiment, based on Monte Carlo simulations currently in progress.
An important consideration is the information content of the data versus x and
s, where x=cos(0). In Fig. 7, we show the fraction of the -fn Compton cross
section arising from the a terms in the fir center of mass cross section expression,
for 6=6.8, using the one-loop chiral Compton formulae. This figure shows that
high s values and back angles (large t t) have maximal information content for the
polarizabilities. For example, the fraction of the cross section at back angles due to
the polarizBbility term is only 5% at E(V) = 140 MeV, and roughly 30% at E(V)
= 600 MeV. Starkov et al.*3 also give cross section predictions for pion Compton
scattering. As discussed previously, the data analysis must be restricted in the
s-t, space. The back angle region at high E(V) is not included in the analysis with
the chiral formulae, but can be with the Filkov formula. The angular acceptance
and detector threshold of the 7-ray calorimeter in E781 allows measuring more
complete angular distributions than was achievable in the 40 GeV expeiiment.

We considered initially a beam energy of 600 GeV, a 13C target, and an
s-range of 2.2 - 4 mj, corresponding to a Primakoff cross section of 2.6 /ib, and
E(V) ~ 100-200 MeV. We take the T-Carbon total cross section at 600 GeV to
be 192. mb, which is eight times the total inelastic ir-nucleon cross section at 600
GeV. Considering shadowing for a light nucleus such as Carbon, approximately 8
nucleons are effective. We take the total inelastic cross section, since we require
both a pibn and gamma in the final state. We assume the use of a 5% inter-
action target which is required to achieve the rate needed for the charm trigger
component of FNAL E781. The probability P per incident pion for a Primakoff
interaction is then

P = 0.05 x
2.6 x 1Q-"
192. x 10-3 = 6.8 x 10" (20)

The planned hyperon channel beam rate is 2 MHz, with roughly 60% S~ and
40% «•" beam composition. With an expected IT" rate of 0.8 MHz, one expects
0.5 Primakoff events per second. A Fermilab beam spill is 20 seconds, so that
one expects 10 events per spill. There are 60 spills per hour, and therefore 600
events per hour. Since the experiment is approved to run in 1994/5 for 1600
beam hours, one expects roughly 1 million events in the E(V) energy region of
100 - 200 MeV. With such statistics, -/ir Compton scattering angular distributions
can be determined separately for different ranges of s. We will analyze data in
restricted s-tj regions for polarizability purposes, and at higher energies and angles
for other physics involving multi-loop effects and the p meson properties. We cite

here some initial Monte Carlo results for 40 and 600 GeV Primakoff experiments
on Carbon, assuming the dispersion sum rule result &+[} = 0.39 and also a=6.8.
At 40 GeV, for 74,000 events in an s interval (2.2 - 4.jmJ, we find by fitting the
simulated data that a = 7.8 ± 1.4, roughly the uncertainty claimed by Antipov et
al. for 10 times less events. This initial simulation includes only statistical errors,
without the effects of experimental resolutions and acceptances. The reason we
obtain a similar error to Antipov et al. is that they analyzed data at higher s
(up to 10.771*), and such data appear more sensitive to a. For E781 at 600 GeV,
the Primakoff cross section is higher than at 40 GeV by a factor 1.7, and the
statistics will be far superior than that of Antipov et al.. At 600 GeV, for 140,000
events in an s interval (2.2 - 4.)mJ, we find by fitting the simulated data that a
= 6.6 ± 0.9. For E781, with 10s events expected in this s interval, the statistical
uncertainty will be reduced to 0.34 . A more correct analysis will restrict the
angular range of such data, as described above. Data in different s-tj intervals
will give independent values for the polarizability, which will help understand
multi-loop effects, and thereby control the systematic uncertainties. Although the
Monte Carlo simulations are not yet completed, the objective of obtaining pion
polarizabilities with significantly smaller statistical and systematic uncertainties
looks very promising.

IV. Conclusion*

The beams at Fermilab invite hadron Compton scattering and radiative
transition studies for different particle types, such as ir+'~, K*'~, p, antiprotons,
sigma and cascade and lambda hyperons, and others. Because these transitions
involve the well understood electromagnetic process, they provide precision tests of
the quark wave functions characterizing the configurations of the low lying excited
states of hadrons. The 600 GeV beam energy at FNAL is important to get a good
yield for low t events in the radiative scattering, and also to reduce backgrounds
from the decay of unstable hadrons by significantly boosting their lifetime. We
will measure the 7 * and 7S Compton scattering cross sections, thereby enabling
precision determinations of the pion and Sigma polarizabilities. E781 will also
measure the formation and decay of the £"(1385) and £+(1385) hyperon excited
states. These various £ and pion experiments, including studies of the sigms
form factors described earlier, will allow serious tests of chiral symmetry and
chiral perturbation theory; and of different available polarizability and radiative
decay calculations in QCD. The £ experiments will shed new light on puzzles
associated with the size of the s-quark magnetic moment and the quark radial
wave functions.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1: Ptimakoif production of en excited £+(1385).

Fig. 2: Piimakoff effect for Compton scattering of a pion or Sigma.

Fig. 3: Typical one-loop diagram for pion rescattering.

Fig. 4: Typical loop and double bremsstrahlung diagrams for electromagnetic
corrections to the Compton effect.

Fig. 5: The laboratory angle of the final state pion as a function of the fi-
nal state 7-ray angle for E(x)= 600 GeV incident energy, M(V)=0.0167 GeV,
M(*7)/M(ir)=1.75. The range of values is associated with the recoil polar angles
of the nucleus.

Fig. 6: The laboratory energy of the final itate pion and 7-ray as a function of
the final state 7-ray angle for the conditions of Fig. 1.

Fig. 7: The fractional part of the two-body 7* Compton scattering cross section
due to polarizability, as a function of x=cos(#) and 1 in the fir center of mass
system.
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Abstract

The presence of the tensor part of the color hyperfine interactions between quarks
leads to a small electric quadrupole amplitude in the ~(N «-> A excitation. The difficul-
ties in extracting this small amplitude with an appreciable background contribution from
experiment is discussed. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the available pion pho-
toproduction data have a low sensitivity to the resonant (isospin | ) electric quadrupole
amplitude, Ei+(|). We show that yp —> TT°P cross sections near 0° and 180° and also
those with polarized 7-rays near 90° will have the maximum sensitivity to the resonant
E i + ( | ) amplitude.

I Introduction

In analogy with the atomic hyperfine interaction, the interaction between quarks is
believed to have a tensor component.1'2 This gives the d-state admixture in the predomi-
nant s-state wave functions for the nucleon and A. This also leads to important predictions2

about hadron structure including mass splitting, decay probabilities, nonzero quadrupole
moments of the A and Ji~, and a non-zero electric form factor for the neutron.2'3 The
tensor interaction between quarks also leads to a resonant (I = | ) electric quadrupole am-
plitude Ei+( | )* in the *yN «-» A transition, which is primarily an I = | magnetic dipole
Mi+(|) transition. An accurate measurement of the Ei+(|) amplitude is therefore of great
importance in testing nucleon models.

* The amplitudes are denoted by E{+(I) and M/+(I), where / is the orbital angular momentum of the
photoproduced pion, the ± sign refers to the total pion- nucleon angular momentum j = I ± 1/2, and
I is the isospin of the 7TN system. Thus E n - ( | ) is the resonant electric quadrupole amplitude (E2) and

^) is the resonant magnetic dipole amplitude (Ml).
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One would naturally turn to the multipole analyses4 of the N(7, ir) reaction in order to
determine the resonant En_(|) amplitude or equivalently the ratio REM = E I + ( § ) / M I + ( | )
(or E2/M1) for the resonant amplitudes. The determination of the resonant Ei + ( | ) am-
plitude is difficult for several reasons. First, it is small compared to the dominant Mj+(|)
amplitude. Second the relative magnitude of the background is large. Therefore it is dif-
ficult to avoid a model dependence in separating the background contribution from the
entire Ei+(|) amplitude to get the resonant part. Previous empirical attempts5""10 ob-
tained a range of values from 0 to —5% for REM using available data. Since these analyses
were based on essentially the same data, the spread in the values reflects a systematic
error in the analysis. In order to understand the reason for this systematic variation, we
have made, for the first time, a quantitative estimate of the effect of the resonant E i + ( | )
amplitude on the observables. This paper is primarily motivated by the fact that new ex-
perimental facilities and techniques have made a more sensitive and accurate measurement
of the quantities which are sensitive to the quadrupole amplitude in the 7N — A transition
feasible. However, as will be discussed below, before these measurements can be properly
interpreted one must be able to distinguish between the signal and the background. One
difficulty is that the quadrupole amplitude is typically calculated in the framework of a
quark model in which the channel coupling to the continuum is neglected. In practice this
means that a phenomenological hadronic model must be used to extract the quadrupole
amplitude from experiment. The connection between the extracted amplitude and that of
the quark model is not entirely clear. Ultimately one needs a quark model with realistic
continuum coupling so that the experimental data can be directly predicted.

II General Constraints on Resonant Multipoles

Since the Ei+(|) amplitude is small and very likely to have a large background
component in addition to the resonant part,11'12'13 it is important to discuss the basic
quantum mechanics of resonance amplitudes.14 First consider resonances in ?rN scattering.
These are most generally defined as poles in the S matrix. However for a strong resonance
with a smooth background (eg the A) one can describe the phase shift 6 (in the P33 channel)
as:

tan S(W) = -(W r - W)"1 + A(W) (1)

where V is the full width at half maximum, W is the total CM energy, Wr is the resonance
energy and A(W) is a slowly varying background term.14 With Eq. (1) and A = 0, one
obtains the usual Breit-Wigner resonance formula. At W = Wr, 6(W) = f so that the
real part of the scattering amplitude goes to zero and the imaginary part goes through a
maximum.

For the photoproduction amplitudes the main constraint comes from the Fermi-
Watson theorem15 which states that the multipoles Ma can be written in the form
MO(W) = |Ma(W)|expi6a(W), where 6a(W) is the 7rN phase shift in the quantum state
a = l.j,I. For the 3,3 channel at resonance one notes that Re[MQ(Wr)] = 0. This is the
only general constraint on the Mi+(§) and Ei-).(|) multipoles.
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The "electromagnetic ratio" R is defined as the E2/M1 ratio at resonance. At
W = Wr the real part of these amplitudes is zero so that R is the ratio of the imaginary
parts of the amplitudes. For a strong resonance amplitude like the Mi+(§) the imaginary
amplitude has a maximum at resonance. For the smaller E 1 + ( | ) amplitude the imaginary
part is close to zero. This is caused by a cancellation of the resonance and background
amplitudes and will be discussed in detail in Section 3. One of the advantages of using
a dynamical model is that we can separately demonstrate the effects of the dressed and
bare Ej + ( | ) amplitude on the observables. We therefore define two electromagnetic ratios
REM = W&~ = t h e "dressed"E2/Ml ratio and RA

M = %&• = the "bare"E2/Ml ratio.

We can now write the resonant multipole amplitudes (or equivalently the t matrix
elements) in the form:11'12-16

M(W) = MA(W) + MVR(W) + MB(W) = MR(W) + MB(W) (2)

where MA(W) is the bare resonant amplitude, MVR(W) is the "vertex renormalization"
(due to TTN rescattering before A formation), MB(W) is the background amplitude, and
MR(W) = MA(W) + MVR(W) is the dressed resonant amplitude. These are discussed in
more detail in Nozawa's talk.16 The background term has final state interactions in non-
resonant states and is unitary, i.e.

MB(W) = iMaCWJIe1*3 (3)

where <5B(W) is the background phase shift in 7rN scattering. The dressed resonance is
composed of the bare A plus the vertex renormalization; the bare A has the final state
interaction in the resonant P33 channel and is unitary, i.e.

MA(W) = |MA(W)|ei5P33 (4)

The vertex renormalization term has the initial state interaction in the resonant P33 chan-
nel.

As has been discussed by many authors (see e.g. Ref. 13) the dressed A resonance is
not unitary by itself although the entire amplitude M(W) is. One way to enforce unitarity
by using the bare A amplitude is to write13

MR(W) = MA(W)e'* (5)

where <f> is an empirically determined amplitude which enforces unitarity; in this approach
its dynamic origin is not clear. However by combining Eqs. 2 and 5 one can write:

MR(W) = MA(W) + MVR(W) = MA(W)e^ (6)

From Eq. 6 it is clear that the multiplicative phase factor <j> is essentially represents the
additive vertex renormalization.16
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We conclude this section by noting that it is most appropriate to compare quark
models without continuum coupling to the bare A amplitude and models which have pion
clouds (eg the cloudy bag or chiral bag models) to the dressed A amplitude. We stress
that this identification is intuitive and remains to be demonstrated by further calculations.

Ill The Resonant Ml and E2 Amplitudes and Their Effects
on the Observables

We now present results for the Ei+(|) and M1+(§) amplitudes calculated with the
model of Nozawa, Blankleider and Lee (NBL),11 which gives reasonable agreement with
experimental data and has several attractive features. It is gauge invariant, preserves
unitarity, and takes the off-shell final state TTN interactions (FSI). The 7rN interaction used
in the model reproduces the phase shift data. In this model the resonance R^M = —3%
has been obtained from a fit to the data;11 it can arbitrarily be set to zero to study the
sensitivity of the observables to the E i + ( | ) amplitude.

We stress that the primary use of this model is to determine the sensitivity of the
observables to the quadrupole amplitude and to discuss the general question of how it
can be obtained from experiment. The model employed here is sufficiently realistic to
accomplish this goal since it is reasonable agreement with the data.

In Fig. 1 we show the calculated Mi+(§) and Ei+(|) amplitudes along with three
empirical (energy dependent) values.4'17 There is reasonable agreement for both M1 +( | )
and E i + ( | ) amplitudes. The Mi+(|) multipole has a typical Breit-Wigner resonance
shape (Figs, la and lb). As is required for a resonance, the real part of the M J + ( | ) goes
through zero at the resonance energy (E7 = 340 MeV, W = 1232 MeV). However, it can
be seen that there is a significant background contribution in the real part of the M J + ( | )
amplitude. The parameters of the NBL model were chosen to fit the Berends-Donnachie
multipoles;4 there are small differences between the Berends-Donnachie and Arndt et al.17

Mi+(§) multipoles as can be seen in Figs, la and lb.

Qualitatively the shape of Ei+(§) (Figs, lc and Id) indicates that it is not a simple
resonance like Mi+ ( | ) . The fact that |E1+(f )| amplitude goes through zero near the A
resonance was first confirmed by Berends and Donnachie4 and was subsequently demon-
strated by Jurewiez4 to be predicted by dispersion relations. It remained however for the
recent theoretical models9'11'12'13 to show physically that this unusual shape was due to
a cancellation between the dressed resonant amplitude and the background. One obtains
Re E i + ( | ) = 0 at resonance A(W = 1235 MeV) as required by the Fermi-Watson theorem
the unusual feature is that Im EJ+( §) = 0 slightly above resonance (in the NBL model this
occurs at W = 1247 MeV). The fact that theses zero are so close to each other is a "dynam-
ical accident." There are two important consequences of this background cancellation; 1)
the observable effects of the E2 amplitude are reduced; and 2) it is important to separately
determine the resonance and background contribution.
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Figure 1. The M i + ( | ) and E i + ( | ) multipole amplitudes (in units of 10 3 /m f f ) as a function of the
photon laboratory energy Ey. The four sections of the figure are: la, Re Mi+( | ) ; lb, Im Mi+( | ) ; lc, Re
Ej+( j ) ; Id, Im Ei+( j ) . The curves are: full calculation ; background ;
bare delta ; and vertex renormalization plus background The points
with the error bars are the empirical (energy dependent) multipole results of Pfeil and Schwela4*, Berends
and Donnachie * A, and Arndt et. al.l7M-

We now study the sensitivity of the cross sections for the p(7,7r°) reaction to the
resonant E i + ( | ) amplitude with both polarized and unpolarized photons. Calculations
have been performed for the cross sections for unpolarized photons (<runpoi), photons po-
larized parallel to the production plane (<T||), and photons polarized perpendicular to the
production plane (cr±). They are related to each other by

2V +
d^(8)\

d&t J (7)

where 6 is the pion production angle. It should be pointed out that cross sections <Tunpol,
cry and ax. become identical at 8 = 0 and it where they are equally sensitive to the Ei+( | )
amplitude.
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We now present numerical results obtained by the NBL model.11 First we define the
ratio of the cross sections with and without the resonant E2 amplitude as follows.

dcrQ(with E2) d<ra(zero resonant E2)
Ra = I (8)dQ ' dQ,

where a s unpol, || and J_. We show the calculated results for Ra for the bare A in Fig.
2a, for the dressed A in Fig. 2b and for the entire Ei+(§) amplitude in Fig. 2c. Note
how different these three sensitivity curves are. For the bare A the curves are symmetric
about 90°, for the dressed A they are not, and for the entire E i+( | ) amplitude the effect is
smallest. This indicates the large effect that the background has in canceling the resonant
signal. In all cases there is the greatest sensitivity for parallel polarized photons. For
E2/M1 = - 3 % there is a 15% increase in R|| for the bare A near 0 = 90°. We conclude
that the measurement of the cross section for parallel polarized photons is the most sensitive
measurement of the E2 amplitude. Such data is presently being taken at the LEGS facility
in Brookhaven.23
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Figure 2. The calculated ratios Ra for the p(7, W ) reaction are shown for: a) the bare A; b) the
dressed A; and c) the full E i + ( | ) amplitude. The curves correspond to Runpol ( K R.||

) and
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Note that for the unpolarized cross section there is the maximum sensitivity to the
E2 component for 9 ~ 0° and 180°. At present there is only unpolarized data at medium
angles18 where there is little sensitivity to the E2 amplitude. It is therefore surprising that
multipole analyses have been able to obtain any accurate determinations of the Ei+(^)
amplitude based on the existing data base. We note that a new set of p{f,n°) data in
the A region has just been obtained at Mainz19 with convergence near 0° and 180° which
should give valuable information on the subject.

We show in Fig. 3a the predicted unpolarized cross section. In order to demonstrate
the importance of the background E2 amplitude, we have added two curves: the cross
sections without the bare E 1 + ( | ) amplitude and without the dressed Ei+(|) amplitude.
In Fig. 3b we show the calculated polarized cross sections. It can be seen that the parallel
cross section is smaller and not as angular dependent as the perpendicular cross section.

30
E>= 350 MeV E,= 350 MeV

0 30 60 90 120 150 180

Bn (deg)

0 30 60 90 120150180

0* (deg)

) reaction at E-y=350 MeV. Fig. 3a are the unpolarized cross
full Ei+( §) amplitude; no bare A EJ +( j )

( | ) A b h l i d
full Ei+( §) a m p l i t u d e ; J + ( j )

no dressed E i + ( | ) A amplitude. Curves in 3b present the polarized cross

Figure 3. Cross sections for the p(7,
sections. The curves are:
amplitude; and
section O\\ for E7=350 MeV.

We have also examined the sensitivity of the conventional polarization observables
in the (y,v) reaction.10-20 These are the polarized target asymmetry and the polarized
recoil nucleon asymmetry. We have found that they have similar sensitivities (up to 15%
for E2/Ml=-3%) as we have presented for the polarized photon cross sections. Since the
measurements involving target or(low energy) recoil polarization are more difficult than
the proposed measurement here, we do not show these results.

IV Previous Determinations of the E2/M1 Ratio
Having presented the results of the E2/M1 sensitivity on the observables, we are now

in a position to discuss the E2/M1 ratio obtained in the literature. The most recent version
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of the Review of Particle Properties21 lists four values of the E2/M1 ratio; —1.1 ± 0.4%
and —1.5 ± 0.2% from the two papers of Davidson et al.,7 + 3.7 ± 0.4% from Tanabe and
Ohta,12 and —1.3 ± 0.5% from the last analysis performed by the particle data group.6

These values, although not all that are found in the literature, have been obtained with
quite differing assumptions and actually represent different quantities.

The analysis of the particle data group is based on the two helicity amplitudes Ax/2
and A3/2- The E2/M1 ratio of —1.3 ± 0.5% is then obtained from the measured helic-
ity amplitudes.6 This means that no background contribution has been subtracted. The
quoted error is based on the measured uncertainties in the helicity amplitudes and does
not reflect any systematic errors in the extraction of the E2/M1 ratio. We note that this
value is for the dressed A coupling.

The most ambitious effort to determine the E2/M1 ratio from the multipoles is
due to Davidson and Mukhopadhyay.7 They assumed K matrix forms for the photo-pion
production pion-nucleon scattering (K7ff and KW7r respectively);

K7ir = A/(WR -W) + B

K,, = C/(WR-W) + D (9)

where A, B, C, and D are smoothly varying functions of W (in practice they were assumed
to be constant near resonance). Prom this the t matrix elements (multipoles) are calcu-
lated. At W = WR, the resonance energy, one obtains7 Re t7Jr = 0, in agreement with
the Fermi-Watson theorem, and Im tyn = A/C, the ratio of the K matrix residues for the
photo-production and pion scattering. Note that the K matrix background term B does
not contribute at resonance. This assumption therefore represents the strong model depen-
dent choice for the t matrix (multipoles), that there is no background contribution. As we
have shown in Section 3, and also others12 including Davidson et al.,13 using an effective
Lagrangian, there is a large background term which is comparable to the resonant ampli-
tude for the Ei+(§) multipole. We therefore conclude that the "model independent..."7

method of Davidson and Mukhopadhyay is in effect a highly restrictive (no background)
determination of the E2/M1 ratio. Once that is understood the results are interesting. A
number of multipole solutions to the data were analyzed with a uniform procedure and the
E2/M1 ratios were obtained; the results varied from —0.6 ± 1.0% to —2.3 ± 1.0%. Since
the multipole analyses were based on essentially the same data base this spread in the
values represents a systematic uncertainty in the E2/M1 ratio. The values should not be
combined statistically as if they were independent measurements of the same quantity. In
fact it is a triumph of the multipole analyses that given the lack of sensitivity of the data
to the E2 amplitude (as shown in Section 3) that the results of the different multipole
analyses are so consistent. Finally we note that the E2/M1 ratios obtained by Davidson
et al.,7 could be for the bare coupling.16 The reason is that the use of the unitarization
procedure used in Ref. 7 is effectively equivalent to the vertex renormalization discussed
in Section 2.

There have been several empirical attempts to subtract a background contribution in
the E i + ( | ) amplitude.8'10 The results are —0.6% and —1.9% respectively for the dressed
amplitude. A third approach9'11'18"21 uses a model to calculate the background amplitude,
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then determines the resonance contribution by fitting the empirical E i + ( | ) amplitude.
The results for the bare A amplitude are —(3.1 ± 1.3)% for the model presented here,11

-(1.5 ± 0.72)%,13 -4%,22 0%9 and +4%.12 It is clear that there is a significant model
dependence for the extracted E2/M1 ratio; much of this is probably due to the different
off shell treatment of the TTN scattering in the final state.

V Conclusions

We have shown that the 7p —» 7r°p reaction is most sensitive to the resonant E2
amplitude for photons polarized in the reaction plane or for unpolarized photons producing
pions near 0° and 180°. We have also shown that the resonant E2 multipole has a large
background contribution which almost cancels out the resonant contribution. We have not
addressed the question of whether dedicated data taken to determine REM wiU enable one
to make an accurate background subtraction for the Ei+(|) amplitude. We believe that it
may be possible after one obtains data that have different sensitivities to the background
amplitude. It may also help to determine the quadrupole amplitude by different techniques
such as Compton scattering23 and also by the p(e, e'n°)p reaction.22 Each of these reactions
will have differing sensitivities to the background and resonant amplitudes and may enable
one to make a model independent background subtraction or at least to test different
background models. In particular the fifth structure function in the pion electroproduction
experiments are particularly sensitive to the background amplitudes.

In summary, we have also demonstrated that the spread in the values for E2/M1
obtained in previous analyses is probably due to the fact that they are based on data
which do not have the angular coverage or polarization data that is sufficiently sensitive
to the resonant E2 amplitude. In addition there is a sizable background contribution to
the E j + ( | ) amplitude which has been neglected in several analysis.6'7 We have also shown
that more accurate determination of the E2/M1 ratio requires new data from dedicated
experiments; the required experimental accuracy will be 1% (or better) since the predicted
effects are 10 to 20%. Cross section measurements using polarized photon beams are very
sensitive to the E2/M1 ratio; such data is presently being taken at LEGS.23 Measurements
of the unpolarized cross sections near 0° and 180° will help untangle the background and
resonant amplitudes; such data has been recently taken at Mainz.19 Although we have
focused out attention on the p(7, ir°) reaction we note that measurements of charged pions
are also important to perform the isospin decomposition.
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Pion photoproduction and jN *-* A amplitudes

S. Nozawa and 8. Castel
Department of Physics, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 3N6

Abstract
We review a dynamical model for the pion photoproduction on the nucleon. With

the model, we explore sensitivities of observables to the E2 (or Ei+) multipole am-
plitude in the ~fN <-y A transition. It will be demonstrated that the cross section
with polarized photons has a significant sensitivity to the E2 amplitude. The model
prediction will be compared with the most recent LEGS data.

1. Introduction

Study of the Ml (or Mi+) and E2 (or Ei+) amplitudes of the fN «-> A transition has
been done by many authors both experimentally and theoretically. It has been known
that the tensor interaction between quarks gives the D-state admixture in the predom-
inant S-state wave functions of the nucleon and the A. Non-vanishing E2 amplitude
is one of the signals of the D-state admixture. Therefore it is extremely important to
determine the E2 amplitude in order to test various quark model predictions. However,
it is extremely difficult to determine the E2 amplitude accurately. The main reason is
that the E2 amplitude is very small compared with the predominant Ml amplitude.
Second, a model dependence is unavoidable in separating the background amplitude to
extract the resonance amplitude. In this paper, we would like to address two questions,
(i) What is model dependent and what is model independent? (ii) What is the most
sensitive observable to the E2 amplitude? In section 2, we derive the Watson theorem.
A dynamical model will be introduced in section 3. Numerical results for the Ml and
E2 amplitudes will be presented in section 4. In section 5, the E2/M1 sensitivity will
be explored using the polarized photon cross sections. Finally, the model prediction
will be compared with the most recent LEGS data.

2. The Watson theorem

Let us first derive the Watson theorem1. It requires (i) the unitarity of the S-matrix
and (ii) the time-reversal invariance of the T-matrix. The unitarity condition for each
partial wave implies

PS* = I, (1)

where I = Lrnj denotes the partial wave (P33, etc.) and I is the unit matrix. The
T-matrix is defined by

St = I~2mpTl, (2)

where p is the phase space factor, and S' and T* are

l - ( a * * 3*7 ] rrt _ ( * * * *iry ) (3)
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Here TTX, ^7 , 7*- and 77 denote iriV - • irN, icN —* ~fN, fN —» irJV and 7.W —» 7.W,
respectively. Inserting eqs. (2) and (3) into eq. (1), one obtains four coupled equations.
The relevant piece for the photoproduction is

4 - t% = -2nip(tij% + £ , £ ) . (4)

Assuming time-reversal invariance of the T-matrix, i.e. t^ = t^r and dropping the
second term of the RHS which is suppressed by a factor a {=j5j), eq. (4) is simplified.

< T a {I- 2 * i p O « £ = e*st**t%. (5)

Multiplying **x to eq. (5), one finally obtains the Watson theorem's prediction.

«U =|«Ul«"~- (6)
Namely, the pion photoproduction amplitude has the same phase etS™ as the irN
scattering. It is important to note that the Watson theorem is model independent.

Let us now consider a case that the amplitude contains resonance (R) and back-
ground (B) components, for example, P33. The T-matrices are decomposed into

*„ = £ + & (7..)

tpr = «« + £ • (7.6)
Note that the superscript I has been dropped in eq. (7). Inserting eq. (7) into eq. (4),
one finds that the background amplitude is unitary, whereas the resonance amplitude
is not. The background amplitude is expressed by

£=|£|e*», (8)

where 8B is the background irN phase shift. Now, the question is how to unitarize the
RHS of eq. (7.b). In fact, the linearization method is not unique. For example, Olsson2

introduced the following method, (i) First assume that the resonance amplitude is
modified by a multiplicative phase factor e"*, i.e.

C -> I £ I #'rn+4), (9)
where ifj,. is the unitary A-resonance amplitude, (ii) Then impose the Watson theorem
to determine 4>. This implies the following condition.

where ^p33 is the P33 vN phase shift. The parameter <j> is determined as follows.

sin^ = j-^S-j sin(5p33 - 6B) (
I S I
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Note that | t^. | in eq. (11) is in general | i*r | as shown in Refs. 3 and 4. It is
important to note that eq. (11) has been derived with the assumption of eq. (9). We
will compare this unitarization method with the coupled channel approach in section
3. Furthermore, the determination of <f> is model dependent for the following reasons,
(i) The determination of tfj^ (and therefore t%v) is model dependent. For example,
there are zero background (<^=0), on-shell t%K and off-shell t*^ models, (ii) The
determination of fc^ is also model dependent. We will discuss this issue in section 3.

To leave this section, the following point should be emphasized. One may want to
ask a question. What is the physical origin of the parameter <j> in eq. (10)? The Watson
theorem will not be able to explain the dynamical origin of <f>. Only dynamical models
can answer this question. We will discuss this issue in section 3.

3. Coupled channel method and a dynamical model

We will briefly describe a dynamical model of Nozawa, Blankleider and Lee (NBL.)5.
There exists other dynamical models by Tanabe and Ohta4 and by Yang6 which were
constructed in the same spirit. The model starts with the coupled channel Lippmann-
Schwinger equation.

T = V + TG0V, (12)

where Go is a free iriV propagator. The potential V is given by

(13)

Inserting eqs. (3) and (13) into eq. (12), one obtains the following equations.

i,, = V^ + t^GoV^. (14.6)

In deriving eq. (14), we have dropped terms suppressed by a factor a. Solving the
integral equation of eq. (14.a) for a given vn, one obtains *„.„. Inserting this into
eq. (14.b) and integrating over intermediate wN states, the pion photoproduction i7ir

matrix is obtained. Similarly, the Compton scattering T-matrix is derived by eq. (14.c).

Let us now consider the P33 partial wave. The amplitude is decomposed into reso-
nance and background components as shown in eq. (7). We have shown the graphical
representation in Fig. 1.

\ \

™ t l n I v (b)
Graphical representation of the T-matrices. (a) <»» and (b) tnic.
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The background t^K matrix satisfies

4 < & < . (15)

It is therefore separately unitary (see eq. (8)). Furthermore the resonance amplitude
tR

K has two components.

Sir ~ S* + S T •

These amplitudes are graphically presented in Fig. 2.

/
•

f i
VR

Fig. 2 Graphical representation of the resonance t^ matrix.

The first term t^N is the unitary A-amplitude, i.e.

^ = l ^ | e ' * " s - (17)

It should be emphasized that the 7iVA-vertex has bare coupling constants GM and
G B , whereas the ITNA-vertex and the A-propagator are all dressed. The second term
i%£ is the rescattering amplitude which leads to dressing of the 7iVA-vertex. We call
it the vertex renormalization (VR) amplitude. Equation (7.b) now becomes

It is important to note that eq. (18) is a general consequence of the present approach
based on the coupled channel Lippmann-Schwinger equation. Comparing eq. (18) with
the RHS o'f eq. (10), it is clear that t™ is the dynamical origin of the parameter 4>
introduced in Olsson's unitarization method. It should be noted that the additive t™
amplitude modifies the A-amplitude, whereas the multiplicative phase e"* does in eq.
(10). In the coupled channel approach, unitarity is guaranteed by the t™ term. The
parameter <f> is no longer necessary. However, this approach requires knowledge of the
half-off-shell trv matrix, where the model dependence does come in.

The construction of the NBL model is as follows, (i) First, the model assumes
separable forms for the TTN potential v*T. This has the advantage that the integral
equation (14.a) can be solved analytically and therefore the -xN T-matrix tT1t has an
analytic form. For Pu and P33 partial waves, the potential consists of resonance and
background terms, whereas other partial waves are parameterized in terms of 2-term
separable potentials. All parameters in the potential are fixed by fitting TN phase
shift data up to the pion kinetic energy E|o6=500 MeV. (ii) The pion photoproduction
potential vnK is the Born amplitude with the standard pseudovector vN Lagrangian
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plus p- and w-exchaiige diagrams. They axe graphically shown in Fig. 3a~f. The A-
resonance diagram is shown in Fig. 3g. It should be noted that the model satisfies
gauge invariance even after the integration of the half-ofF-shell irJV T-matrix.

±1 X V V V V
(a.) (W (c) (d) Ce)

Fig. 3 Diagrams for the pion photoproduction.

The 7iVA-vertex has two coupling constants for the real photon case, i.e. GM and G E .
They are called the magnetic dipole (Ml) and the electric quadrupole (E2) coupling
constants, respectively. In the NBL model, they are treated as free parameters. The
model has a third parameter A by introducing a cut-off form factor

Fcut(A;) =
A2

(19)

in eq. (14.b) in order to make the integral over the momentum k converge.

4. M l and E2 amplitudes of the model

The three parameters GM, GE and A are determined in the following manner. For
a given A, we determine GM and GE to give a best fit to the Ml and E2 amplitudes.
We obtained the following results, (i) For A=350 MeV/c, GM=2.80 and G E = 0 . 0 5 . (ii)
For A=650 MeV/c, GA/=2 .28 and G£=0.07. (in) For A=900 MeV/c, GA/=2.30 and
G£=0.08. The ratios of the E2 and Ml amplitudes correspond to (i) E2/M1=-1.8%,
(ii) E2/M1=-3.1% and (iii) E2/Ml=-3.5%, respectively. These three cases give
equally good fit to the Ml and E2 amplitudes. However, case (ii) was found to give an
over-all best agreement for differential cross section data. In Figs. 4 and 5, we display
the result of the Ml and E2 multipoles for case (ii) E2/M1=-3.1%.
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Fig. 4 Ml multipole amplitude.
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Im E1+(3/2)
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Fig. 5 E2 multipole amplitude.

The solid curve is the full amplitude t^r. The dashed curve, dot-dashed curve
and dot-dot-dashed curve are extractions of the tO}v, t*r and t^x -f t^ amplitudes,
respectively. The circle, triangle and square correspond to the result of the multipole
analyses by Refs. 7, 8 and 9, respectively. The background amplitude t^ has a smooth
energy dependence as expected. The values of t^K agree with the result of Figs. 12 and
13 in Ref. 10. The background amplitude is sigrdficantly large for the E2 amplitude.
The resonance-like energy dependence of the dot-dot-dashed curve is due to the vertex
renormalization amplitude t

Let us now compare the obtained result E2/M1=—3.1%5 with the literature. The
values are E2/Ml=-(0.59 ± 1.01)%. to -(2.25 ± 1.02)%n, -(1.5 ± 0.72)%10, - 4% 6 ,
0%12 and +4%.4. The following comment should be noted. The K-matrix formalism
was used in Ref. 11. Although the K-matrix KKr contains a background contribution,
the resulting T-matrix tV7r contains no background t%n. According to these E2/M1
values, it is clear that there is a significant model dependence in the extraction. This
might be due to the following reasons, (i) Different unitarization methods used. As
mentioned earlier, Refs. 5 and 10 gave a similar background t^ contribution. Therefore
the difference must come from f̂ w, namely due to different unitarization methods.
Olsson's method and its variations were used in Refs. 3 and 10-12, whereas the coupled
channel method with dynamical models was used in Refs. 4-6. It is also evident that
there is a significant model dependence among the dynamical models4"6, (ii) This
will be probably due to different half-off-shell irN T-matrices. As far as the present
situation is concerned, all we can say about the E2/M1 ratio is that it is small, a few
percent with probably a negative sign.

In this circumstance, it is extremely important to study the fN <-> A amplitude
more extensively. In particular, it will be essential to use direct information such
as cross sections and asymmetries without relying on the multipole analyses. We will
study the sensitivity of polarized cross sections to the E2 amplitude in the next section.
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5. Sensitivity of cross sections to the E2 amplitude

Various predictions of the NBL model for differential cross sections and asymmetries
have been given in Ref. 5. In this paper, special attention will be payed to the differ-
ential cross sections for unpolarized photons (<7unpoi)i for photons polarized parallel to
the production plane (o-|j) and for photons polarized perpendicular to the production
plane (<r±). Details will be presented elsewhere13. Here oVpoi is the average of <T\\ and
ar±. Note that the cross sections oVmpoi, tr\\ and <r± become identical at 8 = 0 and 7r,
where they are equally sensitive to the E2 amplitude. However, it is difficult to detect
pions at the forward and backward angles and no data are presently available there.
We therefore study the cross sections near 6 = f, which is preferred experimentally.

Keeping S, P and D-wave multipoles, one can write the cross sections at 9 — ̂  as

(2O.a)

(20.6)

where k and uq are the pion momentum and the photon energy in the CM system. In
eq. (20), Eo+ is the S-wave amplitude, and P± and Pj| are P-wave amplitudes given by
P± = 2Mi+ + Mi- and P|| = ZEt+ - Mi+ + Afi- . Similarly, Dx and Dj) are D-wave
amplitudes. It is evident that at 9 = | , a\\ has a maximum sensitivity to E2, whereas
<r± has no sensitivity. We define Ra by the ratio of the cross sections with and without
the resonance E2 amplitude. Here a denotes unpol, |j and ±. The numerical results for
Ra are shown in Fig. 6. For E2/M1=-3.1%, iZ|| is increased by 15% at 6 = f, whereas
iZunpoi and R± have much smaller effects. The measurement of ff|| will be therefore a
sensitive observable of the resonance E2 amplitude.

K 1.0

Fig. 6

30 60 90 120 150 180
8 (deg)

Calculated ratios R\\, R± and R^poi at Ey=350 MeV.

Recently, polarized cross sections have been measured at the LEGS facility14>1S.
We have compared the NBL model prediction with the data15. In Fig. 7, we show (a)
the energy dependence of <T\\/CTX, and (b) the unpolarized cross section. The solid and
dashed curves correspond to the full calculations with E2/M1=-3.1% and E2/Ml=0%,
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respectively. At E7=314 MeV, agreement between the NBL model and the data is
reasonable. However, the discrepancy increases for lower energies.

~ = 314.1 MeV
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Unpolarized cross section.

In summary, we have reviewed the coupled channel method with a dynamical model
of the pion photoproduction. A detailed comparison has been made between the cou-
pled channel approach and Olsson's unitarization method. A sensitivity study has been
also made for the E2 amplitude using cross sections with polarized photons. Finally,
the NBL model prediction has been compared with the most recent LEGS data.

The authors would like to thank Dr. Andrew Sandorfi for providing the recent LEGS
data before its publication. This work was supported in part by the National Sciences
and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC). One of us (SN) is grateful to
the Queen's University Advisory Research Committee for additional support.
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Effective Lagrangians, Watson's theorem
and the E2/M1 mixing ratio

in the excitation of the Delta resonance

R.M. Davidson Inst. fiir Kernphysik, Johannes Gutenberg Univ., 6500 Mainz, W. Germany

Abstract

We investigate theoretical uncertainties and model dependence in the extraction of the nucleon-delta(1232)
electromagnetic transition amplitudes from the multipole dat. base. Our starting point is an effective
Lagrangian incorporating chiral symmetry, which includes at the tree level the pseudovector Born terms,
leading t-channel vector meson exchanges, and s and u channel delta exchanges. The nucleon-delta
magnetic dipole (Ml) and electric quadrupole (E2) transition amplitudes are expressed in terms of two
independent gauge couplings at the 7JVA vertex. After unitarizing the tree level amplitude, the gauge
couplings are fitted to various multipole data sets, thus determining E2 and Ml. Although there is much
sensitivity to the method used to unitarize the amplitude, we extract the E2/M1 ratio to be negative,
with a magnitude around 1.5%.

1 Introduction

Although quantum chromodynamics (QCD) has been around for 20 yeais, it still has not been
solved in the non-perturbative domain, and several "QCD-inspired" models [1] have been de-
veloped to help shed light on the quark-gluon structure of the hadrons. Partial wave analyses
of elastic pion-nucleoa (irN) scattering reveal numerous baryon resonances (N*), the masses of
which the baryon models can, for the most part, reproduce. More powerful tests of these models
are provided by the electroweak transitions between an N' and N. Aided by a new generation
of accelerators and detectors, new experimental efforts aimed at studying the yNN* vertices are
under way at places such as Bates, Brookhaven, Mainz, and in the future, CEBAF.

In this contribution, we will examine some of the model dependence involved in extracting
the nucleon-delta(1232) magnetic dipole (Ml) and electric quadrupole (E2) transition amplitudes
from the extant multipole data base. The E2 amplitude is of special importance in the testing
of baryon models. Its value is predicted to be zero in the simplest quark models, and a non-zero
value is a signal for the existence of a tensor force between the quarks, arising for example from
one-gluon exchange.

In the next section, we will review Watson's theorem [2] and its relevance to pion photopro-
duction (7, it) in the delta resonance region. There is also a brief discussion of the general problem
of separating a multipole into its background and resonant parts. In section 3, we discuss how
this problem is "solved" in the effective Lagrangian approach, and how Watson's theorem is im-
plemented. In section 4, we present our results for E2 and Ml, as well as a comparison with the
data. The last section contains a summary anu conclusions.

2 Watson's theorem

Let us first recall what Watson's theorem [2] is, and then discuss the assumptions needed to derive
the theorem. First, define <bjtpp to be the phase of a (7, IT) multipole with total spin J, parity
P, and leading to a final nN state with isospin T. Watson's theorem states that 0J,P,T = 6jiPtTl

where 6JJ>IT is the elastic TT/V phase shift with quantum numbers J,P,T. In particular, for the
resonant multipoles i?f+2 (due to an E2 photon) and M?£ (due to an Ml photon),

« t (1)
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where CB and CM are real quantities and £33 is the xN phase shift in the Jp = 3/2+ , T=3/2
channel.

Watson's theorem follows directly from unitarity and the assumption of one dominate channel
(in our case the nN channel), which is equivalent to assuming that the nN phase shift is real
for the partial wave in question. Therefore, above the two pion threshold Watson's theorem is
no longer strictly valid. However, it generally remains a good approximation throughout the
delta region because the inelasticities are small, with the possible exception of the P l l channel
(corresponding to the M{_ multipole). Even below the two pion threshold there are corrections to
Watson's theorem. One correction is due to the Compton phase shift, i.e. a term of order e2 (e the
charge of the proton) compared to the strong interaction. The second correction is due to isospin
breaking, for example the differences in the pion masses. This second correction is obviously
important in the very near threshold region, but as pointed out by Berends and Donnachie [3],
care must also be taken near the peak of the delta because different charge states of the delta
(with different masses) may be excited in photoproduction than in nN scattering.

Apart from being a constraint that (7, jr) models should satisfy, Watson's theorem is also
useful for multipole analyses in the delta region. Denoting some observable by Oi(W,x), with W
the total cm energy and x the cm scattering angle, we recall that the observables are bi-linears in
the multipoles,

1=0 J

where Mi's are the multipoles, / is the nN angular momentum, and a\ are known functions. In
most cases, only the / = 0,1 multipoles are fitted to the data with the higher / multipoles taken
either from dispersion relations or from the nucleon Born terms. As the multipoles are complex
quantitites, we see that Watson's theorem reduces in half the number of parameters that need to
be fitted to the data.

In figure 1 we show the real parts of A/f+2 and E^ obtained from three different multipole
analyses (BD, GET, MIR; see ref. [3]). Below we discuss the curves in this figure. The A/f+2

(fig. lb) clearly shows a resonant structure, but it is not clear if the Ei+ (fig. la) has a resonant
contribution. Regarding the consistency of the different multipole sets, we are not surprised that
there is disagreement for the £f+ , since it is a relatively small multipole, but the discrepancies

appearing in the Mj+ are surprising. It is even more alarming when one considers that the errors
given for the A/f̂ 2 are 1% or less. It is hoped that the new experiments will help resolve these
discrepancies.

Now that we have the multipoles, we still must seperate them into their background and
resonant parts in order to get E2 and Ml which we want to compart with the baryon models. In
general, we expect a resonant multipole A to be of the form

where M& is the mass of the delta, F7 the photon decay width, F , the pion decay width, and B
is the background contribution which varies smoothly with energy. The first problem is that we
must make sure the above amplitude satisfies Watson's theorem. The second problem is what to
take for the energy dependence of the widths o.r.d how to check if they have a reasonable energy
dependence. The third problem is what to take for B and if there is any way to check B; this is
of particular importance when analyzing the £f+2. These problems will be addressed in the next
section.
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Fig. 1. The real parts of the Ex+ (a) and M*+ (b) multipoles compared with the fit using Oisson's
method (solid line) and Noelle's method (dashed line). The dotted line in fig. la is obtained fiom
Oisson's method by turning off the resonant contribution. The data are from BD (open circles), MIR
(solid circles), and GET (stars). See ref. 3 for abbreviations.

3 The effective Lagrangian approach

The effective Lagrangian approach has long been used to study low energy nN scattering and pion
photoproduction [4]. We follow and extend these previous works. The main advantage of this
approach is the simplicity in which important symmetries can be incorporated: chiral symmetry,
gauge invariance, Lorentz invariance, etc. The main disadvantage is that it is not clear how to
implement unitarity. Here, we consider three methods to unitarize the amplitude, Oisson's method
[5], Noelle's method [6], and the K-matrix method [7].

We start a comparison of these unitarization methods by looking at nN scattering in the
resonant P33 channel. Starting from the effective Lagrangian for the jriVA vertex [7], we obtain
a contribution to the partial wave /f+2

= — = tanSc (4)

r t m _ (5)

where gTN& is the pion-nucleon-delta coupling constant, E is the final nucleon energy, q is the
pion three momentum, M is the nucleon mass, and \i is the pion mass. We see that the effective
Lagrangian gives a prediction for the energy dependence of the pion width. Taking into account a
background contribution at the tree level of the form qff+ = tanSB, the three different unitarization
methods give for S33

tanS™ =
+ etanSB

(6)e + rjtan6B'

where rj =+l, -1 , 0 for the Olsson, Noelle, and K-matrix methods respectively. An interesting
feature is that value(s) of tan633 can be found in all three methods at which e ĵva and M& can
be found independently of tanSB. Thus, tandR is known and 6B can be determined from eqn.
6 using the experimental 533. This method however does not tell us how reasonable the energy
dependence of the width is, and therefore it is useful to assume some form for tanSB and fit the
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parameters to £33. Taking tan6B = a(q/fi)3 + b(q/ft)5, we find (grN&, A/A) = (1.94, 1217), (2.46,
1250), and (2.16, 1232) for the Olsson, Noelle and K-matrix methods respectively (A/A in MeV).
These values agree within a few percent with those obtained from the special values of tan633. In
each case, assumming an error of 1 degree for 833 at every energy, the X\>F 'S ^-45 a n d a ~ 0.1, 6 ~
-0.01. Note the model dependence of g,,N& and M&, which will carry over into our determination
of E2 and Ml.

Having determined Tn(W), which gives a good description of 633, we now proceed to the (7,7r)
channel. For the background contribution, we take the pseudovector Born terms, which are known
to dominate at threshold [7], and provide a smooth extrapolation to higher energies. This part
of the amplitude has no free parameters and contributes to all the multipoles including the A/J+2

and the £f+3- We have also included t-channel u and p exchanges. The couplings here are not
well known, and will lead to some additional uncertainty in our determination of E2 and Ml.
The last part of the amplitude comes from s- and u-channel delta exchange. The s-channel delta
exchange produces resonant contributions in the £f{? and Mf+2 multipoles, and the u-channel
delta contributes to all the isovector multipoles. Therefore, all the isovector multipoles must be
fitted when determining E2 and Ml, not just the 2??{.2 and Ml£.

The last step is to unitarize the multipoles. For a non-resonant multipole Ag, this is achieved
by Ag —• Agcosde'1, where S is the appropriate nN phase shift. For the resonant multipoles, the
different methods give

M r 1 A I
A0l = e"» U B a w ( « a - 6B) + J l - ^Nsin{633 - 6B) , (7)

AN = e"" [ABCOSSZS + Nsin(633 - 6B)), (8)

AR = etl" \ABCOS533 -\ CO5033 , (9)

where A refers to either the 2?f£2 or the M^2 multipole, and the subscript denotes the unitarization
method (Ol=01sson, N=Noelle, K=K-matrix). Note that Watson's theorem is manifestly satisfied.
AB is the projection of the background (all terms excluding the s channel delta) into the resonant
multipole. Also,

NM = C [fllA(3W + M) - g ^ W { W
2 ~ M ) ] , (10)

NE = -C(W - M) [ f t ffj ; C =
where Et is the intial nucleon energy and k is the photon three momentum. In these equations, g1&

and <?2A a r e the gauge couplings that are fitted to the data and determine E2 and ML Specifically,

where fcA is the photon energy evaluated at W = AfA.
Another nice feature of this approach is that the parameters that determine the background

contribution in the resonant multipoles also determine the nonresonant multipoles, therefore the
accuracy of the background contribution to the resonant multipoles can be tested by how well the
model reproduces the nonresonant multipoles.
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An alternate approach to (7, sr) is the "dynamical" model [8]. Many of the input ingredients
are the same as presented here; the PV Born terms, an & channel delta, and sometimes w exchange.
These are used as driving terms in either the Lippmann-Schwinger equation or a reduced Bethe-
Salpeter equation, and the problem of how to unit arize the amplitude is avoided since these
equations satisfy unitarity. The price one pays for this is the introduction of additional parameters
coming from the form factors which are needed to make the integrals convergent. The Born terms
are multiplied by the same common form factor which is not expected on physical grounds, but
it simplifies the gauge invariance constraint. Finally, it is not clear if some double counting is
going on, in the sense that part of the dispersive integral is already contained in the couplings
and masses. The K-matrix method considered here has been shown [8, 7] to result when only the
absorptive part of the rescattering integral is kept, i.e. this method assumes that the dispersive
part of the integral only renormalizes the couplings and masses to their physical values and that
the energy dependence away from their points of definition are unimportant.

4 Results

Having now obtained a unitarized amplitude, the gauge couplings are fitted to various extant
multipole sets [3] using the three different unitarization methods. We find that the extracted E2
and Ml are quite sensitive to the method of unitarization, which is not surprising considering that
the different methods give quite different values for gKpr&, and NE,M OC l/g^f/a, ( s e e eqns. 10-11).
Considering all data sets, we find: Ml = 250±16, E2=-4.05±0.91, and E2/Ml=-1.63±0.37% for
Olsson's method; Ml=333±16, E2= -8.34±3.45, and E2/Ml=-2.5O±O.98?o for Noelle's method;
Ml=283±10, E2=-4.72±0.96, and E2/Ml=-1.68±0.32% for the K-matrix method, where E2 and
Ml are in units of 10~3GeV~1^2. The errors here reflect the spread of values obtained from fitting
the different data sets. Considering all the fits, including those with different u couplings, our
final results are Ml=285±37, E2=-4.60±2.58, and E2/Ml=-1.57±0.72%.

In figure 1 we show the fits to the resonant multipoles using Olsson's method (solid line) and
Noelle's method (dashed line) compared to the data of BD (open circles), MIR (solid circles),
and GET (stars) (see ref. [3] for the meaning of the abbreviations). Visually the fits look quite
good, but due to the extremely small error bars the X%F'S c a n D e quite large (see ref. [7] for more
details). For the E^ we also show what happens if the resonant delta contribution is turned off
in this multipole (dotted line). We see that it gives a very good fit to the data, but the x2 for
this multipole is about 40% larger than that obtained using Olsson's method with the resonant
contribution.

In figure 2 we show two of the background multipoles, namely the EQ+ and M}L2 compared
with the data of BD (open circles) and PS (solid circles). The M\_ has a large contribution from
the u-channel delta exchange, indicated by the difference between the solid line and the dashed
line. Again we see discrepancies between the data sets.

The observables for (7, n) are well reproduced for all charge channels for energies (photon
lab energy) < 450 MeV and cm angles < 120° for pit" production and < 150° for charged pion
production. In figure 3 we show some results for 7J> —»pir° using Olsson's method (solid line) and
Noelle's method (dashed line). Although Noelle's method does a better job in fitting the cross
sections at these angles than Olsson's method does (figs. 3a,b) it totally fails for the observables
related to the photon asymmetry (figs. 3c,d). While Olsson's method gives excellent agreement
with the older data [9, 10] for the photon asymmetry (E), it is in disagreement with the new
Brookhaven data [11] for <7||/<7i = (1 - £) /( l + E). We also notice in fig. 3b a discrepancy
between the new Brookhaven data and the older Bonn data [9]. As the Bonn data weighed in
heavily in the multipole analyses, it will be interesting to see what the new Brookhaven data
imply for the multipoles, particularly the E\!£ and Afjy.
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Fig. 2. The real parts of M^J (fig. 2a) and E^ (fig. 2b). The dashed curve is the contribution from
the Born and ui exchanges, while the solid curve is the full calculation. The data are from BD (open
circles) and PS (solid circles) [3].

5 Summary and conclusions

We have considered an effective Lagrangian model for (7, n) production in the delta resonance
region in an effort to extract the E2 and Ml nucleon-delta transition amplitudes from the extant
multipole data sets. The amplitude is evaluated in the tree approxiamtion, and subsequently
unitarized according to three different methods. The parameters determining the E2 and Ml are
then fitted to different multipole sets, and the accuracy of the background contribution in the
resonant multipoles is gauged by how well the nonresonant multipoles are reproduced. Although
different multipole data sets imply different values for the E2 and Ml, we find that the largest
uncertainty in these extracted amplitudes arises from the ambiguity (in this approach) of how to
unitarize the amplitude. Despite the large sensitivity to the linearization method, we find E2/M1
= -1.57±0.72%.

In the near future we can look forward to higher quality data for (7, n) production in the
delta resonance region and beyond, and hopefully a better determination of the multipoles. The
theoretical challenges will be many. The new data will push the current (7, ;r) models to the
limit, eventually resulting in a better understanding of pion photoproduction. Second, given the
multipoles, we must decide on a suitable defintion of E2 and Ml, as many definitions now exist
in the literature. As an illustration of this point, one only need to consider the different values of
g*NA obtained from the different unitarization methods considered here. Third, the quantitative
comparison of E2 and Ml with predictions from essentially static baryon models can be pushed
only so far. The real test of these models will be in direct comparison with the scattering data.
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Fig. 3. Differential cross sections for yp -* pjr" at 105° (fig. 3a) and 122° (fig. 3b). Data are from [9]
(open circles) and [11] (solid circles). Fig. 3c shows E(105°) while fig. 3d is cr||/ffi also at 105°. The
open circles are from ref. [9], the triangles from ref. [10], and the solid circles from ref. [11]. The solid
curve is obtained using Olsson's method, while the dashed curve is obtained from Noella's method.
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Results from three independent measurements of the p{y, ir°) reaction are pre-
sented for incident photon energies between 243 and 314 MeV. The ratio of cross
sections measured with orthogonal states of linear polarization is sensitive to the E2
excitation of the A resonance. Comparisons are • -«ade to the predictions of various
models, all of which fail to reproduce these data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Essentially all constituent quark models invoke a tensor interaction between the
quarks in a proton which comes about through one-gluon exchange. This tensor
force between quarks mixes a D state into what would otherwise be a purely 5
wave proton. The D wave component breaks spherical symmetry, resulting in a non-
vanishing < T2YI > matrix element for the nudeon and a static quadrupole moment
and deformation for its first excited state, the delta (A) resonance, at about 320 MeV.
The magnitude and sign of this D state component are quite sensitive to the internal
structure of the proton and have been of great interest in recent years [l].

The experimental signature of such a D wave component lies in the excitation of
the nucleon to the A. The A is excited mainly by Ml photons which induce quark-
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spin-flip transitions. If there is a D wave component in the A then this transition can
also be excited by E2 photons. The challenge is to evaluate the relative magnitude
of this E2 excitation in the presence of the dominant Ml transition. A variety of
models predict this mixing ratio to be quite small, anywhere from -0.9% to -6% [2],
so that a high degree of precision is demanded of experiment.

The isospin (/) 3/2 A decays with a 99.4% branch to a pion-nucleon (irN) final
state. An E2 photon will produce a P-wave pion so that, in the Chew-Goldberger-
Low-Nambu notation [3j, the mixing ratio of interest is written in terms of photo-pion
multipoles as E^/M^. There have been many determinations of the 7=3/2 parts of
these multipoles from existing pion photo-production data. For the most part, these
agree on the dominant Mt+ amplitude but differ on smaller components such as i?1+.
The photo-pion multipoles are usually constrained to satisfy Watson's theorem [4], a
particular form of Unitarity which fixes their phases in terms of the irN phase shifts.
Although this is strictly valid only below 2n threshold (309 MeV), it is usually imposed
at higher energies. To extract the part of the 7=3/2 E1+ multipole associated with the
A requires a further decomposition of this amplitude into resonant and background
components. This decomposition is not unique, and in recent years many models
have been reported, quoting values ranging from +4% to -8% for the ratio of the
resonant parts of the 7=3/2 E\+ and Mi+ amplitudes [5].

II. POLARIZATION OBSERVABLES IN PION PRODUCTION

In charged-pion production, A excitation interferes with a large non-resonant Eo+
background which obscures the presence of E\+ components. However, the situation
is much more favorable in ir° production, where backgrounds are greatly reduced.
The sensitivities in reactions not involving a polarization observable are extremely
small. Effects in recoil polarization measurements, P ( 7 , P ) T ° , are also expected to
be quite small. The polarized target asymmetry from J>(7,7r0) should exhibit some
sensitivity to an Ei+ component, but only at extreme forward and backward angles
where measurements are difficult. The pion photo-production observable that is most
sensitive to the Et+ multipole is associated with the p(i,TT°) reaction. Calculated
cross sections for different orientations of linear polarization are shown in fig. 1. The
thick-solid and thick-dashed lines assume that the incoming photon's electric field
vector is parallel and perpendicular to the reaction plane, respectively. The thin lines
give the corresponding predictions for the case when the resonant part of the En is
set to zero. (These are from the model of ref. [6]. Other models predict the same
qualitative behavior.)

For all but extreme forward and backward angles, reactions with the perpendic-
ular orientation of the beam polarization vector are completely insensitive to the E2
mixing in the A. Essentially all the sensitivity comes from reactions with the parallel
polarization geometry. (The perpendicular cross section is much bigger than the par-
allel and dominates unpolarized measurements, thus rendering the unpolarized cross
section insensitive.) This is actually a rather convenient situation, since the ratio of
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parallel/perpendicular cross sections (d<7||/dcrx) can now be formed. All of the sensi-
tivity to the Ei+ multipole will be preserved through the numerator of this ratio, and
at the same time most of the systematic experimental uncertainties will cancel out.

The cross section for fp —> n°p can be measured by detecting either the recoil
proton or the two photons from the decay of the w°. The efficiency of the latter
changes with both angle and incident 7 energy, which is not desirable when studying
small effects. Detecting the recoil protons avoids this problem, although at forward
angles the proton energy becomes quite low.

HI. MEASUREMENTS AT LEGS

New measurements of the p(7,p)7r° reaction have been made at the Laser Elec-
tron Gamma Source (LEGS) located at the National Synchrotron Light Source of
Brookhaven National Laboratory [7]. Linearly polarized 7 rays up to 319 MeV were
produced by backscattering polarized ultra-violet laser light from 2.5 GeV electrons.
The 7-ray energy was determined, to typically 5 MeV, by detecting the scattered
electrons in a tagging spectrometer [8]. Many of the details of these measurements
are similar to those described in ref. [9].

To test the sensitivity to systematic uncertainties that may survive the d<r\\/d(r±
cross section ratio, three independent experiments have been conducted with different
detectors, different methods of defining the 7-ray energy and monitoring the 7-flux,
different polarizations, and using two targets of liquid hydrogen having different cell
configurations. All of the data in various energy intervals from 243 MeV to 314
MeV were collected simultaneously. The main characteristics of these experiments
are summarized in Table I.

The ju-Strip detector of Exp. L2s consisted of four planes of silicon microstrips,
providing track reconstruction for each proton, followed by a 1-cm-thick plastic scin-
tillator and backed by a 25-cm-deep Nal(Tl) crystal. The array of Phoswich detectors
in Exp. L2p were composites of 1-2 mm of CaF2 followed by 30-50 cm of plastic scin-
tillator. During the latter experiment, data were also collected simultaneously at 122°
and 150° CM. The operation of the jt-Strip and Phoswich detectors are described in
greater detail in ref. [9]. The detector of Exp. L5 was a 1-cm-thick plastic scin-
tillator followed by a 25-cm-deep Nal(Tl) crystal. In each detector system, protons
were selected by imposing cuts in energy-loss and total energy deposition. During
analysis of data from the /i-Strip array, the photon tag was ignored and the 7-ray
energy was reconstructed from the measured proton energy and momentum vector.
Only tagged-photon data were collected during Exps. L2p and L5. For Exp. L2s,
the 7-ray flux in each energy interval was calculated in a Monte Carlo simulation
of the laser-backscattering process, normalized to the total tagged flux. For Exps.
L2p and L5, the tagged flux as a function of energy was monitored by counting the
Compton-scattered electrons in coincidence with e+e~ pairs produced in thin, high-Z
converters that remained in the 7-beam throughout the experiments. During all of
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the experiments, the polarization was randomly flipped between directions parallel
and perpendicular to the reaction plane at a frequency averaging once every 180 sec.
The contribution from unpolarized bremsstrahlung in the residual gas of the electron-
beam vacuum chamber (< 1%) was also monitored every 180 sec. During Exp. L2,
the laser light was partially depolarized, while for Exp. L5 its polarization was nearly
100%. The resulting polarizations of the high energy 7-rays are given in Table I. The
targets were liquid-hydrogen-filled cylinders, 3.8 cm in diameter transverse to the 7-
ray beam during Exp. L2 and 10.0 cm along the beam during Exp. L5. Background
contributions from reactions within the walls of the target chambers and of the vac-
uum chamber windows were subtracted in measurements with the targets filled with
4He gas, normalized to the same integrated 7-fiux.

IV. NEW RESULTS

The d<r||/dcrx cross section ratios measured at 105° in the three experiments are
plotted in fig. 2. The error bars reflect the combined statistical and polarization-
dependent systematic uncertainty. In each of the three experiments, the recoil-proton
spectrum was integrated over p(7,p)7 events as well as those from 7r°-production. In
(7*1 v)w°i the parallel cross section is much smaller than the perpendicular, while the
reverse is true in Compton scattering, and the d<T||/d<7x ratio amplifies this differ-
ence over what would otherwise be a negligble effect. The p(j,p)f contribution was
calculated using the Compton-partial-wave amplitudes of ref. [10]. The Compton-
corrected weighted-mean of these results is plotted as the solid circles in the bottom
panel of fig. 3. The reduced x2 oi the measurements from the three experiments
relative to this weighted-mean is 1.8 over the overlapping energy range of these data
sets. Data at 122° and 150° CM, taken during Exp. L2p, are also shown. Previously
published data, open symbols, are generally consistent with these results, albeit with
larger errors [11,12].

V. COMPARISON OF DATA WITH MODEL CALCULATIONS

Plotted with the data of fig. 3 are the results of two recent model calculations.
The curves lying generally above the data (labeled as NBL) are the work of Nozawa,
Blankleider and Lee [6], and result from evaluation of the various diagrams for photo-
pion production. Final state interactions (FSI) between the outgoing ir and N are
explicitly taken into account, and the imaginary parts of the amplitudes are deter-
mined by TTN scattering phase shifts in such a way that Watson's theorem is auto-
matically satisfied. The constants of the model are determined in a fit of the full (A
+ calculated-non-resonant background) Mj+(/ = 3/2) and Ei+(I = 3/2) amplitudes
to published multipoles. Fitting the constants of their model to the Berends and
Donnachie (BD) photo-pion multipoles [13], Nozawa et al. deduced a mixing ratio
of-3.1%. The predictions for the dcr\\/d<rx ratio are shown as the long-dashed-short-
dashed curves in the figures. The dashed-dotted curves are obtained by setting the
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2?i+ (/ = 3/2) resonant term to zero.
The curves lying generally below the data (labeled as DMW) are the work of

Davidson, Mukhopadhyay and Wittman [14]. In their approach, photo-production is
described in terms of effective Lagrangians with five free parameters. FSI are not
explicitly treated and the resulting amplitudes are real, which would violate Watson's
theorem. These amplitudes are then multiplied by an exponential containing the vN
phase shifts. This recovers Unitarity and effectively includes some FSI implicitly.
The methods of decomposing the resulting multipoles into background and resonant
components is not unique, and several are discussed in ref. [14]. In fig. 3 we show
calculations in which the background and resonant parts have been made separately
Unitary (refered to as the "Olsson method" in ref. [14]), since these results are
closest to the data. Using the same set of BD multipoles [13], Davidson et al. deduce
a resonant E1+/Mi+ mixing ratio of-1.4%. The DMW predictions for the dcr||/dcr±

ratio are shown as the solid curves in fig. 3. The dashed curves are obtained by
setting the resonant part of the Ei+(I = 3/2) amplitude to zero. Although the DMW
value of -1.4% for the mixing ratio is about half of that deduced by NBL (-3.1%), it
must be remembered that the latter reflects the "bare" -yN& coupling, without any
dressing from FSI, while that of the DMW calculation implicitly includes the effects
of FSI at some level.

At 105°, where the sensitivity to a resonant E2 component is nearly maximal,
both full calculations approach the data near the peak of the A (about 320 MeV).
However, the energy dependence of d<7||/d<7x ratio provides the crucial test of the
resonance-background decomposition, and here both models fail rather badly. At
larger angles the comparison with Nozawa et al. becomes dramatically worse, while
those of Davidson et al. become much more reasonable.

It is interesting to compare the NBL and DMW curves with direct predictions
of the BD multipoles. The latter are published as fixed-energy solutions. Since
energy-dependent fluctuations in these are averaged out in the process of fitting the
model parameters, the appropriate comparison should be to predictions made with a
smoothed-energy-dependent form of these multipoles. These are shown as the dashed
curves, labeled (BDLE) in fig. 3 [15]. The full calculations of both the NBL and the
DMW models should reproduce the BDLE curves which were used to fix their model
parameters. Neither do, and there are two possible reasons for the large discrepancies
evident here: (1) the description of the physical processes in both of the models is
incomplete; or (2) although one of the models may provide a sufficiently complete
description of the p(j, w°) reaction, the multipole set used to fix model parameters is
flawed. In fact, the data of fig. 3 question the validity of existing multipole decompo-
sitions, at least for small amplitudes. Although the predictions of the BDLE solution
are in fairiy good agreement with the 105° results, this appears fortuitous since the
agreement at the larger angles is quite poor.

A number of ir-production experiments have been completed since the BD anal-
ysis, most noteably the measurements of spin observables made at Khar'kov [11,12]
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However, the inclusion of these data into a multipole analysis does not lead to a su-
perior representation of the Ei+ sensitive da\\/da'± ratio [16]. This is at least partly
due to the larger errors on previously published polarization data, and partly to am-
biguities in the analysis resulting from the systematic uncertainties associated with
the various unpolarized measurements.

The accuracy of the present data set would be sufficient to distinguish differences
equivalent to ~ l / 3 of the separation between the full and 0%-E2 calculations of
fig. 3. However, the large discrepancies between the measured dcr||/d<7x ratios and
the various calculations described above must be resolved before attempting to con-
front QCD-Hadron models with a resonant E2 component of A excitation. Although
new experiments are needed, particularly large sets of simultaneously measured ob-
servables with few systematic uncertainties, it is doubtful that this could bring both
the NBL and DMW model predictions into agreement.

The LEGS collaboration is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under
Contracts No. DE-AC02-76-CH00016 and No. DE-FG05-89ER40501, and in part
by the Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (Italy) and the U.S. National Science
Foundation. One of us (A.M.S.) would like to thank Drs. R. Arndt, R. Davidson, H.
Lee, S. Nozawa and R. Workman for many stimulating discussions, and for providing
the various calculations that are included here.

TABLES

Expt.

L2s
L2p
L5

TABLE I. Different

# Detector

characteristics

E7-definition

of the p(7,p)-!r° experiments at 105°

7-Flux

fi-Strip Kin-reconstruction Monte Carlo
Phoswich Ee Tagging Tagged e+e~
Nal(Tl) Ee Tagging Tagged e+e~

7-Polarization

83.0±1.5 %
83.0±1.5 %
95.0±1.0 %

CM.

Target

3.8 cm
3.8 cm

10.0 cm
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FIGURES

FIG. 1. Cross sections for different orientations of linear polarization, either parallel
(Par) or perpendicular (Perp) to the ( 7 ,T° ) reaction plane, and either with or without a
resonant Ex+ (I — 3/2) component [6].

FIG. 2. Data from the three new experiments at 105° CM (Table I). Errors reflect
the combined statistical and polarization-dependent systematic uncertainties.

FIG. 3. Shown as the solid circles are p(f,ir°)p data for 150° CM (top) and 122° CM
(middle), together with the weighted-mean of the data from fig. 2 at 105° CM (Bottom).
Previous results are from ref. [11] (open squares) and from ref. [12] (open diamonds). The
NBL calculations are from ref. [6], BDLE are from ref. [15], and tVe DMW are from ref.
[14].
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A b s t r a c t

We describe the results of several multipole analyses of pion-photoproduction data
to 2 GeV in the lab photon energy. Comparisons are made with previous analyses. The
photo-decay couplings for the delta are examined in detail. Problems in the represen-
tation of photoproduction data are discussed, with an emphasis on the recent LEGS
data.

We have recently completed a number of studies of the pion-photoproduction re-
action to 2 GeV in the lab photon energy. Underlying these studies is a multipole
analysis[l,2] of the existing data base. Both energy-dependent (EDS) and single-energy
solutions (SES) have been obtained in an attempt to reduce the model-dependence of
our results. We have extracted resonance photo-decay couplings and have compared
these results with results from previous analyses and quark model predictions. A pre-
liminary version of these results was given at Hadron 91 [1].

The present results are based on the same coupled-channel K-matrix approach
discussed previously[l,2]. Our final result (dubbed SM92 and accessible through the
interactive SAID program[3]) gives an improved fit to the highest energy data contained
in our data base. The underlying TTN scattering input comes from our most recent TTN
analysis, which is constrained to satisfy fixed-t dispersion relations[4].

In a comparison with two other recent analyses[5,6] of this reaction, we favor the
results of Crawford and Morton[6]. A brief comparison is given in Table I.

Table I. Comparison of other recent analyses.

Analysis Energy Range No. of Data x2 /datum

Arai/Pujii[5] 1.8 GeV 7768 13.2

Crawford/Morton[6] 2.9 GeV 8839 2.4

The differences in x2 aie probably not very meaningful, as they are dependent
upon the choice of data and the method used to determine the relative normalizations
of different measurements. We do, however, find rather large deviations from the results
of Aral and Fujii[5]. Our data base is also considerably larger than the data sets used
in Refs.[5,6]. In general, the pion photoproduction data base is 'noisier7 than the TTN
or NN sets. The x2/datum is given in Table II for several recent VPI analyses.
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Table II. Comparison of x2 /datum for various reactions.

Reaction

jN —* Nir

TTJV

PP

np

Energy Range

1.8 GeV

2.1 GeV

1.6 GeV

1.1 GeV

X2/datum

42761/11921 = 3.6

60577/22072 = 2.7

24862/12156 = 2.0

14874/ 7772 = 1.9

In addition to our analysis to 1.8 GeV, we have generated several low-energy so-
lutions to 500 MeV. Comparisons with our 1.8 GeV solution show that the extension
to higher energies has not degraded the lit to low-energy data.

From these solutions we have extracted the E2/M1 ratio, using a ratio of lm(E1+ )
to \va.{Mj+ ) at the resonance position. Prior to the inclusion of the recent S measure-
ments from LEGS, we found values consistently between —1% and —2% in agreement
with the results of Mukhopadhyay and co-workers[7j. Three solution are compared in
Table III.

Table III. Comparison of VPI solution (pre-LEGS data).

Solution E2/M1 x2/data(LEGS)

V400 (400 MeV)

SP89 (1 GeV)

SP92 (1.8 GeV)

-1.5%

-1.4%

-1.3%

168/20

412/20

405/20

However, if the background-resonance separation proposed by Lee[8] was used,
very different values resulted for both the E2/M1 ratio and the A(1232) photo-decay
amplitudes. Christillin and Dillon[9] have explored this difference in terms of 'bare' and
'dressed' couplings. This decomposition also seems to result in an improved agreement
with the NRQM predictions.

An unusual feature of the E2 multipole, which existed in the SES of Refs. 2 and
10, is now less evident. Recall that these analyses suggested that the E2 multipole
had a second zero near 450 MeV. This behavior was in marked disagreement with that
displayed by EDS[1,2]. [Anyone who has worried about this feature may find Fig. 2 of
Ref. 11 interesting.] In our most recent EDS (SM92), the SES and EDS show much
better agreement near 450 MeV - with little evidence for a second zero.

While the above comments might imply that we have converged on correct values
for the E2 and Ml amplitudes, one significant problem remains. The very recent LEGS
beam-asymmetry (S) data[12] is not well represented by the solutions in Table III. The
measurements at 150° and 122° are reasonably well predicted. At 105° we seem to
miss the measured data by an overall normalization. The LEGS data was subsequently
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added to our data base and revised fits were obtained. The resulting %2 ?or the LEGS
data was reduced but remained large.

At this point we began to play 'games' with our fits and LEGS data in order to
find the source of this conflict. As a first test, we gave the LEGS data microscopic
errors in order to force a fit. The results were interesting. The forced fit (F500) gave
a reasonable representation of the existing P, S and T data (over the energy range of
the LEGS experiment). The cross section data, unfortunately, suffered a large increase
in*2.

Table IV. Comparison of fits including the LEGS data.

Solution E2/M1 -^ I data (LEGS)

SM92 (1.8 GeV)

B500 (500 MeV)

F500 (500 MeV)

-1.5%

-1.5%

-2.9%

124/20

132/20

29/20

The forced fit (F500) is compared to un-forced fits in Table IV. Given that F500
does poorly in fitting cross sections, the rather large shift in E2/M1 should be taken
with caution. A general trend, however, is that a good fit to the LEGS S data tends
to produce an E2/M1 ratio which is larger in magnitude. We can also say that it is
'not easy' to find a good fit to both this S data and differential cross section data -
implying a data conflict. The situation is not likely to improve without a significant
improvement in the quality of the photoproduction data base.

While this Workshop is not specifically directed toward the photoproduction of
pions at high and low energies, we will make a few comments (as this will more fully
describe our multipole solution). The low-energy behavior of our solution is primarily
constrained by recent measurements of n~p —> n-y and fp —> pit0 near threshold. Our
solutions give a reasonable account of both the recent Saclay and Mainz data.

The high-energy behavior of our EDS was studied via the isospin-decorrposed
Gerasimov-Drell-Hearn sum rules[13,14]. The vector-vector and vector-scalar sum rules
displayed pleasing convergence properties at the high energy end of our solution. The
scalar-scalar sum rule [which measures a very small component of the photoproduction
reaction] was less well behaved. While the vector-scalar sum rule appeared to converge
below 2 GeV, the resulting value [from the integral over photo-absorption cross sections]
had a sign opposite to that predicted. We may now be able to explain this descrepancy
in terms of an extended current algebra.

A connection between the GDH sum rule and current commutation relations was
demonstrated by Kawarabayashi and Suzuki[15]. In particular, it was shown that an
additional contribution to the isovector-isoscalar sum rule would result from certain
current algebras containing Schwinger terms. Such an extended current algebra has
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recently been proposed by Chang and Liang[16]. If we assume the above algebra, the
following sum rule results

27r2a - (*n)23 + s = J k3/2(fa>)" ai/2{u)]p ~ [<Ti'M - a i ^ ) ] n d u , . (i)
M2

U>0

The contribution 5, due to the extension term, has the value

The left-hand-side of Eq.(2) gives a prediction of 109/xi. The right-hand-side is equal
to twice the isovector-isoscalar integral. This has been estimated in Refs.13 and 14. A
value near 70/i6 was estimated in Ref.14. This quantity has a rather large uncertainty.
No error has been assigned to contributions coming from the 7j> —* TTTTN process. The
integral has also been cut off at 2 GeV in the laboratory photon energy. It is remarkable
that this additional contribution to the sum rule has even the correct magnitude to
explain the current discrepancy.

While our solution is consistent with a previous analysis of Crawford and Morton,
and has a reasonable low- and high-energy behavior, precise determinations of the
photo-decay amplitudes are hindered by the existance of conflicting measurement in
our data base. The apparent conflicts between recent sets of LEGS data and previous
measurements suggest that more experimental work will be required before we may
achieve a consensus on the E2/M1 ratio.

This work was supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy Grant DE-
AS05-76ER04928.
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Abstract
The proton Compton effect has been studied in the region between the threshold for

pion photoproduction and the A (1232). The measurements were performed using a
bremsstrahlung endpoint technique and the high duty factor electron beam available at the
Saskatchewan Accelerator Laboratory (SAL)[1]. The elastically scattered photons were
detected with approximately 1.5% energy resolution using the Boston University Nal
total absorption scintillation detector[2]. Angular distributions have been determined for
136MeV < E. < 288Me V and for angles in the range 50° < ecm < 150°. These angular
distributions and the excitation functions derived from them are in excellent agreement
with recent theoretical analyses [3,4].
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Introduction
Elastic photon scattering from the proton has been investigated by a number cf groups

in the region near the A (1232) resonance [5,6,7,8,9]. In this energy regime, Compton
scattering experiments are difficult due to the combination of the low cross sections for
this process and the high cross section for the dominant background process (the decay of
photo-produced neutral pions). Unfortunately, poor energy resolution and difficulties in
absolute flux normalization in some of these earlier experiments have made the under-
standing of these data difficult. The current experiment addresses this situation by
providing the first high resolution, systematic study of the proton Compton effect in the
energy regime between 136MeV and 288MeV.

Experimental Method
A diagram of experimental area two (EA2) at SAL is shown in Figure 1. An approx-

imately 50% duty factor electron beam was used to produce a bremsstrahlung photon
beam by passing it through an aluminum radiator whose thickness was 0.01 radiation
lengths. The bremsstrahlung endpoint energies were 298 MeV, 244 MeV, 200 MeV and
170 MeV. The primary beam current was monitored by dumping it into a water cooled
copper beam stop. A 1 cm diameter by 30 cm long lead collimator together with lm of
dense concrete shielding and a sweep magnet were used to produce a relatively clean
2.5cm diameter photon beam on the liquid hydrogen target, which was 10.2 cm in diam-
eter and 12.7 cm long. The detector was the high resolution total absorption Nal(Tl) scin-
tillation counter designed at Boston University [2]. It consists of a cylindrical core of Nal
surrounded by four annular Nal segments. This core is encased in a plastic scintillator
annulus which, together with plastic veto counters in front of and behind the detector, was
used to efficiently reject the cosmic ray background. Neutron backgrounds were reduced
to acceptable levels through careful geometrical shielding of the detector. A 12.5 cm
tungsten collimator was used to define the detector aperture. The photon flux was moni-
tored continuously by measuring the energy deposited in a quantameter which was well
shielded from room backgrounds.

At each beam energy, the response of the detector was measured by rotating it to zero
degrees and allowing a greatly reduced photon flux to directly enter the crystal. This
served to establish a reference point for the gain determination. This reference point was
determined by fitting an EGS4 [10] simulated detector response function to the measured
zero degree spectrum. This response function was calculated by using an incident
bremsstrahlung spectrum of the appropriate endpoint energy. [11] A range of angles
were measured for each energy; during the detector move (which usually took about half
an hour) a thorium source was placed in the aperture of the detector to allow the gains of
the quadrants to be monitored.

For each angle, a series of target empty and full runs would be accumulated. A typical
full/empty cycle would require about 6-8 hours and, depending on the energy and angle,
each point would require of" order 1 day to acquire acceptable statistics in the photon yield
region of interest. A yield spectrum for endpoint energy 200 MeV and lab angle 135
degrees is shown in Figure 2. The vertical lines indicate the approximate boundary of the
region of interest. The region of interest is that region which should contain only elasti-
cally scattered photons and is defined by the interval between the most energetic photon
possible from the decay of photo-produced neutral pions and the kinematic endpoint. The
large K° background is clearly visible.
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Da.a reduction
Figure 3 shows the same yield spectrum once the target empty background has been

subtracted. Backgrounds were subtracted normalized to the quantameter counts with a
correction for the fact that about 2% of the hydrogen remained in the target for the so-
called target empty runs. The solid line in this figure was produced by simulating the
detector response to Jt° decay photons and to a Compton scattered incident
bremsstrahlung spectrum. These incident spectra had an arbitrary normalization and were
used only to determine the appropriate shapes of the detector response. The incident
spectra were determined using a technique first reported by Cocconi and Silverman [12]
together with the photoproduction cross section compilation of Genzel, Joos and Pfeil
[13]. Cocconi and Silverman parametrize the Jt° photoproduction cross section and then
develop an analytic expression for the energy and angle distribution of the decay photons
in terms of this parametrization. A Monte Carlo code was written to fold this distribution
together with an incident bremsstrahlung spectrum. The success of this method is evident
from the excellent agreement between the normalized calculated detector response curve
and the background subtracted data. The sharp edge of the 7C° decay spectrum served as
an excellent check on the energy calibration of the detector. This procedure was applied
to each energy and angle combination to determine accurate regions of interest in the
detected spectra. Especially for the lower energies, this region of interest was often large
enough to allow several sub-bins with reasonable statistics in each bin. At the lowest
energies, this allowed a consistency check since the same energy and angle combination
was often measured with two different machine energies.

Once the bins have been determined, the remaining steps in the extraction of the
differential cross sections are straightforward. Since the detector response function for
monochromatic photons is not flat, it is necessary to determine the efficiency with which
a given bin integrates the photon flux. The EGS4 simulation of the detector was written
so that this efficiency could be easily determined. An energy spectrum is accumulated
leaving the target and compared with the energy spectrum of the detected photons. The
ratio of counts in equivalent bins in these two spectra then gives the efficiency. This also
includes the effect of absorption as the scattered photon travels from the target to the
detector. A simple Monte Carlo code was written to determine the detector solid angle,
allowing for the effects of the extended target Finally, an EGS4 simulation of the quan-
tameter was carried out to verify that the photon flux monitoring with this device was in
fact energy independent and that the calibration constant for it was reasonable.

One all the appropriate factors were determined, the differential cross sections were

~(Q,E) = e(El,E2) x
NyQNt

calculated according to the above formula, where the quantities are defined as

C = detected photon flux in the region of interest
Nt = number of scattering centers in the target
Q = detector solid angle
Ny= incident photon flux corresponding to the region of interest
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El and E2 are the energy endpoints of the region of interest, and e is the efficiency
(including absorption) for this region. The number density of protons in the target cell
was calculated as (5.37±0.11) xlO cm . The error in the flux normalization due to
photon absorption in the target was estimated to be less than 0.5%.

Figure 4 shows the four most complete angular distributions together with the theo-
retical angular distributions as calculated from a theoretical dispersion relation analysis
due to L'vov [3]. The agreement with his analysis is excellent.

Figure 5 shows an excitation curve near the threshold region at 45 degrees. This curve
demonstrates the consistency with which cross sections were determined over the entire
range of machine energies. The solid curve is from a multipole analysis by one of the
authors (J.C. Bergstrom) based in part on the multipoles of Pfeil et al. [14]. It is of interest
to note the behavior in the region of the pion photo-production threshold. The influence
of the cusp is clearly evident; when the cusp amplitude is used with a multiplication factor
of 1, the agreement between theory and experiment is excellent. Reducing or increasing
the influence of the cusp worsens this agreement dramatically as indicated.

Conclusions
The excellent agreement between measured and calculated angular distributions in the

energy regime investigated lends support to the dispersion relation calculations of L'vov
[3]. We see definite evidence for the unitary cusp in the near threshold compton scattering
from the proton.

Figure Captions
Figure 1: A scale diagram of experimental area 2 (EA2) at SAL, showing the detector and
it shielding as it would be located for a forward angle measurement.

Figure 2: A summed yield spectrum for incident electron energy of 200.2 MeV and lab
angle of 134.8 degrees. The region of interest is indicated by vertical lines. The left most
is one detector resolution above the 7t° decay endpoint and the right most is the kinematic
endpoint. The influence of the rc° decay background is evident.

Figure 3: A comparison between the EGS4 simulation of the detector response and the
target empty background subtracted yield spectrum. The calculated spectrum is only
normalized, not fit.

Figure 4: Angular distributions for 150 MeV, 185 MeV, 232 MeV and 288 MeV average
incident photon energies. The solid curves are calculated from the dispersion theory of
L'vov [3J.

Figure 5: An excitation function at 45 degrees. Data points are interpolated as required
from the measured angular distributions. The solid curve is derived from the multipole
analysis of Pfeil and Schwela [15].
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Data compared to egs for 200.2 MeV and lab angle 134.80
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CONNECTIONS BETWEEN COMPTON SCATTERING AND PION

PHOTOPRODUCTION IN THE DELTA REGION*

NIMAI C. MUKHOPADHYAY and M. BENMERROUCHE
Physics Department, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Troy, New York 12180-3590, USA

ABSTRACT

Using textbook tools like analyticity, unitarity and optical theorem, we
discuss the relationship between pion—nucleon scattering, pion
photopioduction and Compton scattering in the A(1232) resonance
region. We review the relevant data and draw conclusions pertinent to
the QCD—inspired models.

1. Introduction

Feynman1, in his seminal text on photon—hadron interaction, has stressed the
advantage of probing hadrons with a particle of known structure and interaction, and
has considered photons the best in this regard, since no other particles, with the
possible exceptions of leptons, are known as well. Compton Scattering (CS) is thus a
classic way of probing hadrons: photon comes in and goes out, leaving the target
hadron in its ground state, and thus neatly hiding all the hadronic violence in the
intermediate state. In the Thomson limit, the CS cross—section is given by the only
operative scale in the problem, viz., the charge e and the Compton wavelength of the

hadron, r0 ~ —, m being the mass of the hadrci. In the photon energy region
corresponding to the A (1232) excitation, however, the magnetic dipole and even the
electric quadrupole excitation of the A(1232) becomes important. In this paper, we
shall be concerned about these basic amplitudes, which are of great interest to the
topical investigations2 of hadron structure.3 The reader is invited to consult our more
elaborate discussion4 elsewhere on the CS, for numerical and physics details that will
be omitted in this paper.

The rest of the paper will be divided as follows: Section 2, a discussion of the
Fermi—Watson theorem and a precise determination of the imaginary part of the
magnetic Compton amplitude; Section 3, the use of the optical theorem to determine
the forward Compton amplitude; Section 4, resolution of an apparent unitarity crisis;
Section 5, possible determination of the E2/M1 amplitude ratio in the N H A transition
via the CS; Section 6, a summary of our conclusions.

Invited Paper, Workshop on Hadron Structure from Photo—reactions at Intermediate
Energies, Brookhaven National Laboratory, May 28-29, 1992. Presented by N.C.
Mukhopadhyay.
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2. A Precise Extraction of the Magnetic Compton Amplitude from the
Pion—Nucleon Scattering and Pion Photoproduction

Let us consider the w N elastic scattering and pion photoproduction in the
spin—isospin 3/2 channel relevant to the A(1232) excitation. For the latter, let us
restrict ourselves to the dominant magnetic dipole amplitude. The 2x2 S—matrix is

S=

7} e

2i5n

(1)

where TJ is the elasticity parameter, 6i and 62 are the strong and Compton phase shifts
in the I = J = 3/2 channel. The off—diagonal matrix elements 0,1,2 equal due to
time—reversal invariance, and they display the famous Fermi—Watson5 phase, 61+62,
often approximated8 in the literature by 6\. Since we are interested in the CS, we shall
not do that approximation, and use the recent analysis of pion photoproduction by
Grushin et al.7, which determines real and imaginary parts of the photopion production
T—matrix element separately. Using the definition

we have

Re T 2 2 = V sin 25^,

Im T 2 2 = \ (I-77 cos 2S2).

(2)

(3)

We know 5\ from the pion—nucleon phase shift analyses8, and we can determine ip =
61+82, from Grushin et al.'s analysis:

tan ip = Im T1 2 /Re T1 2 .

Likewise, we set

~ 4 | T 1 9 | 2 .

(4)

(5)

We can thus determine the magnetic Compton amplitudes for proton, using the
relations

lMU 3" ' (6)

whereby small isospin — 1/2 contribution for the proton target is neglected, k is the
photon cm momentum.

This method allows us to determine the Compton amplitude Im f^j^j most

accurately at a certain energy close to the A—pole. Thus, the combination of the VPI
phase shifts8 and the Grushin et al. analyses7 yield
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Im fM+ = 15.4 * 0.2, (7)

in unity of 10-4/ra at E = 348 MeV, the photon lab energy, corresponding to the

cm energy W = 1239 MeV. Using instead the Karlsruhe8 phase shifts, we get

= 15.7 ±0.2, (7')

in the same units, for E = 343 MeV or W = 1235 MeV. These can be measured in

direct OS experiments to check consistency of the above analytical inputs. This would
be of direct interest to the on—going Compton scattering experiments planned at the
Brookhaven LEGS facility.20 Also, the LEGS experiments reported at this
conference23 on the (%w°) reaction may be able to improve on the results (7), (7')
reported above.

Wliile this particular extraction is quite precise, it suffers from some

limitations: (1) it is not helpful to determine Re fM™> (2) it depends on the various

phase shift analyses; (3) away from the above "magic" energy determined by the phase
shifts, the method loses accuracy4; (4) we have ignored the resonant E2 and the I =
1/2 contributions; these are small, but for better accuracy, they should be included.
Thus, it is no replacement for a direct experimental determination, if we wish to know
T22 as a function of E .

3. Forward Compton Amplitude via the Optical Theorem from the Photohadron
Experiments

One interesting independent check on the consistency and accuracy of the
multipole data base of pion photoproduction can be provided by the application of
optical theorems for the total photohadron cross-section, on which some older data
exist10. The optical theorem relates the total photohadron cross—section a™ to the

forward Compton amplitude f..

aT = 4^Im f., (8)
7

where the expression for f, is given in terms of the various Compton multipoles by the

classic work of Gell—Mann, Goldberger and Thirring":

E.
- ),

where (...) represents other s— and p—wave contributions not shown (the d—wave
contributions are small). From the multipole data base of Grushin et al.7, we extract
at E = 320 MeV,

Im fx « 13.3 ± 0.6 fib GeV, (10)

ignoring the d—wave terms. From the total photohadron cross—section measurements
of Armstrong et al., we get
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Im fx = 13.2 ± 0.2, 13.0 * 0.2, (11)

in the same units, at E = 315 and 340 MeV respectively. The nice agreement of (10)

and (11) checks the con'jistency of the multipole data base of Grushin et al., and adds

confidence to the extraction (7), (7') of the Im f-Lw *n a m a n n e r t n a t *s independent

of a direct CS experiment, another text—book illustration of the Compton physics.

4. Unitarity Crisis in Compton Scattering?

Since the appearance of the Bonn studies13 on CS in the delta region, there has
existed a problem that has not been properly explained: the apparent violation of the
unitary lower bound13 on the CS cross-section at E = 320 MeV, 6 = 90" (the CS

angle in the cm frame). The bounds are obtained as follows: Let us write the
differential cross—section for the CS in terms of the relevant amplitudes (f>\(\ = 1, ..6),

where TJI'S are positive integers. Thus, the lower bound on the cross—section is
obtained by setting the real parts of the (pi to be zero:

do- s da

The imaginary parts of the amplitudes <j>i can be obtained by using the unitarity
equation for the T—matrix:

Thus, for the magnetic Compton amplitude

M = q S | M j + | 2 + ..., (15)

where q is the pion cm momentum, c are the physical channels (ir*n, 7r°p for the jp -*
7P process), (...) represents small corrections, and

Tj2 = ^ q f M j + , (16)

Our test of the bound (18), using the pion photoproduction multipoles of Grushin
et alJ, shows no problem* with the Bonn data^. This is comforting: possibly the
unitarity problem of the Pfeil et al.13 has an origin in the underestimation of the errors
of their multipole data base. This may also be due to the fact that Pfeil et al. have
ignored the Compton phase 62 in extracting their photoproduction multipoles, thereby
introducing "minor" errors for pion photoproduction, which are substantial for the CS.
The unitarity tests bear a reexamination at a better precision than what we can
provide from the Grushin et al. multipole data base. So far we detect no unitarity
crisis. Finally, the new data taken at Mainz on the Compton scattering, now being
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analyzed,firinly indicate that the new experiments show a nice consistency with the
unitary lower band at E = 3J

this good news at this meeting.

unitary lower band at E = 320 MeV. We are grateful to M. Sanzone24 for sharing

5. Precise Measurements of Nucleon to Delta Resonant Electromagnetic
Amplitudes: Future Prospects

We finally come to the subject matter with direct bearing on hadron
structure3,14"19: determination of resonant helicity (or equivalently, multipole)
amplitudes in the nucleon to delta electromagnetic transition, which we can probe
sensitively via the CS. At the outset, we should stress to the reader the results that we
have obtained2 through our many years of research at RH : the dominant magnetic
dipole amplitude, extracted from the pion photoproduction data, is considerably larger
than the predictions14 of the Isgur—Karl quark shell model, while the electric
quadrupole amplitude, so extracted, agrees in sign with the prediction of this model,
though the magnitude seems to be bigger. The predictions of the Maryland school, for
example, in which a combination of quark and meson effects in the structure of the
hadrons is explored, are given by Cohen and Broniowski3, in the long—wave length
approximation,

Ml ~ 204, E2 ~ -11 , A 1/2 ~ -36, A 3/2 2 - 186,
(17)

while the best determination from our photoproduction analysis is2:

Ml = 285±37, E2 = -4.6*2.6, Al/2 = -135±16, A3/2 = -251±33,
(18)

all in units of 10 "3 GeV ' . The important point to note is that the Maryland
theoretical E2 amplitude in (17) is considerably larger than the empirical RPI value,
while the former Ml amplitude is considerably smaller, even after factoring in the
approximation in (17). Latest quark model calculations by Simon Capstick25 do not
improve the discrepancy between quark model14 and our results, although the "bare"
delta properties extracted by Nozawa, Lee and Blankleider28 are much closer to the
quark model. Finally, Robson27 finds evidence for new corrections to quark model
results.

The Compton scattering provides us with a new opportunity4 to probe these
amplitudes with considerable sensitivity. The dominant magnetic dipole Compton

amplitude fjyfM' i m a S i n a r y Par* °f which is related to the Ml nucleon to delta
amplitude by Eq. (15), sets the scale of the Compton observables in the delta region.
Thus, we have,

(3x^+7)

(19)

where x = cos 0, all quantities are in the 7—N cm frame, S = dan/dfi — da /dfi, with

|| and x representing the photon polarization parallel and perpendicular to the
scattering plane, 0 is the scattering angle. In the limit of vanishing of real parts of all
CS amplitude, the recoil nucleon polarization vanishes. These are powerful results that
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can be tested in future precise CS experiments, such as those that are currently
underway at Mainz or the Brookhaven light source (LEGS).

A bonus of these experimental possibilities is to have a handle on the E2
amplitude, which is very tiny and yet theoretically very interesting. We recall that
this amplitude would be zero in the naive SU(6) or SU(6)w limit15; it is sensitive to the

color hyperfine interaction18 due to one-gluon exchange between quarks. In the bag
model17, it is directly sensitive to the deformation of the hadron bag. In the Skyrme
model18, it is large and non—zero, but is difficult to estimate, as it is in the sub—leading
order of the effective Nc expansion (Nc, the number of colors), and is sensitive19 to the
issue of current conservation in such models, and to the problem of keeping track of
retardation effects (early estimates take long—wave length limits of this observable,
thereby yielding a result that is not immediately comparable19 to experiments). These
problems should be also relevant to the work of the Maryland school3, and hence the
theoretical uncertainties of the estimates (17) need to be explored.

Happily, our investigations4 indicate that the Compton observables S and r

are quite sensitive to the variation of the E2 to Ml amplitude ratio at 0 — 90°, while

§jy is not as much sensitive at this angle. Thus, simultaneous measurements of these

observables would be a step in the right direction — a step that is being currently
explored at Brookhaven20. We must pay tribute here to Andy Sandorfi and his able
collaborators at Brookhaven for their pioneering efforts at LEGS to make this possible
at BNL.

An extrapolation21 of the extracted resonant Ml amplitude from the delta peak
to much lower energies indicates that it is consistent with recent measurments22 of the
magnetic polarizability of the proton at low energies. This is another check on the
accuracy of the nucleon to delta amplitudes.

6. Conclusions

We summarize our conclusions on the Compton scattering in the delta (1232)
region off nucleons:

(a) Unitarity4,5 and information on pion—nucleon phase shifts8, along with
multipoles from the photoproduction of pions7, allow us a precise determination of the

amplitude Im fpJrM at a particular energy close to the delta pole. This is of crucial

interest to hadron models.

(b) Optical theorem9,11 and photohadron experiments10 yield an independent
consistency check on the magnetic Compton amplitude in (a).

(c) The Bonn data12 on the Compton scattering of photons at E = 320

MeV are consistent with the unitary lower bound extracted from the photopion
multipole data base of Grushin et al.7 Thus, the apparent unitarity crisis, reported by
the Eonn group, is now resolved. There is, however, a lot of room for improvement on
the experimental precision of this data base.

(d) There is an experimental opportunity20 to explore the nucleon to delta
electromagnetic resonant amplitudes via the Compton scattering at a precision so far
unavailable. This prospect is enhanced by the availability of the polarized photons at
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laser—driven light sources.20
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Single-Pion Electroproduction and the A+ ->P+y Transverse One-Half and
Scalar Helicity Transition Form Factors—An Algebraic Approach.

ABSTRACT

Milton D. Slaughter*
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University of New Orleans
New Orleans, Louisiana

and

S. Oneda
Center for Theoretical Physics, University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland

Single-pion electroproduction (y+p->A* -*7t°+p) and the A+->p+y transverse

one-half helicity transition form factor A,(#2) oc (G*M(q2)-3G*E(q2)) <*

(M^'2\q2)+3E^'2)(q2)) and the scalar transition form factor ^(q2) oc Gm
c(q

2)

oc S^2)(q2) are examined using equal-time commutation relations (ETCRs) and the

dynamical concept of asymptotic SUF(2) symmetry and realization. Utilizing as input

only gfiq2), the well-known isovector part of the proton magnetic moment Gv
M{q2),

and the isovector part of the proton electric form factor G^{q2), a direct calculation of

hl(q
2)and h^iq2) is made. The scalar quadrupole amplitude S®'2\q2) is calculated

with results in good agreement with experiment. The ratio of the eiectric quadrupole

moment to the magnetic dipole moment (Er I A / r ) 1=0 = electromagnetic ratio

(EMR) is also calculated as a function of G^(0) and is shown to be a very sensitive
function of the A mass. Our treatment is completely relativistic. Current
conservation is guaranteed.

* Supported in part by NSF Grant No. PHY-9012374
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Relativistic effects, QCD mixing angles and

N^N^ and- A-̂ Nj' transition form factors

I. G. A z n a u r y a n

Yerevan Physics Institute, Alikhanian Brothers St. 2

375036, Yerevan, Armenia, CIS

Abstract

I t i s shown that relat ivis t ic effects, considered in the

framework of a relat ivist ic quark model constructed in infinite

momentum frame, improve the agreement between theory and experiment

for A-»Nĵ . transition. They enlarge the magnitudes of the amplitudes

Ap and Ap and suppress with increasing Q the magnetic form

factor of A-»N̂  transition in comparison with proton magnetic form

factor. The additional inclusion of not large QCD-inspired mixings

of multiplet [56,0 ] into the N and the A improves further the

agreement with experiment for this form factor and permits to

describe i t s Q2-dependence at Q2< 3 GeV2. Predominantly due to the

relat ivis t ic effects non-zero values for electric and Coulombic

form factors of Â Nj' transition are obtained. I t is predicted that

the electric form factor is positive at Q< 0.2 GeV' and changes

i t s sign with increasing Q , so the magnitude of helicity asymmetry

should be lower than 0.5 at Q2> O. 2 GeV2.
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ELECTROPRODUCTION STUDIES OF THE
N->A TRANSITION AT BATES AND AT CEBAF

C. N. Papanicolas
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Department of Physics and Nuclear Physics Laboratory
1110 W. Green Street

Urbana, IL 61801 USA

ABSTRACT
The nucleon resonance programs pursued at Bates and at CEBAF place particular em-
phasis on the study of A+(1232) resonance. A number of experiments have been approved
that seek to precisely determine the resonant quadrupole amplitude in the N—>A tran-
sition. The experimental evidence available from earlier electroproduction experiments
and recent theoretical predictions are reviewed in order to provide a perspective on the
planed measurements. The goals and the scope of the approved experiments at Bates and
at CEBAF, are then presented.

INTRODUCTION
Among the few crucial observables needed to guide the QCD inspired phenomenology,
the strength of the quadrupole excitation of the A+(1232) has emerged as a particularly
sensitive one. At the two US electron scattering facilities which can address this question
through electroproduction, Bates and CEBAF, extensive efforts are underway preparing
for an experimental program which ought to provide the necessary and much desired
experimental information.

The nucleon resonance program at the Bates Linear Accelerator Facility, a facility capable
of providing intense high quality electron beams with a maximum energy of 1 GeV, is
limited to the study of only the A+(1232) resonance at low momentum transfers. At
CEBAF, where beams of superb quality of energies exceeding 4 GeV are anticipated,
resonances of masses up to 2.5 GeV can comfortably be studied through electroproduction.
The kinematic restrictions for an H(e, e'p) experiment at these two facilities are best
understood with the help of Figure 1. The electron spectrometer angle (dashed curve),
and the proton emission angles (shaded band) are shown as a function of momentum
transfer (Q2). Momentum transfers exceeding 0.6 GeV2 become impractical at Bates; at
CEBAF one can reach momentum transfers of 5 (GeV/c)2. The solid line in the middle
of the shaded band gives the direction of the momentum transfer. The width of the
band, typically of the order 40° for Bates and 10° for CEBAF, gives the opening angle
of the cone within which all of the decay protons (from the A) may be detected. It is
worth pointing out that at Bates the momentum transfer vector typically lies only 30°
from the beam direction and the reaction cone always straddles the beam. Clearly these
are not the ideal conditions to study nucleon resonances. At CEBAF where the higher
incident beam allows expanded kinematic flexibility, the narrow reaction cone, within
which the angular distribution needs to be mapped, puts much tougher restriction on the
instrumental accuracy that needs to be achieved.
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Figure 1: The electron angle, 0 e , (dashed) and proton lab decay cone, (shaded band) for
kinematics appropriate to Bates (top figure) and for CEBAF (bottom) for the study of
the N—+A transition in H(e,e'p) experiments, as a function of Q2.
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THEORETICAL MOTIVATION
S. Glashow in 1979 suggested [10] that most of the shortcomings of the MIT bag model [7]
could be overcome if spherical symmetry was not imposed as a prerequisite. In microscopic
terms the abandonment of the spherical shape can be understood in analogy to the case
of the deuteron. As in the case of the N-N interaction the interaction between quarks is
believed to have a tensor component [13]. In the case of nuclei this leads to the famous d-
state admixture and to the deformation of the deuteron. At the quark level, this leads to
d-state admixtures in the N(939) and the A+(1232) and the "deformation" of the nucleon.
As it is to be expected, such an important effect leads to many other consequences about
hadron structure: a non-zero electric form factor for the neutron, mass splittings and
modified decay probabilities.

The intrinsic deformation of the spin-| object cannot be measured directly; it has to be
inferred from transition amplitudes, as in the case of spin-0 or spin-| nuclei. The transi-
tion amplitudes for the N—+A excitation are the most obvious candidates. The A+(1232)
in spherical models can be excited only through a pure spin-flip transition, which can pro-
ceed only through an Ml (magnetic dipole) excitation. Deformation introduces d-state
admixtures in the ground state of the nucleon and/or in the A which allow quadrupole
transitions in addition to the spin flip Ml. Departure from spherical symmetry implies
a new observable - the Electric quadrupole to Magnetic dipole amplitude Ratio (EMR).
If virtual photons are used then in addition to E2 (Electric Quadrupole) a C2 excitation
(Quadrupole Coulombic) is allowed and by analogy to the EMR the CMR (C2 to Ml Ra-
tio) can be defined. These, well understood observables, are therefore of great importance
in testing our understanding of the nucleon.

Following Glashow's suggestion, an intense theoretical activity emerged, which continues
to date unabated, exploring the values that the EMR ratio can assume in different models
of the nucleon. In Table 1 we present a collection of results representative of the various
models. The most remarkable feature of this table is the rather narrow range of values

Theory
SU(6)

MIT Bag
Chiral Bag
Chiral Bag
Constituent

Quark
Models

Skyrme
Model

EMR(xlOO)
0.00
0.00

-0.92
-1.8

-0.32 to +0.5
+0.7

-0.69, -0.23
-0.6, -0 .3

-0.65
-5.0

-2.6 to -4.9

Reference
[2, 12]

[7]
[6]

[23]
[9]
[13]
[24]
[4]

[11]
[1]
[25]

Table 1: Theoretical Predictions for EMR

predicted by the various models. The predicted values of the EMR are typically small,
negative, and with the exception of certain Skyrme predictions, always below 0.02 in
absolute value.
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Figure 2: Representative multipole ratios, Ei+ /M1 + and S1+/Mi+, from the work of
Capstick and Karl [5] for the Isgur, Karl, and Koniuk [13] model (dashed curves) and
with relativized wavefunctions (dot-dashed curves).

The momentum transfer behavior of EMR and CMR is potentially a very sensitive ob-
servable that has remained, until recently, unexplored. S. A. Gogilidze et al. [11], Nozawa
et al. [19], and Capstick and Karl [5] have studied the Q2 behavior of the Si+, Mi+, and
E1+ multipoles within their respective models. Typical and illustrative of the expected
magnitude and Q2 behavior are the results of Capstick and Karl. The EMR and CMR
values resulting from their calculation are shown in Figure 2 as functions of Q2.

The situation in the case of the N->A transition is rather unique, because the two limits
of Q2 (Q2 -+ 0) and (Q2 —> oo) are well understood. We have seen that at the photon
point (Q2 =0) the EMR should be very small and in the SU(6) limit it should be zero.
Work by Carlson [10] based on the sound assumption that helicity is conserved and that
photons couple to quarks directly (no resonant behavior) lead to the conclusion that the
asymptotic value of EMR must be 1.0. It is then obvious why one needs to establish the
validity of these two limits and then proceed to examine the Q2 evolution of EMR and
CMR.
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AVAILABLE EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE
Although the region of the first nucleon resonance has been extensively studied at many
laboratories with a wide variety of experimental techniques, no clear evidence has emerged
for the existence of the quadrupole excitation of the A. The majority of these investi-
gations are more than twenty years old. They were carried out at high energy facilities
such as DESY, BONN, Daresbury (NINA) and Tokyo as part of broad investigations on
nucleon resonances with the main emphasis placed on understanding the 7VNN* vertex.
They predate Glashow's suggestion so no particular care was taken in addressing the
question of "nucleon deformation". The discovery of J/V> in 1974 radically changed the
perspective of the high energy physics community; the nucleon resonance programs were
terminated and the experimental facilities were shut down. When the renewed theoretical
interest emerged in the eighties, it was no longer possible to pursue such measurements.

The experimental evidence has been recently reviewed [18] and there is no need to repeat
it here. However it is worth restating the most significant conclusions:

a. The region of low Q2 has been probed repeatedly with photoproduction and with
inclusive and coincidence electron scattering. None of the measurements were orig-
inally intended to obtain precise information on the quadrupole excitation of the
A.

b. Repeated attempts to analyze the available photoproduction data yield small (<4%)
negative values for the EMR. This due to the various model assumptions introduced
in the analysis of the data which are not reach enough to both check the various
model assumptions and produce the obviously very small value of the EMR. Evi-
dently richer data involving either the use of polarized tagged photons and/or the
use of virtual photos are needed.

c. All of the available electroproduction measurements are limited to an accuracy of
about 5%. New measurements must find ways to limit systematic error to well
below this level if they are to contribute to the determination of the amplitude of
the resonant quadrupole excitation of the A.

d. Given the present status of theory the low momentum transfer region is most im-
portant. In this region the present data are quite old and most suspect. The Q2

evolution of CMR and EMR will be particularly valuable.

ELECTROPRODUCTION AT BATES AND AT CEBAF
The anticipated availability of high quality cw beams at Bates and at CEBAF and the
superb instrumentation build to exploit them offers the possibility to address the question
of " nucleon deformation" with an improvement in accuracy of about an order of magnitude
over the existing measurements. Two experiments have been approved for Bates which
will attempt to measure this effect at low values of Q2 and three at CEBAF which will
extend these measurements to intermediate values of momentum transfer. It is hoped
that the Bates measurements will establish the magnitude of the effect while the CEBAF
measurements will determine its evolution as a function of Q2. All approved experiments
and their extensions rely on the accurate detection of interference response functions
either through out-of-plane detection or through focal plane polarimetry. Each response
function exhibits different sensitivities, and by measuring simultaneously a number of
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them it is hoped to gain enough information so as to both determine the background
amplitudes and to isolate the resonant piece of the quadrupole amplitude.

BATES EXPERIMENTS

a. Experiment #87-09

This experiment will study the N—>A transition in the (e,e'7) and (e,e'7r°) channels: It
is possible to access these two electrocoincidence channels simultaneously through a kine-
matically complete H(e,e'p) experiment. The background contributions are of different
nature than the resonant E2/C2 contributions in the two channels, and therefore an impor-
tant cross check on the model dependence is offered through the comparison of results ob-
tained from these two channels. In coincident electron scattering with polarized electrons
(no polarized targets or detection of recoil polarization) three interference functions are
accessible: WTL the transverse-longitudinal interference, WTT the transverse-transverse
interference, and WTL the imaginary part of the transverse longitudinal interference (com-
monly referred to as the fifth structure function). Theoretical studies suggest that WTT
is insensitive to the presence of resonant quadrupole excitation, WTL is highly sensitive
to it, and WTL is highly sensitive to the interference of Born terms with the resonant A
excitation. If only resonant amplitudes were present, then WTL would vanish identically,
thus providing an observable particularly sensitive to the background term. Detection of
this observable requires both a polarized beam and out-of-plane detection; both will be
available for #87-09- This valuable new observable was detected for the first time only
last year at Bates [17].

These dependences are illustrated in Figure 3 where the sensitivity of each response,
accessible in coincident electron scattering, to the resonant quadrupole excitation is shown.
The two curves for each response correspond to two versions of the unitarized Blomqvist-
Laget (B-L) model. The standard B-L model in addition to the Born terms includes a
phenomenological Ml excitation of the A, but it does not allow for resonant quadrupole
excitation. Its prediction for the kinematics discussed here are represented by the dashed
curves. The B-L model has been extended [15] so a resonant quadrupole excitation of
the A is also allowed. The magnitude of the resonant quadrupole excitation has been
adjusted to yield a value for Re(Si+Mi«)/(Mi+)2 = —0.04, which reproduces reasonably
well the experimental data. The predictions of this model are depicted as solid curves in
Figure 3. Experimentally the obvious task is to map these responses as a function of 0P

(equivalent to #^and try to distinguish between the two predictions. This is the goal of
the Bates #87-09 experiment, where these functions will be studied at Q2 = —0.07 GeV2

and -0.12 GeV2 and for energy loss varying between the pion emission threshold and the
Ropper resonance.

It is obvious that measurements seeking to isolate small amplitudes in a given process
run the risk of being masked by systematic error. The proposed technique in experiment
#87-09 addresses this problem by the use of four simultaneous measurements of the
outgoing proton. The required four magnetic spectrometers of DQ design are currently
under construction [8]. This method, which is described in detail in ref. [22], allows the
isolation of the interference structure functions with greatly reduced error. Actually the
tolerances of the OOPS (Out Of Plane Spectrometer) system of Bates were driven by
the requirements imposed by experiment #87-09. The simultaneous measurement of four
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Figure 3: Response functions calculated by Laget [3, 15] for the kinematics of Bates Exp.
#87-09. The solid curves indicate results expected if the resonant quadrupole is identically
zero, while the dashed curves include a resonant quadrupole excitation compatible with
EMR= -0.04.

coincident cross sections significantly reduces the systematic error. This is achieved by
reducing the task of isolating structure functions to that of making a set of asymmetry
measurements. In Figure 4 the asymmetry which corresponds to the WTL responce in
the Laget model is shown. In the same figure the expected errors in the measurement
(which include both systematic and statisitcal contributions) are shown - the result of an
extensive Monte Carlo study of the experiment. The OOPS system is in its final year of
construction. Measurements on the N—>A are expected to commence in late 1993.

b. Experiment #89-03 A complementary approach to the measurement of the inter-
ference structure functions involves the use of focal plane polarimetry. In this approach,
the goal of the experiment is to make a precise measurement of the H(e,e'p)x° reaction
at the maximum of the A resonance. Six individual response functions, RLT'I RLTM ^LT>
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, RT T . , and R\.T,, can be separated. The superscripts indicate the additional decom-
position that can be achieved through the detection of the direction of polarization of
the outgoing proton [16]. In addition, the experiment can determine the combinations
2eR£ + R^ + eR$T and 2eR£ + R£ - eR£T. Three of the LT-type response functions are
highly sensitive to the presence of a resonant quadrupole (Si+) amplitude. The inherent
redundancy in these observables will allow the Si+ contribution to be isolated from the
several other amplitudes present in each response function. The other LT-type response,
R£T, will characterize the influence of other (resonant and non-resonant) amplitudes since
it, like the "fifth" response function WTL, identically vanishes for an isolated resonance.
Figure 5 illustrates the expected precision of the experiment in a measurement of the
R£T structure function. Finally knowledge of the two TT'-type response functions will
allow the dominant \Ml+\ term to be accurately determined and, by isolating it, one can
deduce the remaining transverse strength, most of which is expected to come from the
resonant E1+ multipole. Experiment #S9-03 will be performed at Q2 = -0.07 GeV2 so
as to sample these additional structure functions at the same momentum transfer value
as experiment #87-09.

The construction of the Bates Focal Plane Polarimeter is nearing completion; it is expected
that it will be calibrated during the next year at IUCF and be installed at the focal plane
of the OHIPS spectrometer. #89-03 is expected to run after a deuteron recoil polarization
measurement at Bates but well in advance of the CEBAF experiments.
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CEBAF EXPERIMENTS

A very extensive research program on nucleon resonances with particular emphasis on the
N—>A transition is planned at CEBAF. At this time two experiments have been approved
for Hall B which plan to use the CLAS (The CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer)
and one is approved to run in Hall-A. They are the following:

a. 89-037 Electroproduction of the P33(1232) Resonance, V. Burkert, spokesman.
b. 89-042 A measurement of the Electron Asymmetry in p(e,eV)and p(e,eV+)in the

Mass Region of the P:$3(1232) for Q2 <2(GeV/c)2, V. Burkert, spokesman.
c. 91-011 High Precision Separation of Polarized Structure Functions In Electropro-

duction and Roper Resonances, S. Frulani and R. W. Lourie Co-spokesmen.
The CLAS experiments take advantage of the large solid angle of the device (3.2TT) and
the large momentum bite of about 0.1 - 4.0 GeV/c for a standard field setting, to access a
very wide angular range for all momentum transfers in this kinematic window. The wide
angular coverage includes out-of-plane detection and the advantages it brings. In exp
89-037 the channels H(e,e'x+)n and H(e,e'p)7r° will be studied simultaneously in the Q2

range from 0.2 to 4.0 (GeV/c)2. The expected statistical accuracy compared to a number
of recent theoretical results for the Q2 dependence of the EMR are shown in Figure 6.

The availability of polarized beams at CEBAF and the inherent out-of-plane detection of
CLAS allows the measurement of the fifth structure function at much higher momentum
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transfers than OOPS. The goal of experiment 89-042 is to measure the Im(SoMi+) and
Im(Si+Mt+) in the region of the P33(1232) Resonance for Q2 below 3 (GeV/c)2.

CEBAF experiment 91-011 is an extension of the recoil polarization of Bates to the
CEBAF kinematic regime. The Hall-A focal polarimeter measurements will complement
the more extensive investigations of the P33(1232) Resonance with CLAS. In Figure 7.
two of the response functions expected to be measured in this experiment are shown with
the estimated statisitical uncertainty and some representative theoretical results.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The resonant quadrupole excitation amplitude of the A+(1232) provides a particularly
valuable observable for understanding the structure of the nucleon. It can provide un-
ambiguous information on the question of nucleon deformation and on the nature and
magnitude of the inter quark tensor interaction. The Bates program which is anticipates
to commence in the fall of 1993 is hoped that it will provide new precise data at low
momentum transfers. It will be followed by an extensive program at CEBAF which will
provide us with the evolution of this amplitude in momentum space.
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Figure 7: Two of the Response functions that will be measured in CEBAF Exp 91-
011. The error bars arepresentative of the projected accuracy. Curves represent a full
calculation according to the Devenish-Lyth parametrization (solid), a calculation with
Si+ and Ei+ multipoles set to zero (long dashed), and a calculation with Born terms set
to zero (short dashed).
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Description of a Nucleon in Nuclear Matter

G. G. Bunatian
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research , Dubna , Russia

The nonlinear cloudy bag model,CBM /I/,is generalized to
describe a nucleon in a nuclear matter at various density p
and temperature T /2/.The influence of the nuclear medium on
the bag-nucleon in the framework of CBM is due to the modif-
ication of the equation describing the CBM pion field n.
These changes are accounted for in the CBM by including in
the CBM lagrangian the pion polarization operator II(p,T).The
free pion propagator D is replaced in a nuclear medium 2>y
D(p,T).The changing of the pion field n and propagator D le-
ads via the CBM equations to the modification of the bag si-
ze R and quark momentum p, determined simultaneously from
these equations,and then to modifications of other bag-
nucleon characteristics:the total energy E, r.m.s. radii
<t/. magnetic moment u , polarizability a and so on, which all
are expressed as the expectation values <A> of the correspo-
nding operators %. in the bag-nucleon state The quantity
II(p,T)was studied in the works /3/ whose results are used in
our investigations.As we have obtained,the nucleon size R in
the nuclear matter at normal density p o and zero temperature
T=0 decreases by N 5% and the quarks momentum p also decrea-
ses,however, insignificantly, by 01-2%.On the other hand, the
values of the r.m. s.radii <r/* >

f& increases by **> 15% for a
proton and by *•* 100% for neutron.We have found also that po-
larizability of a nucleon in nuclear matter is roughly two
times as much than one of the free nucleon.

Our calculations are selfconsistant.If at the given T and
p the CBM equations have the simultaneous solution for the
pion field,bag size R Q and quarks momentum pe,the total en-
ergy E(R) as the function on R will have absolute minimum
just at this solution R=R e .But, if it turns out that at
high enough density p>Pc or temperature T>TC the CBM equat-
ions have no simultaneous solution and respectively energy
E(R) has no minimum,it manifests that the nuclear matter
does not consist then of the common three-quark bags
only,the other,non-nucleon phase appearance has to be expec-
ted. The increase of the p and T values leads to the pion
mode softening and then to strengthening of the CBM pion fi-
eld, to the enhancement of the virtual "pion cloud" of the
bag which causes eventually the nucleon-bag nonstability in
a nuclear matter at T>TQ and p>p c .Our estimations give
for the quantities pc and T c values p ~ =(1.5-2)pa ,T=
(l-1.5)(m^ c5' )=(140-210)MeV.
References
1.A.W.Thomas,Adv.Nucl.Phys. 13 (1984) 1
2.G.G.Bunatian,Sov.J.Nucl.Phys.49 (1989) 664;49 (1989)
847;43 (1986) 188;51 (1990) 7S0.Nucl. Phys.A509 (1990) 736.
3.G.G.Bunatian,Sov.J.Nucl.Phys.30 (1979) 131;31 (1980)
613;41 (1985) 33;41 (1985) 560;36 (1982) 656.Nucl.Phys.A404
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n,e-Amplitude Estimate
Independent of Nuclear Scattering Model

V.G.Nikolenko, A.B.Popov
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 141983 Dubna, SU

The physical importance of the n,e-amplitude bne consists in the fact that, it allows
determination of the neutron mean square charge radius that is proportional to (bnr — up),
where the Foldy term ap =• —1.468 mfm.

It is importent to note that, in spite of the many year investigation, thf problem of
bne estimation has not been solved. All known precise results fall into two groups: one
near —1.55(5) mfm [1-3] and the other near —1.32(4) mfm in the range critical f<>r sign
assignment to the neutron mean square charge radius .

So, the obtained in [2] value of bnc differs from the estimates of refs |4,5| by nearly 10
errors and, as we have shown [6], this is connected with different mathematical descriptions
of the measured effects. But the difference between the values —1.19(5) [l], - 1.55(2) [3]
and —1.31(4) [4,5] has not found any explanation up to now. And so, estimates of bne

from [5] depend on the reliability and precision of the rich set of coherent amplitude &<.„/,
values (for Bi) obtained in different years on the gravitational spectrometer and (in the
last time) on the interferometer and lie essentially beyond error limits. These bcoh lead
to the values of bne from -1.32(3) to -1.43(3). Such uncertainty evokes the necessity of
analysis of the measurement and data processing methods. Here one more approach to n,e-
p.inpiitude estimation is proposed. The nuclear scattering cross section «•„(•)) 47r/{'2(0)
is calculated by extrapolation of known scattering cross sections from the energy region of
tens or hundreds eV to E => 0. The values of bne are obtained from a comparison of <rs(0)
and 4irbcoh with 6cofc — -fi'(O) + bnaZ. The authors discuss also the discrrpmu-y between
I he existing bne estimates and conclude that it is yet impossible to reliably determine
the neutron mean square charge radius. The obtained "nonmodel" estimates of bnr agree
nicely with the results [5].
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A-RESONANCE EFFECTS IN POLARIZATION OBSERVABLES OF

S.S. Kamalov1,1. Tiator1, and C. Bennhold1

1 Institut fur Kernphysik, Universitat Mainz, D6500 Mainz, Germany
'TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C., V6T 2A3, Canada

In recent publications'1'' we have reported on new investigations of pion scattering
and pion photoproduction on the trinucleon 3He and 3H. In a model using realistic three-
body wave function and realistic pion-nuclear interaction with spin and isospin degrees of
freedom we have obtained a good agreement with all available data for the cross section
in pion photoproduction and both for the target asymmetry and cross section in pion
scattering.

In the present work the polarization observables S (photon asymmetry ), T and P
(target and recoil asymmetries) for 3Ke(7,7r+)3H at various kinematics are presented. The
process is described in a recently developed nonlocal coupled-channel framework1' that
employs three-body Faddeev wave functions and incorporates two-step processes such as
3He(7, jr°)3He(7r°, jr+)3H. Enhancement effects of the contributions from small components
of the 3He wave function as well as from the E^. multipole in production operator to
the polarization observables have been investigated. The results are presented in Fig.l
where the solid (dashed) curves are calculations with (without) D-state components of
the three-body wave function and with the full production operator. The dash-dotted
(dotted) curves are calculations without E*+ (only with Born terms) and with the full
wave function. Experimental data are from Ref.3'.

We found that the energy dependence for T, P and especially E observables at 8, = 90°
are sensitive to the D-state components of the 3He three-body wave function. Around £ ,
= 350-400 MeV a small D-state component with only 1% probability reduces S by up
to 30%, leaving a clear signal that should be detectable experimentally. At this region
the photon asymmetry S is also very sensitive to the presence of the £2 transition in
the 7NA vertex which defines the E(+ multipole. Above £.,=350 MeV large differences
appear between our computations without and with the E2. The presence of an E2
which is in our calculations about -5% of the dominant Ml transition4' enhances £ at
£,=400 MeV by almost a factor of two. We found that such effects arise entirely due
to an interference between S- and D-state components of the 3He wave function. The
corresponding contribution is enhanced by the large Kroll-Ruderman Eo+ multipole which
is absent in S for a pure S-shell wave function, as well as for the photon asymmetry of
the elementary process. The observables T and P are insensitive to the E2 transition up
to £,=500 MeV. So we find the photon asymmetry II to be useful to study details in the
trinucleon wave function, such as D-state components, as well as the E2/M1 ratio.

In Fig.lc,d we show our predictions for the T and P observables at Qc.m. = 30° as
a function of the photon energy. In this angular region these observables are basically
insensitive to pion rescattering. Using simple harmonic oscillator S-shell wave functions
leads to almost identical-results as calculations with the full Faddeev amplitudes. The
same conclusion holds for the photon asymmetry S. Thus PWIA with simple S-shell wave
functions is a good approximation for polarization observables in pion photoproduction

at small angles. Here the simple relations

E(3He) = E(p), T(3He) = -P(p), = -T(p) (1)

between the polarization observables on 3He and on the proton are fulfilled. Furthermore,
in this region the contribution from the A-isobar is very important (compare dotted and
solid curves). Therefore, we believe that this is a good kinematical region to study the
dominant A-isobar properties inside the nuclear medium. Should an experiment find de-
viations from the simple relations (1) at forward direction, this would indicate medium
modifications of the delta propagator in the 3He nucleus.

' ' S.S. Kamalov, L. Tiator, C. Bennhold, Few Body Systems 10 (1991) 143
2> C. Bennhold, B.K. Jennings, L. Tiator, and S.S. Kamalov, Nucl. Phys A (1992) (in press)
3) B. Bellinghausen et a!., Nud. Phys. A470 (1987) 429
4> J.M. Laget, Nucl. Phys. A481 (1988) 765
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